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The Emigrant Register of 
Karlstad 
Erik Gustavson* 
The Emigrant Register in Karlstad, in the province of Varmland , was 
founded in 1960 and thereby became the first institution of its kind in 
Sweden. There was, however, an extensive period of preparatory work. 
Interest in contacts with Swedish America has always existed in 
Sweden. In several locations, for example, there are Sweden America Day 
celebrations of long standing. When Sigurd Gustavson, the founder of the 
Emigrant Register, invited the then Swedish Consul General in Minneapolis , 
Carl Fredrik Hellstrom, to one such celebration, the Consul General 
accepted the invitation with the following words: "It's all very well with 
festivals, but they are soon over, and as a rule nothing further happens. If 
you knew the warm feelings which the Swedish descendants in America 
have for the Swedes , you would certainly do something more". These words 
became the seeds from which the expanded activity within the Varmland 
Historical Society was to flower. 
This new activity commenced with the famed "Varmland Gift" , which 
consisted of a separate gift from every parish in Varmland , to the Swedish 
descendants in America. These gifts varied greatly, but in most cases they 
were typical items used in those localities which contributed them. One can 
view these gifts as bits of local history, replete with their traditions, events 
and human destinies. Altogether, the "Varmland Gift" was made up of 
some one hundred items, presented to the American Swedish Institute in 
Minneapolis , MN in June of 1952. The collection still remains there as a 
reminder of the good will which emanated from Varmland and constitutes a 
key exhibit, viewed by tens of thousands annually. 
The "Varmland Gift" had spawned the thought that a monument should 
be erected in Varmland as a concrete reminder of the more than one million 
Swedes who journeyed to the great land in the West. The thought expanded 
to also include the folk groups in Varmland , whose ancestral roots from the 
earliest times had been in Finland. The monument was raised in the heart of 
the Selma Lagerlof country, near Rottneros, created in the geographical 
shape ofVarmland, crowned by a sculptured eagle, with wings outstretched, 
ready for flight. Stamfriindemonumentet (The Kinship Monument) became a 
reality and on its base are chiseled the words "To commemorate the bonds 
which tie kinfolk together across the seas, to the West and to the East". 
* Erik Gustavson is the Director of the Emigrant Register in Karlstad , Sweden. 
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Still, the desire for something more became all the more evident, and in 
1960, the Emigrant Register was founded as a research center for scholars, 
students, researchers and genealogists, where these might at first hand re-
ceive information concerning those sons and daughters of the province , who 
had left to seek a living elsewhere . Among the first tasks tackled by the 
Register was to compile a record over all of the emigrants from the province 
of Varmland , who had departed for America. In addition to the alphabetical 
lists, chronological emigration lists were drawn up for each parish based on 
the exit lists and the parish household examination rolls. For each emigrant a 
questionnaire was prepared on a specially prepared and printed form. The 
data from the parish records were added to these questionnaire lists, as were 
the answers to the questions, given by Swedish relatives of the emigrant, or 
the emigrant himself, if he was alive, either if he dropped by in person on a 
visit from America to Sweden, or by corresponding , if it was known where 
he was residing in the U.S. If the emigrant was deceased an attempt was 
made to locate his next-of-kin and if this was not possible , other persons, 
such as old neighbors, friends , both in Sweden and the United States, who 
were knowledgeable about the individual would be contacted . 
This task is of course wholly dependent upon our contacts throughout 
the province. For certain parishes these information sheets are nearly com-
pleted, while for others there are still large gaps in our information. The 
work with filling out the questionnaires goes on even in the United States. 
Many are the questionnaires which have been requisitioned by private re-
searchers for completion and they have been returned containing valuable 
information. The attempt to secure documentation from persons who experi-
enced and have good memories of their emigration is very important to the 
collection of oral history . 
The collections of Swedish American newspapers on deposit in the 
Royal Library of Stockholm have been combed for articles dealing with the 
emigration phenomenon and have been excerpted. The same thing can be 
said of the various local Swedish newspapers . From these we use everything 
which touches on America, whether it is news, announcements, and adver-
tisements . This gives us a true picture of how intensive the concept of 
" America" was reflected in the newspapers during the years of heavy 
emigration. Present day newspapers are also studied. Articles dealing with 
birthdays , weddings as well as obituaries are clipped and filed according to 
the parish. Certain details from these vital notices are then transferred to the 
questionnaire files. 
Passenger lists from ports of embarkation have been requisitioned for 
copying and excerpting. When it comes to Norwegian ports , and records of 
departure are on microfilm , these have been requisitioned and also excerp-
ted. For many emigrants from Varmland , the port of Kristiania (nowadays 
Oslo) played a vital role in the emigration experience and it is important to 
exhaust the resources of this embarkation port. 
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The Emigrant Register of Karlstad 
Our microfilm archives contain information from various Swedish 
parishes, but only for the years up to and including 1895. The microfilms 
from Sweden's Central Bureau of Statistics, which include information con-
cerning those who have left the_parishes for foreign parts, and kept in inter-
vals of five years, are also included in our holdings, as are the previously 
mentioned Norwegian port of embarkation records. 
Sigurd Gustavson The Kinship Monument 
Our library at the Register contains about 5,000 volumes, much of it 
dealing with the emigration theme, but also heavy in topographic and biog-
raphical content. We are constantly on the lookout for titles missing in our 
collection by studying book catalogues, visiting antiquarian book shops and 
watching out for book auctions. We therefore possess a great deal of real 
rarities. In this field, the Emigrant Register has benefitted by receiving 
strong support from Birger Swenson of Rock Island, IL, former book pub-
lisher and together with wife, Lyal, the main benefactor in the establishment 
recently of the Swenson Swedish Immigration Research Center in Rock 
Island, IL. Mr. Swenson has greatly enhanced our library with his many 
gifts. 
The Emigrant Register also organizes and assembles exhibits and sup-
plies Vasa Order lodges and historical societies with material dealing with 
American emigration for local 'emigrant days' and similar occasions. Sever-
al tours have also been arranged for visiting Swedish organizations in Amer-
ica. 
For some time the Emigrant Register has been involved in a joint re-
search project with the Department of History of the University of Uppsala. 
The Register and staff members from the Department's American History 
Section have labored gathering information and recording oral traditions 
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concerning emigration and the labor migration from Varmland to Norrland 
in northern Sweden and Norway. The result of this research has shown us 
that concerning the labor migration, we were out late , but when it comes to 
the emigration phenomenon this is still alive in people ' s memories. The 
material from the joint effort with the University of U ppsala remains largely 
unprocessed. The experience has taught us that the collecting of oral tradi-
tions concerning emigration is very urgent, both in the United States and 
Sweden. 
During the existence of the Emigrant Register a great many conferences 
have been held, which have addressed the problems of emigration to North 
America and the labor migrations. The cooperative efforts, foremost then 
with the University of Uppsala, with the inspired leadership of Prof. Sten 
Carlsson, as well as with the universities in Lund and Oslo , have been of 
tremendous value in this connection. We have in this manner been able to 
combine formal academic research with the more informal work going on at 
the community level. This blending of two forces , working toward one goal, 
has been to say the least very exciting for everyone involved. 
Across the years we have also at the Emigrant Register been able to 
accumulate a significant biographical archives of letters , photographs and 
the especially valuable material from the emigrant agents active in Sweden 
at the height of the emigration period. In order to make this material more 
easily accessible , we have set up a reference index, dealing with both names 
and subjects. Additionally we also have a separate photographic archives, 
which has been very valuable when it comes to the publishing of our quarter-
ly journal. 
The Emigrant Register has built up a solid network of contacts , primari-
ly in the province of Varmland, but extending also into other parts of 
Sweden. This network operates as a rule through the various local historical 
societies (hembygdsforeningar). These contacts are of inestimable value for 
personal research, for it means that we always have someone we can alert, 
when a visitor of Swedish descent arrives from America, bent on seeing his 
ancestral home. In the United States our best contacts are with the various 
Swedish American organizations , spread all over the American continent. 
There is no doubt that the Emigrant Register today stands out as a foremost 
source of information on emigration from the province of Varmland. Addi-
tionally it has built up across the years a preeminent position as a leading 
institution in this field in the Scandinavian countries. 
From the very start, the Emigrant Register has emphasized its dual role 
as an institution. One of its purposes is to be a collection agency for the 
ingathering of information concerning emigration and labor migration and to 
make this material available to students and researchers on all levels. 
The second purpose is the strengthening of the ties between kinsmen on 
both sides of the Atlantic. This purpose also seeks to guarantee that material 
in America, which deals with emigration from Sweden, and which is of vital 
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The Emigrant Register of Karlstad 
interest to Sweden, not be lost. As an essential part of this task, the Emi-
grant Register, together with our supporting organization, Samfundet Emi-
grantforskningens Friimjande (The Society for the Promotion of Emigration 
Research), publishes the quarterly journal Bryggan and its English language 
counterpart, The Bridge, which together have a circulation of ca. 3,000. 
Bryggan/The Bridge desires to stimulate research in the field of emigration 
on both sides of the Atlantic . Thus we can be aware of what is transpiring on 
various levels. The activities of the Swedish American organizations are 
reflected here . Collaboration between the editor and his readers is carried 
out by the contribution of articles from the readers themselves. Thus we 
look upon Bryggan/The Bridge as the primary publication for everyone in-
terested in emigration research . 
In order to acquaint people more readily concerning our activities, the 
Emigrant Register has produced a slide show program which portrays the 
contacts between Sweden and America across several centuries. The pro-
gram has proved to be very popular in our two countries. Historical 
societies, Vasa Order lodges, study circles and school classes have attended 
the showings. Inspired by the success of this program, (which incidentally 
also carries the same symbolic title as our quarterly journal, has likewise 
been produced in both English and Swedish versions), we have produced 
another slide program, one which deals perhaps with the most famous Swed-
ish emigrant, John Ericsson. He emigrated to the United States in 1839. 
Though he cannot be classified as a typical emigrant, he had to struggle like 
most of them to become successful. He also shared with the majority of the 
emigrants an intense longing for home. In Varmland we celebrate annually 
our Swedish America Day, which we call John Ericsson Day. During the 
past year we had a premiere performance of the show about him. 
From its earliest beginnings, the Emigrant Register has always kept in 
view the dream of some time finding suitable quarters for its operation. This 
dream is about to be fulfilled. In the near future the Emigrant Register will 
begin moving into an old cultural landmark in Karlstad, a building which has 
been renovated from top to bottom to fulfill our requirements. This new 
Kinship Center will provide work space, rooms for lectures, research, a 
library and exhibits, among other things. The Kinship Center is conveniently 
located near the business district of Karlstad, in a lovely spot on the banks of 
the Klar River (Klariilven). The Center will be open to all persons interested 
in the great migration, and everyone is cordially invited to visit us. 
_J.:_ 
~-)tji~ 
The Kinship Center 
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Directories 
Tell G. Dahllofi' 
I have read Nils William Olsson's article , A Sweish Directory for Boston 
1881 , published in the September issue of SAG (Vol. II, No. 3), and while I 
found it extremely interesting nd informative , I must call his attention as 
well as readers of SAG to the fact that Eric Wretlind's Boston Swedish 
directory was not the only such directory published in Swedish America. 
Actually I know of at least six other directories and guides, which in one way 
or another parallel Wretlind's edition. Three of these works are guides and 
three of them are directories . They are listed here in a chronological order. 
The earliest is one for New York and its environs called Svensk illustrer-
ad Vagvisare ofver New York, Brooklyn och Dess Omgifningar (Guide to 
New York, Brooklyn and Surrounding Areas), published by Wretlind and 
Kassman in New York in 1881. No first names are given for either of the 
compilers , but I assume that Wretlind is identical with Eric Wretlind , the 
Boston Directory ' s publisher. The New York guide does not list a publisher 
or a printer, but was registered with the Library of Congress in Washington, 
DC. The work in question contains 168 pages and though it is not a direc-
tory , such as the Boston edition, it contains information useful to the Swed-
ish American reader. A few Swedish names occur, such as the publishers of 
the four Swedish American newspapers, which were printed in New York at 
this time - Nordstjernan (The North Star) , Svenska Posten (The Swedish 
Post), Folkers Rost (The People's Voice) and Monitoren (The Monitor). 
Other Swedish names are to be found in the 22 pages of advertising, inter-
spersed in the text. The text itself concentrates on such useful hints as tables 
of weights and measures, with conversion from English to Swedish and vice 
versa, the names days of the year and a few poems , among them an ode 
which numbers a total of 21 verses, written by the Swedish Norwegian 
"professor and engineer, Mr. A. W. Almqvist, here writing under the 
pseudonym of Wava" on the occasion of the celebration at the Swedish and 
Norwegian Society in Brooklyn Nov. 4, 1875. 
Assuming that Wretlind , who was the co-author of the New York guide, 
is identical with Eric Wretlind of Boston, he must have done his New York 
* Tell G. Dahlliif of Stockholm, Sweden is an author, journalist and specialist on Swedish 
America. His library of Swedish Americana is probably the finest of its kind. 
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book either before or simultaneously with the Boston effort , which saw the 
light of day in late December of 1881. 
S""v"'::E::NSX 
U F\" F. R 
NEW YORK, BROOKLYN 
•!:--·""-DESS OMGIFNINGAR. ·+ 
Title page from Wretlind's and Kassman's Guide 
The next directory to appear on the scene was one devoted to the 
Swedes residing in Omaha and South Omaha, NE, published by Carl 
Bohmansson 1 in Omaha in 1899. The volume was printed at the printing shop 
of F. C. Festner in Omaha and measures approximately 9 x 5½ in. and 
contains 94 pages, of which nine pages were used by 18 advertisers. Among 
the latter is Bohmansson himself, who announces his printing shop and his 
ticket business, specializing in steamship tickets to Scandinavia. He also ran 
a currency exchange and had a translating service which included Swedish, 
English, German and Danish. 
Eleven pages are filled with general information of all kinds, such as the 
U.S. naturalization laws, the names of the Swedish-Norwegian consuls in 
the U.S., the voting rights, state by state, a list of the Swedish secular 
societies in Omaha as well as a directory of the Swedish churches. Among 
the Swedish societies are Svenska Bibliotheks-sallskapet (The Swedish Lib-
rary Society), Svea Nora Orden (apparently a mutual benefit society), 
Svenska Sangforeningen Norden (The Swedish Singing Society Norden), 
Svenska Musik-Bandet (The Swedish Music Band) and a Swedish chapter 
affiliated with the International Order of the Good Templars. The four main 
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Swedish church denominations are all represented - the Lutherans, the 
Methodists, the Baptists and the Mission Covenanters. 
The main body of the directory is given over to the listing of some 3,300 
Swedes living in Omaha and South Omaha. Each entry lists the name, 
occupation and residence of each person. If the person listed is single, the 
place where he or she boards is sometimes listed . Occasionally the em-
ployer' s name is also given. No information is available , however, as to the 
place of origin in Sweden , the year of birth or the year of arrival in the 
United States. Neither are there any illustrations. 
In his introduction Bohmansson points to the fact that his directory was 
the first Swedish city directory published in the Western States. He antici-
pates his critics by saying that it would be well-nigh impossible to publish an 
error-less directory, since people were always on the move, while others had 
changed their names, making it difficult to ascertain of what country he or 
she had been a native. 
Bohmansson goes on to extol the virtues of the city of Omaha, a city 
which in eight short years had grown from a population of slightly more than 
30,000 to 125 ,000. This progress he ascribed to Omaha's geographical loca-
tion as well as the hard work carried out by the pioneers , of which not a few 
had been "our countrymen". Some of the Swedes had entered such profes-
sions as medicine , pharmacology, publishing, the law (many Swedes were 
justices of the peace), while others were book dealers and clothing mer-
chants . 
The publisher points with pride to the fact that Omaha had six daily 
newspapers in English and as many weeklies in addition to two German 
language newspapers , three Bohemian , two Danish and four Swedish. Un-
fortunately he does not name the Swedish newspaprs nor their editors. In an 
advertisement in his directory , Otto Wolff, the publisher of the Danish lan-
guage newspaper Dannebrog, boasts that his newspaper has the largest 
circulation among Omaha Scandinavians. 
Chicago Svenska Adresskalender for 1904 (The Chicago Swedish City 
Directory for 1904) is the most impressive of all the city directories which I 
have seen so far. It lists more than 17,000 Swedes and their addresses. Many 
hundreds of the names reappear at the end of the directory in the "yellow 
section''. 
The volume was published by Henning Wennersten, 1006 Seminary 
Ave., the owner of a malt factory at the same address. The book contains 
282 pages within sturdy yellow cloth covers and measures 9 x 6 in . The 
printers were The Linden Brothers at 114-116 Sherman St., one of the 18 
printing establishments listed in the directory. 
One need not be a genealogical buff to enjoy the wealth of information 
given here concerning the Swedish population , active in Chicago around the 
turn of the century , at this time the second largest Swedish city in the world 
after Stockholm. 
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The publisher has crammed his pages with advertising. Western Savings 
and Trust Bank at 157- 159 La Salle St. occupies the lower half of the front 
cover, with The Swedish American Printing Co. at 35 South Clark St. 
occupying the entire inside front cover. On the back cover of the volume one 
finds "America's Largest Scandinavian Bank", The State Bank of Chicago 
(founded by John Richard Lindgren and Helge A. Haugan in 1879) at 142 
Washington St., opposite Chicago's City Hall whereas the finest men's 
clothier on the North Side, John M. Erickson, located at the corner of 
Division and Clybourne Streets, occupies the inside of the back cover. On 
the pages in the front and back, facing the inside covers, the space is re-
served solely for advertisers and here we find The Good Hope Bay Mining 
Company, which offers shares of stock in a half dozen listed Alaskan gold 
· mining companies,which may pay a dividend as high as 135%. "Nothing 
ventured, nothing gained", greets one from a page illustrated with a gold 
nugget of formidable size. 
Nine of the ten then existing Swedish newspapers in Chicago call atten-
tion to their existence with Hemlandet (The Homeland) providing a dignified 
picture of its chief editor, Johan Alfred Enander. Captain Anders L. Lof-
strom recommends his great store of used books to libraries and claims that 
he has the largest stock of Swedish books in America. His store, later to be 
named Dalkullan, was then located at 113- 115 Oak St. Engberg-Holmberg 
Publishing Co., makes its claim of having the biggest book selection at its 
office at 119 East Chicago Ave. and Holmgren & Engdahl mention the fact 
that this directory was bound by them at 254-256 Orleans St. 
Three pages, of which two are devoted to illustrations of the impressive 
factory buildings in Chicago and Rochester, NY, advertise the then ten 
year-old Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Co. and almost as much space is 
given to the publisher's own company and his manufactured malt products. 
These are frequently recommended in half-inch high advertising boxes re-
served at the bottom of every text page. Wennersten's malt products alter-
nate with the earlier mentioned Western Savings & Trust Bank, as well as a 
photographer named L.W. Felt at 215 East Chicago Ave., who keeps repeat-
ing his offer of a free painted picture to anyone ordering six or more of his 
portraits. 
The main body of the text opens with a review of the various religious 
and lay activities available in the Swedish community. Leading the list are 
the eighteen Augustana Lutheran churches with Pastor C. A. Evald as the 
shepherd of the venerable Immanuel Lutheran Church, founded by Tuve 
Nilsson Hasselquist in 1853 . In 1904 two of that congregation's charter 
members are still alive - Mrs . Eva Charlotta Carlsson, nee Andersson, 
from Timelhed Parish (Alvs.), widow of the legendary Pastor Erland Carls-
son . The other charter member is John Gottfrid Carlsson, a retired Chicago 
Fire Department captain from Bone Parish, also in Alvsborg liin. His 
address is given as 1088 Victor St. 
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Eleven Swedish Baptist churches are listed, of which the First Baptist 
Church at Milton and Elm Streets has the Rev. G. Arvid Hagstrom as its 
pastor. Serving as vice chairman of the church body is the editor, E. Win-
gren. 
The oldest Swedish congregation in Chicago, the St. Ansgarius Swedish 
Episcopal Church, founded by the Rev. Gustaf Unonius in 1849, is now 
headed by the Rev. Carl Gustaf Herman Lindskog, who has served this 
charge since 1887. 
Pastor Olof A. Toffteen is the clergyman at the Immanuel Episcopal 
Church at 1104 West 59th St. He had earlier served in the St. Ansgarius 
Swedish Episcopal Church of Minneapolis (see SAG, Vol. II, No. 2, p. 71). 
The Salvation Army boasts of seven corps and the Swedish Mission 
Church (now the Evangelical Covenant Church) has a total of twenty con-
gregations in Chicago , with the well-known pastor and writer , F. M. John-
son as minister of the First Mission Church at Orleans and Whiting Streets. 
Alfred Almfeldt is the pastor of the North Park College Mission Church. 
The Oak Street Mission, once headed by the Rev . John Gustaf Princell, 
now has as its leader a minister by the name of Gustaf Aaron Young. 
There are seventeen Swedish Methodist Episcopal churches in the Chi-
cago area, with the Rev. Anders J. Lofgren as the district superintendent. 
The First Swedish Methodist Episcopal Church, founded in the 1850s is 
now served by the Rev . Karl H . Elmstrom. 
Under the heading of Fdreningar (Societies), the Independent Order of 
Svithiod heads the list with fifteen lodges . The Independent Order of Vikings 
records twelve lodges with their addresses and meeting schedules, but it is 
the only society which does not list its officers . 
The president of the Linne Klubb (The Linne Society) , founded in 1898, 
is Anton Wilhelm Johanson . The club headquarters are at 1416 Montana St. 
The Svithiod Singing Society, founded in 1892, lists Fred R. Franson as its 
president. 
Svenska National Fdrbundet (The Swedish National Society), located at 
304-305 Dearborn St. is listed in the directory as being the "pride of the 
Chicago Swedes". The well-known Frans A. Lindstrand , editor of Svenska 
Amerikanaren, is its president. Another famous Chicago Swede, Othelia 
Myhrman , who then lived at 2603 N. Claremont Ave., is the director of the 
employment agency run by the society . The secretary was none other than 
another famous Swedish newspaperman in Chicago, Frithiof Malmqvist. 
This society was founded in 1894, as was another group called Svenska 
Fdreningarnas Centralfdrbund (Union of Swedish Societies), of which few 
particulars are given , except that its president is given as George S. Oleson. 
Oddly enough his name does not appear in the directory itself. 
In 1895 fourteen Swedish women in Chicago founded Svensk-
Amerikanska Kvinnoklubben (Swedish American Ladies ' Society), whose 
president is given as Othelia Myhrman. The directory notes that the social 
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gatherings of this group are beyond comparison ''the best organized enter-
tainments in all of Swedish Chicago". 
The first Swedish lodge in Chicago of the International Order of Good 
Templars was founded by Klas Ostergren in 1892. Addresses are given for 
eleven of the twenty lodges, which were in existence in Chicago. There are 
two lodges of the Sons of Temperance and the same number for Nykterhets-
orden Verdandi (Verdandi Temperance Society). An umbrella organization 
for all of the temperance organizations in Chciago is Skandinaviska Nyk-
terhetsforbundet (The Scandinavian Temperance Union) with Dr. John 
Fredrick Lindquist as president. 
Next follow a dozen or so associations and clubs, most of them singing 
societies, but here is also Svenska Urmakeriforeningen (The Swedish Socie-
ty of Watchmakers) and Svenska Affiirsmiinnens Klubb (The Swedish 
Businessmen's Club) with Samuel A. Freeman as president. 
Pastor Laurenti us G. Abrahamson is listed as the chairman of the board 
of the Augustana Hospital. During its twenty years of service it reports of 
having treated almost 14,000 patients. The Swedish Mission Hospital (today 
known as the Swedish Covenant Hospital), is located at 250-260 West Fos-
ter Ave. It is also called The Home of Mercy, and has Claes Flodin as its 
chairman of the board. 
Finally the directory reports that twelve teachers are employed at North 
Park College, which is headed by Prof. David Nyvall, prolific writer and 
philosopher. 
Pages 221-267 are devoted to a classified business directory. Counting 
the names under each business heading, we find that there are a total of 47 
Swedish lawyers listed, 14 druggists, 16 architects, 45 midwives, 18 book 
printers, 90 building contractors, two veterinarians, ten publishers, of which 
four specialize in the publishing of music, and one atlas and map maker. 
Furthermore four persons are listed as glovemakers, three are house-
movers, sixteen are farriers (horseshoers) and six are knife and scissors 
grinders. There are four names listed under automobile shops. Three 
Swedes produce hammocks and as many distribute ice. There are more than 
150 waiters and more than 200 Swedish tailors. There are a total of more 
than 100 Swedish dressmakers' shops listed. Chicago boasts of 47 Swedish 
physicians of which five are women. 
The main body of the directory is of course devoted to names, addresses 
and occupations. Here Wennersten uses a total of 56 abbreviations for va-
rious occupations, from arb. = arbetare (laborer) to vaktm. = vaktmiistare 
(watchman). Each page contains two columns of names and each name, 
address and occupation is not wider than 2½ in. Of the more than 17,000 
names, the Johnsons are far ahead with 1,700, or 10% of the list. There are 
1,150 Petersons, 1,100 Nelsons, of which 100 have the Christian name of 
John. Only fifty have retained the Swedish spelling of Nilson. There are 750 
Carlsons but only sixteen named Karlson. Then follow the Swansons with a 
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little more than 700 names. Then come the Olsons with 650. There is one 
person with the name of Klingspor, a widow with the Christian name of 
Wendla at 203 West Ohio St. Another name, well-known among early Chica-
go Swedes , was Olof Gottfrid Lange , who arrived in Chicago in 1838. The 
directory lists his son, Olof, a dentist, living at 307 Division St. 
Wennersten's directory sold for $1.00 and the publisher promises a new 
edition in April , 1905. Apparently the economic gains from his first venture 
were not such as to inspire a second edition. 
In the Far West, the Seattle Svenska Adresskalender (The Swedish City 
directory for Seattle) was published in 1909 by 0. A. Clasell.3 It contains 96 
pages and measures approximately 6½ x 4½ in. The price of this directory 
at the time of publication was 25 cents for the paper edition and 50 cents for 
the clothbound . 
The subtitle informs us that the directory lists the names of all Swedish 
business- and tradesmen, all heads of families of Swedish origin, society and 
church members in Seattle and a few other places in King County of Swed-
ish provenance , in addition to listing all of the Swedish American societies 
and churches as well as Swedish and American businessmen, who adver-
tised in the directory. 
Of the 96 pages in the directory, 49 pages are devoted to well over 4,000 
Swedish names . As with Bohmansson, Clasell's directory does not list the 
origin in Sweden, the year of birth, nor the year of arrival in the U.S. In 
addition there are 23 pages of advertising, containing fifty advertisers on the 
inside pages and six on the covers. There are twelve pages of illustrations, 
including two full-page pictures of officials prominent in the staging of the 
Alaska-Yukon Pacific Exposition, held in Seattle June 1-Oct. 15, 1909: J . E. 
Chilberg,4 its president, and Godfrey Chealander,5 Alaska 's first commis-
sioner to the A YP Expo. The remaining twelve pages of the directory cover 
the various Swedish churches and secular societies in Seattle and its en-
virons, officials of the A YP Expo as well as officials of the City of Seattle 
and King County. There are also some brief Seattle statistics. 
Among the advertisers which arouse more than a casual interest are 
Ernst Skarstedt ,6 Seattle's leading Swedish literary light, who calls the read-
er's attention to his Washington book, published the year before; the Swed-
ish Book Store on 602 Pike Street, and the Pacific Tribunen (The Pacific 
Tribune), a Swedish language newspaper, which gave away an Atlas of the 
World to a'.ll new subscribers. There are advertisements for the Scandinavian 
American Steamship Line, Hotel Kalmar, Andrew Chilberg,7 the Swedish 
vice consul , who promises to help solve inheritance problems, the Edgren 8 
School of Music and there is even an advertisement by John L. Anderson 
with an impressive illustration of his steamship Fortuna , which he would be 
pleased to have chartered for private "picnic parties". 
There is a full-page picture of the Swedish Club, located at 1627-29 
Eighth Avenue and a line drawing of "the Swedish Building" at the Alaska-
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Yukon Pacific Exposition, constructed on the exposition site by "patriotic 
Swedes in Seattle, Tacoma, Everett and Spokane, WA" . 
In addition to Seattle , thirteen other Swedish American communities are 
listed in the adjacent area, one of which, Preston , WA, leads the list with 72 
Swedish names. 
Clasell, the publisher, also has a page of 55 abbreviations for the various 
occupations and professions listed in his directory. As examples should be 
mentioned such abbreviations as arb for arbetare (laborer), kolh for 
kolhandlare (coal dealer), tim for timmerman (carpenter) and tillsk for 
tillskarare (cutter in a tailoring shop) . An exception to this is the occupation 
cited for Skarstedt, who is listed as litterator (writer), with the entire word 
spelled out. Skarstedt resided at 5013 30th Street South. 
Finally I should like to call attention to a small guide for the Swedes in 
Chicago, Vagvisare for Svenskarne i Chicago (Guide for the Swedes in 
Chicago), published in 1910 by Carl Hjalmar Lundquist. 9 It is a small 
volume, measuring approximately 5½ x 2¾ in. It contains 80 pages, of 
which five are devoted to advertising, among them one for Hemlandet (The 
Homeland), one of the oldest and most respected Swedish American news-
papers. The Chicago guide is not a directory, but gives much useful informa-
tion concerning the city of Chicago, the new house numbering system, va-
rious meeting localities, the consulates , the newspapers of which nine were 
Swedish, a conversion table for the Celsius and Fahrenheit thermometers, a 
small almanac, etc. 
Many Swedish names are listed: thus we find the names of all secretaries 
of the many Swedish societies, secular clubs and various Swedish church 
congregations, for which groups we also learn the addresses , the hours they 
are open and the times for scheduled meetings and church services. There is 
also a list of names covering such categories as lawyers - there were 14 
Swedes; surveyors and physicians - there were six of each; masons and 
watchmakers - one of each was Swedish, dentists and of course the agent 
for the Scandinavian American Steamship Line. 
As a curiosity I should also like to mention a Swedish guide book for 
visitors to the World's Fair, held in Philadelphia in 1876. The complete title 
is Illustrerad Hand-Bok till Philadelphia och dess omgifningar, sarskildt for 
dem som besoka Verldsutstallningen 1876,jemte vagvisare till Washington , 
New York, Boston, Niagara, Chicago med fiera platser (Illustrated Guide 
Bookfor Philadelphia and Environs. Especially Preparedfor Those Visiting 
the World's Fair 1876, as well as a Guide to Washington, New York , Boston, 
Niagara, Chicago and Other Places). The guide book is written by Dr. H. 
A. W. Lindehn and published by Chas. P. Thore & Co., book and job 
printers at 60 John and 43 Chatham Streets in New York. It measures 7½ x 
4¾ in. 
Philadelphia and the Fair are well covered in 160 pages, while the rest of 
the title must be classified as gross exaggeration, to say the least. That 
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information is limited to a total of six pages , in an appendix, supplying 
mostly distances and rail fares to Philadelphia. 
In the text itself, covering the history, buildings, schools, churches, 
societies , theaters, hotels, newspapers , etc., there are six pages devoted to 
Old Swedes ' Church with an appropriate picture. There are eight lines given 
to Skandinaviska Foreningen (The Scandinavian Society), founded in 1868, 
with club facilities located at 347 North Third St. Its president is C. G. 
Greenbeck. Another society Svenska Benefitforeningen (The Swedish Be-
nefit Society), founded in 1876 has a membership of fifty persons. 
In the six pages of the appendix the members of the Swedish Exhibit 
Committee are named , headed by C. Juhlin-Dannfeldt, the curator. Four 
lines in the chapter on the Fair itself state that Sweden exhibits a little 
schoolhouse consisting of two rooms , built on the site by Swedish workers 
brought over from Sweden. 
There are twelve full pages of advertising in the front of as well as in 
the back of the book. The first page carries advertising for Captain R. E. 
Jeanson, the well-known emigrant agent , who at that time was working for 
The American Emigrant Co., 14 Broadway, New York City , with offices in 
Malmo; Kristiania (Oslo) and Copenhagen. The main Scandinavian office 
was located in Goteborg % G. W. Schroeder & Co. , 8 Norra Hamngatan. 
Other advertisements of interest are those of Francis Strom, furniture 
dealer, on the north east corner of 44th and Broadway in New York; Alfred 
Lagergren, the general western agent for the White Star Line , with office at 
120 East Randolph St. in Chicago; the printer of the guide book , Charles P. 
Thore , who announces his newspaper Norden (The North), a "liberal" 
newspaper; P. Collin, a Swedish tailor at 198 Prince St. , New York and Bo 
Christian Roos af Hjelmsater, whose company, Bo Chr. Roos & Co. at 20 
State St. in New York has a two page ad for his bank and currency ex-
change, with a branch at 38 Norra Hamngatan in Goteborg. In Philadelphia 
we note the name ofL. Westergaard & Co. at 138 South Second St. , which 
also serves as the Vice Consulate for Sweden and Norway in addition to its 
business of being ship agents and brokers ; Walstrom & Stevens , stationers 
and printers at 216 South Third St. ; Tinius Olsen, a consulting engineer at 
1914 North Eleventh St. and A. R. Olson , tailor at 308 North 13th St. 
In the beginning of the volume are four yellow pages with the caption 
Business Directory, where the above mentioned advertisers are listed as 
well as the following - Wilhelm Wendel, photographer at 273 Fulton St., 
Brooklyn, NY; Claes Osterholm, a music teacher at 485 Atlantic Ave. , also 
in Brooklyn and Louis Hallen, plume and feather merchant at 100 Prince St. 
in New York City. Two more tailors are listed - P. E. Erickson at 61 Bond 
St., Brooklyn and 0. Zetterstrom at 37 West 11th St. in New York . 
The handbook sold for 50 cents in paper wrappers and 75 cents in hard 
covers. It is a handsome volume and well illustrated, beginning with a fron-
tispiece of "Moonlight on the Susquehanna". 
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With these brief notes I have wished to cite the other interesting exam-
ples of Swedish American city directories, guides and handbooks , which 
appeared in such diverse areas as New York, NY, Chicago, IL, Omaha, NE, 
Seattle, WA and Philadelphia, PA. None of these directories or guides come 
up to the high standard of Eric Wretlind' s Boston directory , nor are they as 
comprehensive, but they give us a valuable insight into the Swedish life and 
times of five great Swedish American centers at the time of the zenith of 
Swedish immigration to America. 
1 Carl Bohmans[s] on was b. in Kristianstad May 17, 1859. He was educated in Sweden and was 
employed in a number of book stores in Kristianstad , Ystad, Uppsala and Stockholm. He 
arr. in America in 1888 and resided for the most part in Omaha, NE, where he worked part of 
the time for Svenska Posten (The Swedish Post). He helped found another Swedish Amer-
ican newspaper, Omaha Svenska Tribun en (The Omaha Swedish Tribune). In 1897 he lived 
briefly in Minneapolis , MN , where he edited a "Christan nonsectarian monthly magazine 
called Forgiit-mig-ej (Forget-me-not) . - Ernst Skarstedt, Vara Pennfiiktare (Our Journal-
ists) (San Francisco, 1897), pp. 30 , 239. 
2 I have checked and clarified the names in Wennersten's work, using as a frame of reference 
Ernst William Olson's History of the Swedes of Illinois, I-III (Chicago, 1908), 1,617 pp. 
3 Olof Anderson Klasell (Clasell) was b. in Klasinge, Sirekopinge Parish (Malm.) Dec. 6, 1858. 
After studies at a teacher's college in Lund he took his organist's examination and left for 
America 1885. He attended Gustavus Adolphus College in St. Peter, MN and served for a 
while as organist in the Stillwater Lutheran Church. In 1887 he moved to San Francisco and 
ten years later he moved to Alaska, where he was to spend considerable time exploring the 
opportunities for mining. During one of his many trips he became lost and through a miracle 
was rescued by some Eskimos. With incredible hardships he crossed the entire Seward 
Peninsula, arriving in Nome during the winter of 1904, where he was hospitalized . He lost 
four fingers and half a foot through frostbite. Subsequently he settled in Port Townsend , 
WA. - Ernst Skarstedt, Washington och Dess Svenska Befolkning (Washington and Its 
Swedish Population) (Seattle , 1908), pp . 406-407. 
4 John Edward Chilberg was b. in Iowa, the s. of Nils Chilberg and Mathilda Shanstrom. The 
father had arr. in Boston , MA Oct. 7, 1846 aboard the Superb from G6teborg, Sweden, with 
his parents , Carl Johan Killberg (he changed his name to Chilberg in the U.S.) and Johanna 
Johansdotter, and his siblings - Jons Peter, Isak and Andreas. He became one of Seattle's 
most successful financiers and served as president of the Alaska-Yukon Pacific Exposition. 
- Skarstedt, Washington , p. 317 ; Nils William Olsson, Swedish Passenger Arrivals in U.S . 
Ports 1820-1850 (except N.Y.) (Stockholm and St. Paul, MN , 1979), pp. 74-75 . 
5 Otto Godfrey Chealander was b. in Kalmar, Sweden June 18, 1868. He arr. in the U.S. at the 
age of 17, settling on his uncle's farm in Springfield, IL. In 1894 he moved to Washington 
State , began law studies , but just before his final bar examination he was caught up by the 
gold fever in 1897 and went to Alaska where he was to remain for several years . His 
first-hand knowledge of Alaska caused him to be appointed U.S. Commissioner for Alaska 
to the Lewis and Clark Exposition in Portland, OR 1905. When the Alaska-Yukon Pacific 
Exposition idea was launched , Chealander was its most enthusiastic supporter and as a 
result of the labor he put into the concept, he was generally considered to be the father of the 
exhibition - Skarstedt, Washington , pp. 310-312. 
6 Ernst Teofil Skarstedt, Swedish American journalist and author, was b. in Solberga Parish 
(Got.) April 14, 1857, the s. of Carl Wilhelm Skarstedt, clergyman (kyrkoherde) and later 
professor of theology at the University of Lund, and Hedvig Elina Wieselgren . After studies 
in Sweden he emigr. to America in 1878. He bec..,_me editor of the Svenska Amerikanaren 
(The Swedish American) in Chicago , IL from 1880 to 1884. In 1885 he moved to Washington 
Territory , where he became a pioneer settler in Clark County. For several years he was 
itinerant journalist, landscape photographer and some time magician. In 1891 he joined the 
staff of Vestkusten (The West Coast) in San Francisco and later became its editor and 
co-owner together with the legendary Alex. Olson. During the Great Fire of San Francisco 
in 1906 he lost his immense collection of 1,200 books, 4,000 letters and thousands of pictures 
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as well as newspaper clippings. He returned to Seattle, where he published his Washington 
book in 1908. He was a prolific writer , whose works on Swedish America are still cited by 
scholars on both sides of the Atlantic. - Skarstedt. Washington, pp. 546---547 ; Svenska miin 
och kvinnor I-VIII (Stockholm, 1942-1955), VII , p. 80. 
7 Andrew Chilberg was b. in Knii red Parish (Hall.) March 29, 1845 as Andreas Killberg, s. of 
Carl Johan Killberg and Johanna Johansdotter and a brother of Nils (see note 4 above). He 
accompanied his parents to Iowa in 1846. After extensive travels to the West Coast, he 
returned to Iowa, but already by 1875 he set out for the West , settling in Seattle, where he 
opened a grocery store. He became a successful businessman and in 1879 was appointed 
Swedish-Norwegian vice consul for Seattle. - Skarstedt, Washington, pp . 312-315 . 
8 Adolph Edgren was b. in Giivle Oct. 27 , 1858. He received his entire musical education in 
Sweden . In 1892 he came to America, where he travelled widely with various musical 
groups , organized by him , such as the Philharmonic Concert Company of New York and the 
Jenny Lind Quartet. He lived in Omaha, NE , Kansas City, MO, Portland , OR and San 
Francisco , before coming to Seattle in 1906. Here he established the Edgren School of Music 
together with his wife, Emma Moller , a concert artist in her own right. - Skarstedt, 
Washington. pp . 325-327. 
9 Carl Hjalmar Lundquist was b. in Bofors, Karlskoga Parish (Ore.) Oct. 11. l 883, the s. of Carl 
Johan Fredrik Lundquist and Hulda Serafia Wennerblad . In 1886 he and his family arr. in 
Chicago but after ten years his father was transferred back to Sweden, where Carl Hjalmar 
received his entire pre-university training. In 1905 the family returned to Chicago, where 
Carl Hjalmar became a newspaper editor, before deciding to turn his attention to the study 
of law. He passed his bar examination and became assistant corporation counsel for the city 
of Chicago. He was very active in Swedish American circles in Chicago . After his death, his 
vast collection of books and papers were donated to the archives of the Swedish Pioneer 
Historical Society in Chicago. through the instrumentality of the archivist at the society, 
Selma Jacobson. -The Swedish Element in America I-IV (Chicago. 1931-1943) , III , p. 356. 
-oOo-
Norwegian Sailor Last Survivor 
When Commodore John Paul Jones, on board the Bonhomme Richard, engaged 
the British vessel, the Serapis , off Flamborough Head on the east coast of England 
on Sept. 23, 1779, he commanded a crew made up of sailors from eleven different 
nations. Among them were seven Swedes , all able-bodied seamen, and three Norwe-
gians , two of them able-bodied seamen, and one, an ordinary seamen.' The battle 
which turned out to be one of the most ferocious in the American War for Independ-
ence, ended with Jones' victory, his capturing of the Se rap is , but at the same time 
losing his own vessel, the Bonhomme Richard, when it sank in the North Sea from 
the heavy damage she had sustained in the battle. 
Of the total crew of 322, approximately 150 were either killed or wounded in the 
engagement. Very little is known concerning the fate of the Scandinavians who 
participated in the battle , but a notice in Gleason's Pictorial Drawing Room Com-
panion, published in Boston, MA Aug. 2, 1851 , has the following item concerning the 
last survivor of that bloody conflict: 
"An old Salt - Thomas Johnson , a sailor, just 100 years of age , 
died at the Naval Asylum in Philadelphia on the 16th inst. [July 16 , 
1851]. He was Norwegian, and the last survivor of the gallant crew of 
Paul Jones, in his desperate conflict with the Serapis in 1779". 
1 Samuel Eliot Morison , John Paul Jones (Boston , MA, 1959), p. 205. 
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Norwegian and Swedish 
Local Histories 
Nils William Olsson 
One of the questions, most frequently asked at Scandinavian genealogic-
al seminars and workshops, is why Swedes do not, as the Norwegians do, 
publish the so called bygdebrj)ker or area histories. Before attempting to 
answer this particular question, let us look a little closer at the problem, and 
attempt to explain something of the uniqueness of the Norwegian local his-
tories. Anyone doing genealogical searching in Norway is usually pleasantly 
surprised to discover the large numbers of these local histories, published in 
various parts of the country. The name of bygdebok (the singular form) 
means literally a book dealing with a bygd, or settled area of Norway. The 
word is derived from the verb, at bygge, meaning to build or settle. Thus one 
can virtually translate bygdebok as a history of a given settled area. This 
area or district may vary in size, but is usually limited by such natural 
phenomena as mountains, the ocean, fjords, lakes or such unsettled plateaus 
. or heaths as Hardangervidda. Since Norwegian terrain is quite rugged and 
civilizations for countless centuries have tended to be confined to the more 
fertile river valleys or the lush mountain sides of escarpments overlooking 
the fjords, these settlements have in time become very stable. The presence 
of high mountains on each side of the valley discouraged human intercourse 
across the mountain tops. Likewise along the Norwegian fjords, separate 
cultures have in time emerged on either side of these bodies of water. 
The natural tie for these people, dwelling in remote sections of the 
country, was with the people, who were their neighbors . Inbreeding became 
the rule, rather than the exception, and thus strong family and clan ties 
developed over the centuries. The people inhabiting these valleys, thus 
tended to develop strong feelings of independence and a fierce loyalty to 
their native soil, which also meant the people residing in that area. Thus a 
valley people or a particular coastal community, in developing its own dis-
tinctive culture, differed markedly from the culture existing on the other side 
of the mountain or on the other side of the fjord. This is vividly illustrated by 
the variance in local dialects, mode of dress, style of house construction, 
methods of farming and fishing, handcrafts and extended even to the folklore 
of the area. 
With the coming of speedier communciations, the appearance of radio 
and TV and the flocking to the urban centers of young people from the farms 
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in the valley or the coastal villages, these distinctive but disparate cultures 
gradually began to lose their contours and to be replaced by a more cosmo-
politan and national identity. 
Local loyalties remained strong, however, and Norweigans who moved 
to the cities or who emigrated to the United States, were more apt to consid-
er themselves as Hallingd~lings, Vossings , Hardingers or Tr~nder (from the 
districts surrounding Trondhjem, known as the Tr~ndelag) than Norwegians 
as they sought out their countrymen in Minnesota, North Dakota or Iowa. 
Because of the long and interesting history of the settlements in these 
relatively isolated districts of Norway, local historians, many of them self-
taught chroniclers, took upon themselves the task of analyzing specific 
areas , describe their histories , their cultures, industries, handcrafts , educa-
tional and religious life , as well as describing the farms and crofts them-
selves , sometimes writing about those who lived there, as far back as there 
are land records extant. In some instances , if he felt so inclined, he might 
give complete farm and village genealogies, illustrated with tables and 
charts. 
It should be borne in mind that these bygdeb¢ker limit themselves to the 
bygd or a given local area. These districts may also coincide with the geo-
graphical boundaries of a particular parish, prestegjeld, or several of them, 
but not necessarily so , since the main purpose of the presentation was to 
describe the bygd, even though it did not necessarily coincide with the 
boundary lines of the parish or parishes. It is thus the distinctive flavor of 
each local area which thus becomes the subject of each volume. 
The quality of these bygdeb¢ker varies greatly , all the way from excel-
lent to poor. Also the genealogical contents may vary considerably, from 
being virtually non-existent to books containing elaborate genealogies with 
charts and tables. The scholar should not be discouraged , however, if upon 
examining a volume, he does not find the genealogical material he is looking 
for. The listing of dwelling places, from the more opulent farms to cottages 
and crofts, can be quite valuable in linking the searcher' s Norwegian family 
surname to a farm name in the area, indicating a possible tie-in with that 
region. 
A word of caution is in order here. The genealogical searcher should 
remember that these bygdeb¢ker are at their best only secondary sources, 
based upon such primary sources as court records, parish registers, re-
miniscences of earlier inhabitants of the region , preserved in manuscript 
form or by means of oral tradition. The material may even have been copied 
from other printed works, in which case the volume become~ a tertiary 
source. If material from these local histories is to be used in the construction 
of a family history , the source of the information must be noted meticulous-
ly. Even better, if it is at all possible , is to check the information presented 
against the original records. Only then can one be satisfied that the informa-
tion gathered is accurate. 
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Prof. Gerhard B. Naeseth of Madison, WI, the editor and publisher of 
Norwegian Tracks, a monthly periodical issued by the Vesterheim Genealo-
gical Center at the Norwegian American Museum in Decorah, IA, has pro-
duced a list of Norwegian local histories from Hordaland, the area surround-
ing Bergen, which presently can be found in some American libraries. 1 This 
list is as follows: 
Local Area 
Asane 
Alenfit 
Austrheim 
Bergsdalen 
B¢mlo 
Eidfjord 
Etne 
Fana 
Fitjar 
Fjell 
Fusa 
Granvin 
Hardanger 
Haus 
Hosanger 
Jondal 
Kinsarvik 
Kvam 
Kvinnherad 
Lindas 
Masfjorden 
Author 
Edvard Haukedal 
Nils Hjelmtveit 
Anton Solheim 
Aamund K.Bu 
Hermod Hjellestad 
Jacob Aaland 
0 . B . Skaathun 
Olav Kolltveit 
Henrik Meyer K val em 
Olaf Olafsen 
T. S. Haukenaes 
Halldor 0. Opedal 
Askild Eknaes 
Ivar Hole 
Olav Kolltveit 
Aamund K.Bu 
Olaf Olafsen 
Arne Stuland 
Karl Sjurseth 
Thorbj¢rn Fr¢lich 
Lars Nordland 
Title U.S. Library 
w2 A.sane, bygda og 
folkelivet 
A.sane bygdebok W 
Bygdebokfor Alenfit W 
Bygdebok for Austrheim M, ND, W 
Bergsdalen, ei fjellbygd V 
i Hordaland 
B¢mlo bygdebok, 
1-3 (W has also 4) 
Ae ttarbok for (?Jyfjord 
Etne-soga, 1-2 
Fana, 1-2 
Fitjar, bygdeskipnad og 
bygdesoge 
M,ND,W 
w 
M,W 
S, W 
S, W 
Bygdesoge for Fjell M, ND, W 
Soga for Fusa-Halands- M(l), ND, W 
dal og Strandvik, 1-2 
Granvin, Utvik og 
Eidfjord i gamal og ny 
tid, 1-2 
ND, V 
Aettarbok for Granvin ND, V 
Granvin i fortid og nutid 
Natur, folkeliv og folke- L, S (4-6) 
tro i Hardanger 
Hardinger pa sj¢en W 
Haus i soge og segn W(l7, pt. 1-4) 
Aettebok for Hosanger M, W 
fram till omlag 1960, 1-2 
Hosanger kyrkje og S 
Hosanger prestegje/d 
gjennom 200 ar 
Janda/ i gamal og ny tid M, W 
Aettarbok for W 
Kinsarvik, 2 
Kvam i fortid og nutid C, M, W 
Aettarbokfor Kvam, 1-4 L, ND, W(3-4) 
Kvinnherad, 1914 L 
Kvinnherad, 1972, I ND, W 
Naturtilh¢ve og W 
gardsoga 
Lindas herad W 
Fjon el/er Masfjorden i S, W 
Hordaland fy/ke 
Masfjordboki, 1950--51, M(l), W(l) 
1-2 
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Masfjorden Lars Nordland Masfjordboki, 1973- 78 ND 
Modalen Sigmund Lillejord Bygdebok for Modalen w 
herad, 1 
Odda Aamund K.Bu Aettarbok for Odda s 
Olav Kolltveit Odda, Ullensvang og M(l-3), 
Kinsarvik i gama/ og ny ND(l-4), 
tid, 1-5 W(l-5) 
Oppheim Torstein Hellesnes Gardssoge for Oppheim ND 
sokn 
Os - -- Bygdesoga for Os: ND 
Kulturhistorisk band, 
1980 
Nils Tveit Os, eit utsyn over ND, S(l), 
Osbygdi fra gama/ tid ti/ W(l-3) 
no, 1-3 
R¢ldal Knut Dalen R¢ldal bygdebok M 
Samnanger Nils Lauvskard Samnanger, 1-2 M(2) , ND(l) 
S(l), W 
Skanevik Anders Haugland Skaneviksoga, 1 V 
Stord Ola H¢yland Stord bygdebok, 1-3 C,M,ND, 
S(2-3), W 
Strandebarm Anders Naess Strandebarm og w 
Varalds¢y i gama/ og ny 
tid, 1-2 
Sund Johannes E. Hummelsund Bygdebok for Sund M,ND, W 
Tysnes Johannes Heggland Tysnes , 1-2 M(l), W(l) 
Ullensvang Johannes J. Aga S/aegttavler vaesentlig w 
vedkommende Ullens-
vang, 
Aamund K.Bu Aettarbok for VI/ens- S(l), W 
vang, 1-2 
Olaf Olafsen Ullensvang, en L 
historisk-topografisk-
statistisk beskrive/se af 
Ullensvangs herred 
Ulvik Aamund K.Bu Aettarbok for Utvik C, W 
Vaksdal Brita Skre Vaksdal bygdebok, 2-3 ND, W(3) 
Voss Lars Kindem Vossaboki , 1-4 L(l) , W 
Lars Kindem Vossaaetter, 1-4 L, S(l), 
V(l,3), W 
--- Voss bygdebok, 1 C,ND, W 
(Aettebok) for 
Vossestrand 
--- Voss bygdebok, 2 C,M. W 
(Gardsoge) for 
Vossestrand 
Now let us turn to the eastern half of the Scandinavian peninsula - to 
Sweden. Geographically this country differs vastly from Norway. A brief 
look at a map of Sweden will show that there are no extensive mountain 
ranges separating long secluded valleys, nor deep fjords, which present 
natural obstacles to the intercourse between peoples. The local areas in 
Sweden, therefore , are those that coincide with the parishes, themselves, 
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DALE 
I 1593 var dct cin Pal som rciddc ut arbcidssk:m pi Dale, 1609 cin Nikuls som 
grcicr med sa.ltvcrksk:mcn, 161 l er A:imund og Asb.k ncmndc lciglcnding.ir der. 
Etter 1640 er Asl::ik an der, eismall og for:irma. I 1648 er T ov Fj:ilcstad ford som 
gardcigar, ctccr h:i.n sonen, Eivind. Eivind var gift med Guri Ulvsdottcr, dottcr W 
Ulv Aanundsson Fold=.. Ulv h::i.ddc ein son Aanund Folds~ som let cncr seg n-o 
dottar. Dei mi truleg vcra dndc ur;in crvingar for Guri og Ei\•ind crvcr Folds:i:: 01 
flcirc garclpamr. Eivind mi vcra dod i kri1\g 1670 for di er det Guri som er skri1i 
for jordmcdelcn framcttcr ril 1680. Daer som:n Tov ncmnd. (Sj,l Bcndik Vcum: 
Fyresdal s.100). 
I. Tolv (Tov) Fj3lcsud i Nissed:il. Av bor:'li. 
I. Eivind. d. fyri 1670 v. Guri Ulvsdotter Fo\ds:r.. Ho [i\'cr 1691. 
2. Aasmund d. Fjone 1681 Vl log U. Fl born. Nokon :iv dei budde i Sbf!l 
II. Eivind Tov.s.son D:ile og Guri Ulv.sdotter. 8 born. Sk. D:ile 1670. Folds:r. 1691. 
3. Tov. d. fyri 1725 Vl Sigrid Obvsdoner (H::cgcbnd 7) f. 1680 d . Ha:gchrJ 
1759. - B:iml:iu.se. 
4. Ulv. 5. H:ilvor. Bic d. fyri 1691. 
6. Tore. d. utan ervingar. Budde Fo\ds::c. 1704 gjeng g:irden ti! Tor1:ri 111 
Jens.son. 
7. T:illeiv. d. fyri 1725 <nTorbjorg A:idnesdoner Tveiten, Fyresd:il f. !6il 
d . 1724. Ho"" II Ounn:ir Tarjcisson, sji lonru:cn:111. 
8. Helge <n Gurtorm Aav:ildsson (Ormtveit 9). 
9. Asgjerd Vl O1:iv Halvorsson Volsud, Tord:il. 
10. A:ishild in Lars Aav:ildsson Brosdal, Torda!. 
lll . Tallciv Eivindsson Dale og Torbjorg Aadnesdoner. 3 born. 
IL Eivind d. fyri 1738 en Rannci Salvcsdotter Bjomst:id, Fyresdal, d. l)'u 
1743. Sk. D:ile 1743. 
12. Ingcbjorg en Per. 
13. Sii;rid f. 1700 d. H::cgebnd 1785 Vl I Odd A:inundsson. ll O1.:iv Leivsson. 
IV. Ei\•ind Talleivsson D:ile og Rannei S:ikesdoncr. 3 born. Ho en ll Tjono..\, 
Obvsson. 2 born. 
14. Torbjorc f. 1730 v, TO\' Aav:ildsson (Orrntvcit 15). 
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HASSEL. Gard nr.134 
Hassel Jigger ca. 40 meter over havet og grenser i ost til Dram-
menselven, i syd og vest til 0vre Eiker, i nord til Skibrek. G.i.rden 
er kjent som sete for Hassel Jernverk som hie opprettet i 1647, og 
som hadde skoger og eiendommer i s.\vel 0vre Eiker som i Modum. 
I middelalderen 13 gdrden under Sigdal. I 1450 er den nevnt under 
F iskum i 0VTe Eiker. Navnet er utr edet av t reslagct Hassel, og 
er kjcnt fra 1400 .som Haslc. NUv.crende form er kjent siden 1723. 
Oct var i 1723 ett bruk. I 1803 ett b ruk med 12 husmanns-
plasser der verkets masovn- og grubearbeidere bodde. G:\rden 
hadde hverken skog eller andre hcrli ghcter, og grubene l.i. p:\ 
Refsals grunn . I 1723 er det dog nevnt en bekkekvern med et litet 
lak~efiskeri. 
EIERE, 
l. Hassel var inntil ca . 1600 rent bondegods, og brukeren Arne, som 
2 . vi kjenncr fra 1615, satt med 7 lispund i H assel. Utenfor Modum 
eide han tils:1.m men 32 lispund. I 1617 sitter 
2. Modum prestebol mr:d bygselen , men i 1642 er det nevnt at bruke-
ren Paul og presten hver r 3det over 1/2 skippund i g:irden. 
3. Det Hasselske Jernverk som ble opprettet i 1647 sto i 1666 som 
eier av den ene halvpart. Anders Ber gan hadde i 1629 hatt de 
7 lispund som Arne satt med i 1615. De hadde ban brukt til make-
skifte med kronen og hadde ti! gjengjeld f:itt 1/2 fjerding i K.ittil.s-
rud, som hie lagt ti! Bergan. 
Ved siden av Det Hasselske Jernverk var det i 1666 borger-
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the soc ken or Jorsamling. Being one of the oldest form of territorial entity, 
going back to the earliest ecclesiastical subdivision, the parish has existed 
for hundreds of years, practically unchanged, and has therefore played the 
same role for the local population as the region or bygd did in Norway. Also 
the parish has aided in the development of the same fierce loyalty, which 
across the years has knit the parishioners together in a strong bond of unity . 
The geographic limits were rigid and well defined, thus fostering in the 
population a feeling of "togetherness" . Nothing was more disparaging than 
to be called utsocknes , from the outside of the parish, literally "beyond the 
pale". Thus if a person married outside of the parish, this act itself was a 
serious breach of the parish loyalty. In such marriages , it might take years 
for the utsocknes person to be fully accepted into the parish family, if ever. 
For civil purposes , especially for the administration of justice and other 
civil matters , several parishes were lumped together into a number of hiirad-
er, or hundreds . The number of parishes which made up a hiirad could 
differ, depending upon population patterns communications and population 
centers, accessible to all, particularly in the administration of the judicial 
system. Loyalty to the hi:irad was not as deep-rooted as to the parish, but 
sufficient to give local historians and antiquarians inspiration to produce 
various descriptions and histories of these larger units. 
If the bygdeb¢ker are important to the Norwegian genealogical searcher, 
the sockenbeskrivningar or parish chronicles are just as important to the 
Swedish student. These descriptive histories also vary considerably in size, 
scope and content. As with the Norwegian local histories, the Swedish 
parish histories may contain excellent genealogical tables as well as lists of 
farm owners and residents of croft~ and cottages within the parish, some-
times going back as far as the 18th century. Sometimes the histories are too 
general and devote little space to historical commentaries and may contain 
virtually no genealogical information. This is unfortunately true with the 
more recent parish descriptions, which tend to dwell far too much on the 
socio-economic aspects of the unit, rather than on the people and their 
history. 
While Swedish parish descriptions predominate , there are also a number 
of excellent hi:iradsbeskrivningar , or histories of the various hundreds, some 
of them going back to the 18th century. The hundreds vary in size, as 
mentioned earlier, anywhere from as few as four up to as many as a couple 
dozen of parishes. 
There are also a few histories which encompass an entire province, a 
good example being the superb study of the province of Smaland, by J. 
Rosengren , called Ny Smalands beskrifning, published in four volumes in 
Vaxjo from 1914 to 1920. This exemplary treatment of an entire province is a 
real boon to anyone interested in penetrating the long history of this part of 
Sweden, from which so many of its sons and daughters emigrated to Amer-
ica. 
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One Swedish local history which should be mentioned separately and 
which in itself represents a gargantuan undertaking in the field of local his-
tory is Karl-Erik Forsslund's magnificent presentation of the life and people 
of all of the parishes which line the shores of the two branches of the Dal 
River in the province of Dalarne. Med Daliilven fran kiillorna till havet 
(Along the Dal River, from its Source to the Sea) traces the history and the 
people of one of the most interesting localities in Sweden. The work is in ten 
volumes and was published in Stockholm from 1918 to 1934. It is rich in the 
lore of Dalarne and contains masses of genealogical information as well as 
some excellent genealogical tables and charts. 
Unfortunately, so far as can be learned, no separate bibliography exists 
of Swedish local histories. References to what has been published can be 
had from the scholarly and skilfully edited bibliography being compiled of 
Swedish historical printed sources, entitled Svensk historisk bibliografi (A 
Bibliography of Swedish Historical Literature) published in Stockholm in 
1937 and issued on a continuing basis. This bibliography goes back as far as 
1771 and covers every aspect of Swedish historiography. A few specialized 
bibliographies have been published for a few Swedish provinces, the most 
noteworthy being Gosta Ottervik's volume on Blekinge, A . Forsbom's 
volume on Halsingland and Erik Marklund's study of Upper Norrland litera-
ture. 
Below is a sampling of some of the local Swedish histories, which have 
been published in Sweden. This is but a modest effort, since hundreds of 
volumes have been issued. This list represents the holdings in the author's 
personal library: 
Parish 
Aker (Jon.) 
Alga (Varm.) 
Backaby (Jon.) 
Bergsjo (Gav!.) 
Broby (Krist.) 
Fassberg (Got.) 
Fellingsbro (Ore .) 
Finnerodja (Skar.) 
Fjalkinge (Krist.) 
Glava (Varm.) 
Glemminge (Krist.) 
Granby (Malm.) 
Gunnarskog (Varm.) 
Hammaron (Varm.) 
Hogerud (Varm.) 
Hossna (Alvs .) 
Author 
---
Gustaf Karlberg 
---
---
Pehr Johnsson 
Johan Lundskog 
Axel Garfve 
Axel Garfve 
Sixten Ronnow 
J. Ljungh 
Gustaf Karlberg 
Ernst Althin 
Jons Hagerlof 
---
John Borjesson 
- - -
- - -
Title 
Bak' huggen knut och torvat tak 
Alga Socken i Vi:irmland 
Bi:ickaby historia 
Bergsjo, en hembygdsbok 
Boken om Broby 
Fi:issbergs socken och Molndals 
kvarnby 
Fellingsbro sockenhistoria , 1904 
Fellingsbro sockenhistoria, 1926 
Finnerodja 
Fjelkinge i forna dagar 
Anteckningar om Glafva socken i 
Vi:irmland 
Om Glemminge och Tosterups for-
samlingar 
Forsok till Beskrifning ofwer Gran-
by pastoral i Skane 
En bok om Gunnarskog 
Hammaron och Hammaroborna 
Hogerud i gangen tid 
Bygd och gardar kring Galtasen 
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Husa/Kall (J amt) 
Huskvarna (Jon. ) 
Klovsjo (Jamt.) 
Kristdala (Kalm.) 
Lenhovda (Kron.) 
Ljusnarsberg (Ore.) 
Malung (Kopp) 
Nyed (Varm .) 
Orgryte (Got.) 
Ryttern (Vast.) 
Skallerud (Alvs.) 
Skarstad (Skar.) 
Soderala (Gav!.) 
Soderfors (Upp .) 
Stora Mellosa (Ore.) 
Sunnemo (Varm.) 
Tosterup (Krist.) 
Undenas (Skar.) 
Vasterfarnebo (Vast.) 
Voxna (Gav!.) 
Gosta Ullberg 
Ragnar Lindstam 
Gosta Ullberg 
Husa Bruks liistoria 
Huskvarna kronika 
Bonder, torpare och knektar i det 
gamla Klovsjo, 1-2 
Carl Alexander Carlsson Anteckningar om Kristda/a socken 
- - - En vi:irendssocken beri:ittar 
Karl Hult Ljusnarsbergs kronika 
- - - Malung , ur en sockens historia 
- - - Nyed, en /okalhistorisk studie 
- - - Orgryte genom tiderna 
F . U. Wrangel Anteckningar om Rytterns socken 
- - - Skallerud 
Nils Bjorkquist Skarstad 
A. Bodlund Soderala forr och nu 
Sven Sjoberg Sode,fors 
Berti! Walden Stora Mellosa 
- - - Sunnemo socken 
see under Glemminge 
Gosta Carhult 
Carl Mangard 
Undeni:isbygden genom tiderna 
Vi:iste,fiirnebo 
Minnenfran Voxna -bygd 
A few local histories of hundreds, hi:irader , should also be mentioned: 
Skytts hi:irad (Malm.) by Olof Christoffersson. Comprises a total of 33 parishes. 
Wemm enhogs hiirad (Malm.) by Paul Asp, comprises 24 parishes. 
Mo hi:irad (Jon.) by J . Allwin, consists of eight parishes . 
Norra Wedbo hiirad (Jon.) by J . Allwin , comprises twelve parishes. 
Sodra Wedbo hiirad (Jon .) also by J. Allwin, consists of eleven parishes . 
Vista hi:irad (Jon.) also by J. All win comprises but four parishes . 
Mention should also be made of the excellent genealogical volumes for 
several of the parishes in the liin of Gavleborg, initiated in 1941 by K. Josef 
Nilsson with the publication of Hedesunda sliiktbok. This was followed in 
1943 by his volume Arsunda sliiktregister. In 1945 Sven Wahlund joined the 
project as chief editor and then followed that year Sliiktregister for Ovanak-
er socken. This was followed in 1947 by Sliiktregister for Alfta socken and in 
1949 by Sliiktregister for Bjurakers , Delsbo och Norrbo socknar. In 1953 
Nilsson brought out alone Sliikthistorisk samling fran Jiirvso socken and two 
years later Sliikthistorisk samling for Arbra socken . In 1965 Nilsson fol-
lowed with Sliikthistorisk samling fran Bergsjo och Hassela socknar. 
In 1950 Nils F . Nord brought out a mimeographed edition entitled Sliikt-
historisk samling fran Voxna socken. All of these volumes are parts of a 
large edition entitled Sveriges sliiktregister , which in time is aimed at chart-
ing all Swedish parishes. These volumes are based on the original parish 
registers , going back as far as there are written records. There is one major 
draw-back with them all . They contain no indexes, and since the families are 
listed by farms, it becomes a chore to use them productively, unless one 
knows which particular farm or dwelling one's ancestor inhabited. 
Independent of this ambitious project are two other parish genealogical 
works, Acta Genealogica Malungensia for the parish of Malung (Kopp.) by 
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Bllllld fomo. lll,mu- i Kroxl1ull md 11ii111n11.11: 
Olof .A.nrlt:r uon '), 
(1011 af Anders Hcrtilaaon i Kroxhulf, f. 1787, t lt:!04 11/ 11 och Stinn Mii1111rlottc r, 
r. ·1747, t 1002 1°/11), f. 1786 n _1 , , t 11':Hl 1e/.; g. m. ,font1 I.i,a UUdotte,·, 
f. 1W7 ' /,, t i Su~Lo 1SJ8 ' /1. Derna barn: 
1. S~·en Magnlll KUrli"g, f. 1817 11; ,, t 1900 11/t; kontor O!.:h fo!kskollurnrc 
:~~~~~b l~~~rlti :i~~\2tltn ~.1t:~!111i.;~ ~i:::~:~";_18i tt-; 
1/H, t 1897 •f.o; dotter af Per Andersson i Kroxbult, (. 1781 11/ • , t 1876 
"'Ii och Mirr.a Kal"l1dntter, f. 1790 o:i; .. t 1867 • ; •. 8nm: 
2. Sven A ugu1t KOrling, r. ltlJ2 " /, ; kantnr och orgeniat i Y11tnd 1a1ot 
mueikli,irare vid liirovcrkct di.rat. 1866; lcdnumt af Muaik11,liak11 aknde• 
mien 1888: R W. 0. 1897 ; kiind knmpositiir. G. 1864 m. Sofie J.oui1e 
f.0i~tr~•1, ~ i:# .;:l~~b t~~~ rln:01~:~· ~i~;!~;:r:11i:;~la,/?.ah~;;~ 
Lnni: 3. John 1-'elix Avgu,t, f. 1SG4 1'/ii; m11~iklitrarc vid Hn.lmatnd" 
h. eleu,enWlitu \·crk; g. lb."lG m. Ellrn J:,'lisabct Sundin, f.1870 1/i.; 
dottcr 11.f bryggerili.gnrcn Ni l~ GuHtllf S1111din och Maria J:;iiMbct Jonuon. 
3 . .At·thur Juliua Tankr,d, f. 1865 11/ i,; kiip1n11n ; g. 18!)9 ' /• m . 
.Anna Yilhelniina T,rella 011tbug, f. 187G 10/ ,. 3. Bigne .Anna 
Karolina, f. 1867 1" / •; g. 1800 11/u m. Fridolf J ol1n11 Nikolau1 Lund-
berg, f. 1852 1'/i•: li::u.nrernre j Sm,\lnnds Enaki\d11 U1111k i O~k::i.rsharnn. 
S. d.lfhild Sofia, f. 1869 11/1; g. 189li 11/ 6 m. Karl Vilhela H,d,r-
atrdn1, f, 1856 1/,; kom miniHt.cr i Hiirliy oc:li LyLy. 3. N il11 Edvard 
Mag•u1. f. 1670 'i,; kiiµuian i Amcrikn, ~- l t3rl8 "·'• w. Ze1-ual1 
Cuoly. 3. Na,,cy d.lie,, f. 1873 ' /,; g. 1899 •;, m. \11.ndtbrulcareu 
J:.'dva,·d Jun11011 i K.ii.rTnlund niirn GUtcborg. S • .A r1,--id Rupert, f. 
11:ii S 11/ •; tjil11HtCm11.n vid Gu, UU~Lcrgs ponili1111fo.Lrik, S. Srun Holger, 
f. 18W 11/i; ituderande vid Mulli k11.li11k• akll.demien. 
1. .,hider• Peter Kjdrli11g, f. 1819 ' /,, t 188-! 1•/,1, b11.11dl. i KristJnla; g. 
ltS-U • / 10 m. Kri, 1111a Karolina St·,nuon , f. 1821 16/11; doucr 11.f Sven 
~hisoo,~~a~i~rLi:,J~e /t~t,/!~ ll~~Jl;/tU~11u!t1 18u:?. p riLlltvi~d 1869; !.:owwinistcr i ·?ilogat.n. och DHmm1 1870; kyrkohcrdc i G,\rdcl,y 18o.l ocb 
i Miat.crhult 1890. G. 1872 ' f1 m. Ko.rin Ulril.:a Jalcobina Lilld:, 
f. 18'4 " /1; dottcr af kyrkobcrdcn i A1<keby, Jiin1 Georg Liuck, f. 
11!.16 ' /,, t 184,j u; , 0<:b Ulrika Jllic:ohin4 0 111Li:rg, f. 1800 1/ 11, t 18:.16 
11/ ,._ Dcraa l,11.rn: 3. Marti11 Johannes, f. 11::!'lS "',",; kunlori~t i !:iux:k-
holm. S. Set Olaf, f. 1875 • !1; 11rrcml11.tor A Giilgbuh; 11;. 1800 " /, m. 
f mJifof?;•;~;.; CJ~;J,0}'.a1~81!.~:u~•{iir1n~~l;f~~;c!:n"f•ly~~~r;~~ 
S. ll,clcig Maria, f. 1860 '"/11, S. Karl .d.n:id E(raim, f. 1882 11/,. 
3. I vor Nalanacl, f. 188:l 1•1i. S. Karl Anders, f. 1&19 111,._ 
2. Maria Jo11efi11a A"jOrlmg, f. HMS 11/i; g.. 1866 " h, m. godaiigurcn A 
Hiillingc i Ni.aby a:n, Ka.rl Vilhel111 FaU,ui1.11, f. ltil9 • ,1,, (so Sjiikrok-), 
2
· !~eNa~~i
0T'!k~td"J;v~rl,~r. 'it1!~'.t~~H~rm:r;:~i/~~:{~ 
d11l11., C11.Ti Yeurli1? och Brit11 {1i11-11bct M. Petcnau11, (sc sid. 6~)-
2· fYx~af'"~. f4tf ':!J.• ~-1x~~~•t~:!ttJtt1;~~~in°ti~e:i~~~tti';,fi 
10/•: dottc r nf kro11u liiuKrunu11et1 Ircucs Vi lhclm WC11triu ocb Ftlllny 
E mili11. Terese Kil11trum i Vi1111ncrl>y, (i:c Sjiikrok-). 
2. Kri,tina d.del, , f. 1$4 "'.',; g . 188-5 •h m. kautorn ocl.i fulki:kullii.rq-
ren i Nii.aby s:n, And, r, Magnw, Jwdolf Sv~11011, r. 185!). 1/,. 
1. Karl Joha• Korling, f. lb".."l<J •Ji,; utva.11drad till Amerika. 
') Meddela.o.do a! proat.cn Cb. Meurling. 
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J. Be~alu.ten. 
N:r och namn Fodd ISid. 
87. Mirlt,11 Anduuoa Dabl- !SIU 20 olr.t, moder se oun 85, t 1888 3 nav. 278 
bcrr. bondeAnr l0,gifl 
. 18382 dee. med 
88. lng.,borg Z• lubdollcr 
89. s. Zakris 
90. s. Ander1 
91. d. Kuin 
92. d. Anna 
1A0..17 apri l f.Jt,OVD.n78,tl890 2f.,br. 
1839 20 mars g. se n!dnn 93 
1841 20 maj g. se ncdD.n 98 
1842 26 sept. gift i Nislt,Jn 
1a..s 23 aug. g. se U: 167 
93. Zakrl.a Mi.rteu.t1n, a rb., U\39 20 ma rs r. se 0\':14 87 I 
gifl 18f,8 29 nov. med 
94. Allll• Svu11doller 11:144, 18 a ug. fr. Hede, t 1876 I 
9!>. J.. ~fagnus 
96,. d. Ingeborg 
97. s.S,·en 
1869 I febr. aug. II fl , l:ia_;dr~ 
l8711 juli 
181'9 juli 
olr.t . med 
99. G611a H• lnl'9dolln- il'l!>I 20 maj f. se K: 128 
98. Anden MlrtH..'1.11111 Dahl- l MI 20 maj f . SC o,·an 871 
berg, ub .• gif t 1874 25 
100. a. Halvu 1872 24 olr.t. fl . t . Amerilr.n 
101. d. Ingeborg 
s. Anden 
d. Ccr1rud 
105. <i. JohannD. 
JUn1 Z11.lr.riuo 11s >Iii.Ir. I. 
1875l3nuv. 
187928 sep1. 
18.'1330 scp1. 
LIS8712juni 
!8.!l!l28no•. 
r .. ,. 
100. J llas Z• lul.»on, bondc l n r 177 1 18 juli t. sc avD.n 23, t 18-18 1-1 juni 332 
12, gifl 1gQ& 13 11pril med 
107. A,l:an J IIMdatltr 1779 3 scpl. f. se D: 143, t 1874 12 :ipril 
!Oil. s. Zalr.ris 1807 26 olr.l . II- sc ncdD.n 112 
109. d. Mirita 18ll 4 juli II- sc R: 60 
110. s. J Ons lilt54jan. l(.scnl:'dant57 
Ill. s. ~fatliu 1820 2 r.,.br, t ogift 18-15 23 febr. 
112. Z• lulsJll""•on,hondt l nr 1807 26 okt. r. se o.-an 106, t 1807 26 olr.t. 
12.gift l ll.11 16:iprilmed 
113. G..r-trtid Slvert,doller IIU021 man r. s" A: 227. t 18116 13 rebr. 
I ii. s. J Ons 183716dte. II senedanl21 
115. s.Si,·erl 18398 M: pt. g.sened11nl27 
11&.. s. Zalr.ris IIIH 6 juni g, sc nedD. n 1:16 
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Josef Sjogren, which came out in 1963 and Floda sockens sliiktbok for the 
parish of Floda in Dalarne, published in 1966 in a mimeographed version. 
Neither contains an index. 
Karlskoga bergslag is a topographical work by Gustaf Lindberg and 
deals with two parishes Karlskoga and Bjurtjarn, the former in brebro liin, 
the latter in Varmland liin. These two parishes make up a part of the mining 
district of south central Sweden and has a character of its own. 
Two micro-studies should be mentioned also - one is Herman Jans-
son's Gardar, torp och sliikter i Saxhyttan (Farms, Crofts and Families in 
Saxhyttan) . Saxhyttan is a small part of Grangarde Parish in Kopparberg 
liin, which the author has examined in depth, house by house, family by 
family. A similar work is Stig Bjorklund's scholarly analysis of Indor, a 
village in the parish of Vamhus, also in Kopparberg liin . Both of these give 
us a microscopic view into the homes and lives of small but highly integrated 
communities. 
All of the material cited in this study is of course in either the Norwegian 
or the Swedish languages. To be able to use this vast store of knowledge, it is 
necessary to have some basic knowledge of one or the other of these two 
Scandinavian tongues. Once the language has been mastered, the student 
will enter a new and fascinating world of Scandinavian history, folk-lore and 
human adventure. 
1 Prof. Naeseth is the supreme authority in the United States on Norwegian genealogy . He has 
lectured extensively in this country and in Norway. He has been quite helpful in the prepara-
tion of this short study and the author wishes to extend to him his deep thanks for his 
cooperation . 
2 The code used for the libraries possessing these volumes is as follows - C = Concordia 
College Library , Moorhead , MN ; L = Luther College Library, Decorah, IA; M = Universi-
ty of Minnesota Libraries. Minneapolis, MN ; ND= University of North Dakota Library, 
Grand Forks. ND ; S = St.Olaf College Library , Northfield , MN ; V = Vesterheim Genealo-
gical Center, Decorah , IA ; and W = University of Wisconsin Memorial Library, Madison, 
WI. 
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An Early Rockford 
Swede 
Lilly Setterdahl* 
In the article on Declarations of Intention by Swedes in Rockford 
1859- 1870, published in SAG (Vol. I, No. 1, p. 8), there is a reference to 
Augustus Johnson, who was naturalized a U.S. citizen in the Circuit Court 
of Winnebago County, IL on Feb. 27, 1858. It might be of interest to the 
readers of SAG that Augustus Johnson was born Sven August Johannesson 
in the parish of Ying (Skar.) Nov. 12, 1831, 1 the son of Johannes Romwall 
and Annika Pettersdotter. He early learned the tailor's trade, but soon left 
for America, arriving in Rockford, IL in 1852. At first he worked for others, 
but in 1862 he formed the Merchant Tailor Company of Rockford together 
with another Swede, John Erlander. In 1879 Johnson became president of 
the newly organized Central Furniture Company of Rockford. He ultimately 
became one of the most successful businessmen of that city. 2 
He was one of the first members of the First Lutheran Church of Rock-
ford, which he joined in 1855. On March 9, 1862 he married Emilie 
Peterson, who was born in Kumla Parish (Og.) Aug. 25, 1843, the daughter 
of Carl Magnus Persson, a former judge of the assizes (niimndeman) in 
Sweden, who emigrated to the U.S. in 1854 with his wife, one son and five 
daughters. 3 Emilie had been confirmed in the First Lutheran Church in 
Rockford June 19, 1859. A total of nine children were born in the marriage, 
all in Rockford - Hilma Otilia Aug. 22, 1863; Amanda Eleonora June 22, 
1865; Ada Davidia Oct. 23, 1867; Armour Eugene April 6, 1870; Victor 
Magnus Icilius April 7, 1872; Cora Vendella Sept. 17, 1875; Edmund Lauren-
tius Sept. 14, 1878 and twins Linius Emanuel and Maud Evangelina Oct. 20, 
1882. Sven August Johnson died in Rockford April 23, 1921 and his wife 
Feb. 13, 1937.4 
One sister, Eva Cajsa Johannesdotter and two brothers, Andreas and 
Gustaf, who used the father's surname ofRomwall, emigrated to the United 
States as a result of Sven August's letters home. The brothers settled in 
Minnesota. The sister married twice, the first time to Gustaf Jacobson, the 
second time to a clergyman, whose name is not known . 
Sven August Johnson corresponded frequently with his parents and 
supported them financially, especially after the brothers had emigrated. 
*Lilly Setterdahl is a researcher with the Swenson Swedish immigration Center at Augustana 
College, Rock Island, IL. 
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In 1976 the Special Collections of the Augustana College Library was 
given a collection of approximately fifty letters written to Sven August John-
son from 1853 to 1878, mostly by his parents in Sweden, as well as his 
brothers from the time they were living in Sweden and after they arrived in 
this country. The letters were given to Augustana College by the Lutheran 
Church in America Archives in Chicago, IL. The earlier provenance of the 
letters is not known. 
Today the Sven August Johnson Collection of Swedish letters is housed 
in the Swenson Swedish Immigration Research Center at Augustana Col-
lege , where it may be consulted and used by scholars. 
1 The microfilm of the First Lutheran Church records in Rockford , IL shows hi s birth date as 
Nov. II , 1831. 
2 Eric Johnson and Carl Fredrik Peterson, Svenskarne i Illinois (Chicago, 1880) , p. 382. 
3 Personregister till Statistiska Centralbyrans i Stockholm forteckningar over emigranter 
1851-1860 (Copy in the Provincial Archives in Goteborg, Sweden with the signum A 118). 
4 The microfilm of the First Lutheran Church of Rockford. 
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Swedish American 
By-nailles 
Henry Hanson* 
Most of us know that our Viking ancestors used by-names in order to 
identify individuals with identical first names as well as patronymics. Thus 
Eirikr Thorvaldsson was called Eirikr Raudi, or "Erik the Red" and his son, 
Leifr Eiriksson, Leifr Heppni or "Leif the Lucky". 
The use of by-names persisted in Scandinavia until the second half of the 
19th century, and still does to a certain extent in Iceland today. 1 Family 
names per se were uncommon in the rural population. Patronymics were 
used, where -son or -dotter was added to the possessive form of the father's 
first or Christian name. Thus, for example, my father, Henning, being the 
son of August Hansson, was Henning Augustsson and his older sisters, 
Selma and Alma, were Selma and Alma Augustsdotter respectively. It was 
only after arrival in the U.S. that they retained the simpler form of Hansson 
or Hanson. Since the names used in the rural parishes were few and mainly 
historical or Biblical in origin, there were any number of boys named Karl, 
Anders, Petter, Nils, Johan, Bengt, Erik and Gustaf. Since the patronymics 
were used also as last names, many people thus had the first name and the 
same patronymic as many others in the parish. Consequently a small com-
munity could have a number of Karl Anderssons, Erik Gustafssons and 
Sven Johanssons. This prolific use of a few common names often resulted in 
utter confusion, unless an additional term of designation was used. Official-
ly, the Swedish State Church, which was, and still is responsible for main-
taining vital statistics in each parish, added the name of the go.rd (farm) to 
the Christian name and patronymic. Thus, my father's exit permit reads, 
"Henning Augusts son i Svalas". 
The identical system prevailed in Norway, but the Norwegian clergy-
men frequently omitted the preposition "i" (in). Nor did they use the pos-
sessive "s", which resulted in the double "s" in Swedish patronymics. 
Hence, a Norwegian named Olaf Olesen from a farm named Laingen was 
called Olaf Olesen Laingen. Many Norwegians, in order to cope with the 
identity problem, consequently dropped the patronymic and used the name 
of the gaard (farm) as a last name. Thus, Olaf Olesen Laingen became Olaf 
0. Laingen. This is perhaps why names ending in -son or -sen are less 
frequent among Norwegian Americans than among Swedish Americans. 
The farm name, therefore, often was used as a by-name. Thus my grand-
father was always known as "August i Svalas" in his parish in Smaland, and 
*Henry Hanson is presently associate professor of history and social science at Northern 
Virginia Community College, Manassas , VA. 
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my great uncle as "Enok i Ostergard". However the Swedish farm popula-
tion, much like its Icelandic counterpart , went beyond the use of farm names 
and concocted by-names based upon an individual's physical characteris-
tics, employment, personality traits and habits. 
When the Swedish immigrants began arriving in America in large num-
bers , shortly after the end of the Civil War, the patronymic system still 
prevailed to a large extent among the country folk. The widespread use of 
family names, largely associated with nature, such as flora and fauna, points 
of the compass , and soldiers' names, had just begun. 2 Consequently, many 
immigrants had identical names - John Johnson, Eric Anderson, Olof 
Olson, Carl Carlson , etc. (these names are here rendered in their American 
version). The Swedish Americans, hence, were facing an identity problem, 
which had to be solved by resorting to the use of by-names. 
My essay does not profess to be a definitive and scholarly study of 
Swedish American by-names . It is based solely upon my personal recollec-
tions of the by-names still in use in a small New England industrial town in 
Connecticutjust before World War II, when some of the original immigrants 
were still alive. These by-names were more or less based on the same 
categories used by Professor Hale in his interesting article on modern Icelan-
dic by-names. 
The by-names used in my childhood in this Swedish American commun-
ity sought to identify the individual, but in the direct address his American 
name was usually used . Thus, John L. Johnson was always addressed as 
John or Mr. Johnson , but .in a conversation he would be identified as "John 
L. ". Naturally, the older generation used by-names to a much larger extent 
that those of us in the second and third generations, but we were all familiar 
with the by-name system. 
Physical size, such as being unusually tall , is obviously apparent in the 
by-name "Store Jon" (Big John), for John Anderson . One of the intriguing 
by-names in this category was that used to identify a fellow by the name of 
Albert Johnson. Albert was a short man , so he became known as "Pojken 
Johnson" (The Boy Johnson), his wife was known as "Pojkens karing" (The 
Boy's Wife), his son was known as "Pojkens pojk" (The Boy's Boy), and 
his grandson in turn was given the by-name of "Pojkens pojkes pojk" (The 
Boy's Boy's Boy). There was another Albert Johnson in the community, 
who originally came from the parish of Kanna in Smaland and his by-name 
was always "Albert Kann a" or "Albert Konna". And then there was Bo 
Nikolaus Anderson, who was lame and was generally known as " Halte 
Bonik' '. 
One of the older and more devout members of the Swedish Church (i.e. 
the Augustana Lutheran Church) had the not so unique name of John John-
son. He was called (however , not in his presence) as "Kniva Jon", 
apparently going back to his youth, when he had more than held his own in 
the saloon brawls with the Roman Catholic Irish and obviously had demons-
trated his skill in wielding his knife. There were two other Swedes in town 
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with the name of John Johnson , known as "John L. " and "John S." , and we 
children referred to them as "Mr. John L." and "Mr. John S. " . 
The place of birth was also used often in the selection of a by-name. My 
father , Henry Hanson (Henning Hansson) was known as " Smalanningen" 
(The Smalander), since he was the most outstanding individual among the 
Swedes in Middletown, CT, who hailed from the province of Smaland. An 
Albert Olson, born on the large island of Oland, off the east coast of Sweden, 
became known as "Albert Olanningen" (Albert the Olander), while Anna 
Johnson from Norway was known as "Norska Anna" (Norwegian Anna) 
and her countryman, John Johnson, "Norske Jack" (Norwegian Jack) . 
As indicated above , a middle initial often tended to be the differentiation 
between two individuals with the same Christian name and patronymic. 
Thus , John 0. Carlson became "John Ooh", pronounced with the sound of 
"oo" as in "ooze". His wife, of course, was known as Mrs. John Ooh". 
One of the many Mrs . Carlsons in my community had previously been 
married to a chap named Larson , and hence was known as "Mrs. Larson-
Carlson' ' . 
It was also quite common to use the name of an employer as a by-name. 
Hence, a chap by the name of John Anderson, who worked for an Irish 
liveryman named Lafferty was known throughout his life as "John Laffer-
ty" . An Ida Carlson who worked as a domestic for a non-Swedish family 
named Spears, was known as "Ida to Spears", and a man by the name of 
Arthur Carlson, born in America, was always referred to as "Arthur to 
Reynolds'', because he was employed by a firm in town called Reynolds 
Automobile Garage. 
Two other well-known Swedish characters come to mind. One chap, 
whose surname escapes me, was known as "Charlie pa stri:i.tet" (Charlie on 
the Street). He drove a horse and delivery cart for the Grand Union Grocery 
chain, I believe. Another Swede was John Anderson, who was known as 
"Crazy Jack" because of his fiery temperament and unbelievable stubborn-
ness . He later moved to Chicago, where he was killed by a streetcar, while 
walking home in a snow storm. He probably insisted on his right of way and 
lost that argument. 
Some by-names reflected personal characteristics of the individual or 
some dramatic episode in his or her life. There was an old Swede in my home 
town with the very common name of Carlson. He had been a rather tyrannic-
al husband and when his wife died, he appeared at the funeral in deep grief, 
weeping profusely, apparently in remorse for his callous behavior toward 
her in her lifetime. Henceforth he became known as " Gratare Carlson" 
(Weeper Carlson). Another Carlson had a tendency to overindulge in alco-
holic beverages and was called "Supare Carlson" (Carlson the Boozer). 
Some by-names were mere corruptions of a Christian name. One of the 
many persons by the name of Oscar Carlson became known as "Ooskie" 
and to us kids as "Mr. Ooskie". 
There were even some slightly earthy, if not off-color by-names. One 
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young lady was given the rather unflattering by-name of "Rova" (the But-
tocks). It seems that as a young child she attended the Sunday School in the 
local Lutheran Church. Her father complained that the church sexton had 
done such a poor job in keeping the toilet facilities in the church clean that 
his wife had to "tvatta Annas rova" (wash Anna's backside), when she 
came home from Sunday School. The name stuck and when this person, as a 
60-year old , came to visit my 90-year old mother, my mother referred to a 
visit to her by "Rova". One Robert Johnson , regarded as a rather cunning or 
sly fellow was as a result known as "Raven" (the Fox), and his gentle, sweet 
wife, had to suffer with her by-name "Ravskan" (The She Fox). 
Some by-names indicated a marital relationship. Thus Fred Anderson's 
wife was called "Freds Frida" (Fred's Frida), and Anna Johnson, the wife 
of "John L.", mentioned earlier, was "Johns Annie" (John's Annie). 
Finally , some by-names reflected the social position of the individual 
involved. The wife of the Lutheran pastor, the pre-eminently cultured indi-
vidual in the community, was always referred to as "Prastafrun" (The Pas-
tor's Wife) and Carl Anderson, who became a judge in the local city, from 
then on was known as "Judge Anderson" and his wife as "Mrs. Judge-
Anderson." 
The old emigrants have now gone on to their reward, as well as a good 
portion of those in the second generation. With the widespread adoption of 
American (Anglo-Saxon) Christian names such as Raymond , Lester, 
Arthur , Lloyd, Mabel , Esther, Alice , Ethel, and Florence, and with the 
on-going inter-marriage with non-Scandinavians, thus acquiring non-
Scandinavian surnames, the identity problem has more or less disappeared. 
There are no longer three persons with the name of John Johnson , four 
named Oscar Carlson or three by the name of Albert Olson. Thus the Swed-
ish American by-name has passed into history and has become a part of the 
folklore of Swedish America. Nowadays a new phenomenon is appearing on 
the scene, the binational first name, as in Jon Sebastian Berggren, where 
obviously Jon has a Swedish grandfather on his father's side and an Italian 
grandfather on his mother's side. Then there is Carl Erik Kosinski. America 
in a nutshell. 
1 Christopher Hale , "Modern Icelandic Personal Bynames", Scandinavian Studies, Vol. LIil , 
No . 4, 1981 , pp. 397-404. 
2 Nils William Olsson, "What's in a Swedish Surname", Swedish American Genealogist 
(SAG), Vol. I, No. 1, 1981 , pp. 26-36; Erik Wiken , "Swedish Use of Patronymics for 
Established Family Names" , SAG, Vol. I , No. 4, 1981 , pp . 144-146; Erik Wiken, "When 
Did Swedish Patronymics Become Surnames?", SAG, Vol. II , No . I , 1982, pp . 31-33. 
3 The editor invites the readers of SAG to submit similar material from other sections of 
America, where Swedish immigrants settled in large numbers. The editor remembers from 
his youth in Chicago , the presence of four families Johnson in the same Swedish parish -
The langa Johnsons , because the father was very tall ; the svarta Johnsons, because the 
father had a swarthy complexion; the Sophie Johnsons , where Mrs. Johnson was the domi-
nant personality and finally mina barn , dina barn och vara barn Johnsons , where each party 
had been married earlier and had children in the previous marriage as well as in their second 
marriage. 
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Passenger Arrivals at the Port of Baltimore 1820--1834. Edited by Michael H. Tepper and trans-
cribed by Elizabeth P. Bentley. Published by Genealogical Publishing Co., Inc. 111 Water 
Street, Baltimore, MD 21202, 1982. xxv + 768 pp. $38.50. 
This is the first volume to be published by Genealogical Publishing Co. in Baltimore in a 
new series to be known as Passenger Arrivals. The volume reviewed here serves as a pilot 
project of this important series and should be a boon to every family researcher, whose ances-
tors passed through the port of Baltimore between 1820 and 1834. 
In this pioneer volume the genealogical student has access to approximately 50,000 immi-
grants who arrived at this port . Mr. Tepper has taken the passenger arrival records, known as the 
Customs Passenger Lists, which heretofore have been almost inaccessible, and has indexed 
them alphabetically, this in itself an incredible task. For each of the entries he has listed the 
passenger's age, sex , occupation and the name of the country to which he belongs. Additionally 
we also get such important documentation as the name of the country the immigrant intends to 
inhabit , usually the name of the vessel on which he arrived as well as the date of arrival in 
Baltimore. 
Though probably three fourths of the arrivals are German and the remainder British or 
Irish , there are other arrivals as well , some of them of particular interest to the Scandinavian 
student. Thus from a cursory examination of the volume I found about a half dozen Danes , a 
few Swedes and several arrivals from the West Indies island of St. Barthelemy, at that time 
under Swedish hegemony. Of special interest is the entry for a Swede , Charles Hausewolf, who 
arrived in Baltimore during the quarter ending June 30, 1823. 
This arrival is identical with Carl Ulrik von Hauswolff, born in Sweden June 13, 1791 , the 
son of Captain Hans Gustaf von Hauswolff and Helena Charlotta von Greiff. After studies at the 
universities ofGreifswald and Leipzig in Germany, von Hauswolfftransferred to the University 
of U ppsala. After finishing his academic work he entered the Swedish governmental service and 
was assigned as governmental secretary on the Swedish island of St. Barthelemy, where he 
served four years, from Jan. 14, 1816 to Dec. 31, 1819. On the latter date he resigned his 
commission and devoted more than four years of his life to travels in South and North America. 
He arrived from the tropics at Baltimore April 26 , 1823, from where he continued on to 
Washington, Philadelphia and New York. He departed for Sweden in July of that year. In 1832 
he returned to the United States for a second visit. In 1835 he translated and edited a travel 
account of America, written by a female German author, Teckningar utur stillskapslifvet i 
Nordamerikas forenta stater (Observations on the Life and Manners in the United States of 
America). Von Hauswolff's edition is liberally sprinkled with his own observations and con-
tains as well a postscript of his own experiences during his two journeys to America. In the main 
he agrees with the German author and states that often their observations coincide. Von 
Hauswolff died in Stockholm Dec. 2, 1843. 
The value of the Baltimore Arrivals lies in the fact that we here find material not easily 
accessible elsewhere . In my own work , Swedish Passenger Arrivals in U.S. Ports 1820- 1850 
(except New York) , the earliest entry for a Swedish arrival in Baltimore is Feb . 24, 1837, 
because the original Customs House Lists for Baltimore are so fragmentary , containing large 
gaps. Thanks to the use of other sources , such as Quarterly Abstracts furnished the United 
States Congress by customs house inspectors, State Department Transcripts , Baltimore "City 
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Lists" and cargo manifests, the editor has been able to close some of these gaps and thus 
produce a list , which is as complete as is humanly possible , of all passenger arrivals at the port 
of Baltimore from 1820 to 1834. 
The initial volume, in what we all hope will be a long string of equally important volumes in 
the series Passenger Arrivals. is an excellent. concise and highly readable record of early 
immigrants to the United States. The editor and the transcriber should be highly commended for 
a difficult task well done . 
-NILS WILLIAM OLSSON 
-oOo-
The Esbjiirn Diaries. By Lars Paul Esbjorn. Published by the Jenny Lind Chapel. Andover , IL 
61233, 1982. 44 pp ., $1.25 . (Reprinted from After Seventy-five Years, 1860-/935: Seventy-fifth 
Anniversary of the Augustana Synod and Augustana College and Theological Seminary, Rock 
Island, IL , 1935 , pp . 11-34 and "The Augustana Quarterly", Vol. XXIII, 1944, pp. 323-339). 
The reprinting of L. P. Esbjorn' s two diaries , one covering his journey to America aboard 
the Cobden in 1849 and the second covering his momentous journey to the east coast of the 
United States in 1851 for the purpose of raising funds for his church construction in Illinois , 
brings to the reader two important documents. heretofore not easily accessible to the scholar. 
Lars Paul Esbjorn , the first Swedish Lutheran clergyman to a rrive in the Middle West for 
the purpose of ministering to the Swedish immigrants living in Andover. Galesburg and Moline, 
IL , had arrived in New York Sept. 23, 1849 together with a number of Swedish immigrants. His 
diary , which takes us from the preparations for the journey in Ga.vie, Sweden June 25, 1849, 
across the ocean with its trials and vicissitudes, ends abruptly Aug . 25, off Newfoundland . The 
entries give us a graphic story of a typical Atlantic crossing on board a sailing vessel in the early 
days of emigration. The diary is valuable from a genealogical point of view. in that Esbjorn 
relates some of the experiences of his fellow passengers. 0. L. Nordstrom , professor at Augus-
tana College, and editor of the publications of the Augustana Historical Society, did most of the 
translation of the Swedish manuscript , assisted by Gustaf Albert Andreen . Portions of the 
Swedish original had been published by Erik Norelius in Tidskriftfor Svensk evange/isk luthersk 
kyrkohistoria i N. Amerika (Journal for Swedish Evangelical Lutheran Church History in North 
America) as early as 1899. 
The second diary covers L. P. Esbjorn's visit to the east coast of the United States in 1851 
to raise funds for the construction of Lutheran churches in the Middle West . Esbjorn, who had 
been invited to come out to the Lutheran congregations in the East by William A. Passavant , 
noted Lutheran missionary and philanthropist in Pittsburgh, spent the time from April 21 to July 
6 travelling widely , gathering money and meeting influential Lutheran clergymen and lay peo-
ple . While Esbjorn's monetary gains were not very large , his chief benefactor was Jenny Lind , 
he nevertheless conveyed the story to his American Lutheran colleagues in the East that with 
the surging tide of Swedish immigrant arrivals in the Middle West. something had to be done to 
provide these newcomers with a church home . 
His second journal was originally written in English, demonstrating Esbjorn ' s facility in 
the English language, after only eighteen months in this country . 
One would have wished that more of the personalities which appear in both diaries, both 
on board ship, and in such cities as New York and Buffalo would have been further identified 
and documented . Many of these early Swedes were colorful personalities . 
The Jenny Lind Chapel in Andover , IL, named for the great singer, who donated $1,500 
toward Esbjorn ' s church, is responsible for the re-publication of these two documents. 
-NILS WILLI AM O LSSON 
-oOo-
The Peterson Families from Lenhovda, Sweden. By June Peterson Calin and Paul E. L. Peterson , 
Golden Willow Farm, Chisago City, MN 55013 , 1982. v + 207 pp . $15.00 + $1.50 postage. 
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Literature 
Of the many family histories published dealing with Swedish ancestry, this is one of the 
most attractive the reviewer has seen. Containing more than 200 pages of crisp text and sharp 
pictures, done by offset from good typewriter copy, and nicely bound in hard covers , the 
volume is a delight to handle , read and enjoy. 
It is a typical family saga, taking the reader back to the origins of the two families Peterson, 
who emigrated in 1868 to the United States from the parish of Lenhovda (Kron.) in Smaland. 
Assisting in the editing of this beautiful volume were Magnihild Johnson Peterson, who did the 
editorial work and the translations, and a Swedish assistant, Ella Britta Ottosson of Nyalund , 
Lenhovda Parish. 
The Petersons ' story covers a family history going back as far as 1690 and is divided into 
six parts. The first three parts deal with the families themselves , beginning with the background 
for this particular piece of research, entitled "June Found Her Roots in Lenhovda" by June 
Peterson Calin. The co-author found what she was looking for in the provincial archives of 
Vadstena and has reproduced some of the documents such as the birth records and the house-
hold examination rolls of Lenhovda as well as Myresjii, in the neighboring liin of Jiinkiiping. 
The second segment is written by Paul E. L. Peterson and deals with the coming of the two 
original Petersons to Minnesota - Sara Lisa and Johannes , and their first experiences on the 
Minnesota frontier. Mr. Peterson has documented his part of the story with early photographs 
and copies of charts from plat books of 1888 and 1914, showing the location of the ancestral 
farms in Wyoming Township , Chisago County. Other documents reproduced are a marriage 
license and a U.S. naturalization document, as well as copious newspaper clippings. These 
primary source materials are an important adjunct to any family history. The third part is a 
summary of the genealogical information concerning the two Peterson families in Sweden and 
their progenitors. 
The last half of the family history is devoted first of all to personal reminiscences by a 
number of relatives. which add a personal touch to the narrative. The remainder of the saga is 
given over to Sara Lisa and Johannes Peterson's family trees in Sweden, going back as far as 
1690 for Sara Lisa and 1707 for Johannes. These are followed by a number of pages devoted to 
the descendants now living in the U.S . Here again the use of pictures has livened the presenta-
tion. 
The editors are to be complimented on this very attractive family history . The organization 
of the material seems a bit confusing , but as one works with the material , the pieces easily fall 
into place . Some of the Swedish place names have been garbled due to the omission of diacritic-
al marks on some vowels - thus Hokaskruf for Hi:ikaskruf, Nobbeled for Ni:ibbeled , Hjarbas-
kog for Hjartaskog, Vagershult for Vagershult , etc. These are minor flaws, which in ho way take 
away from the overall impression that this family history is an excellent model for those who 
wish to publish a Swedish American family history. 
-NILS WILLIAM OLSSON 
Correction 
In the article Declarations of Intention and Naturalizations in New 
Sweden, ME 1873-1900 (SAG, Vol. I, No . 3, p. 116) Nicholas August Wessel 
is listed as being a Swede. Actually he was a Norwegian, Nicolai August 
Wessell, b. in Moss, Norway June 8, 1871, the s. of Nicolai August Wessell, 
the elder, and his wife, Anna Dorthea Larsen . After a period at sea as a 
sailor, he emigr. to America and settled in northern Maine , where he was 
employed by the Stockholm, ME Lumber Co. On June 30, 1897 he m. 
Mathilda Carolina Anderson, dau. Anders G. Andersson and his wife, Anna 
Christina, from Ga.singe Parish (Sod.) in Sweden. Information courtesy Mrs. 
Karen Wessell Reis. 
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Ancestor tables will be printed from time to time and will be available to 
subscribers only . The editor assumes no responsibility for the material sub-
mitted and reserves the right to edit the tables to conform to the general 
format. 
VIII. Norman G. Bergstrom, Box W, Ogden, Iowa 50212 
1. BERGSTROM, Norman Gustaf, b. Ogden , IA 1916; m. Madrid , 
IA 1942 Irene Christina Rothfus , b. Woodward, IA 1922; living 
Ogden , IA . 
I. 2. BERGSTROM, Albert Conrad , b . Ogden , IA 1880; m. Madrid, 
IA 1915; d. Madrid, IA 1978. 
3. CASSEL, Lillie Elvira, b. Madrid, IA 1886; d. Madrid , IA 1982 . 
II. 4. BERGSTROM, Per Gustaf, b. Gasborn Parish (Varm.), Sweden 
1843 ; emigr. 1869; m. Boone Co., IA 1871; d . Ogden, IA 1910. 
5. HOLMBERG , Maria Albertina, b. Safsnas (Kopp.), Sweden 
1844; emigr. 1869; d. Ogden , IA 1935 . 
6. CASSEL , John , b . Madrid , IA 1857; m . Boone Co. , IA 1885; d. 
Madrid, IA 1938 . 
7 . HEGBERG , Johanna Fredrika, b. Svenarum Parish (Jon.) , 
Sweden 1865; emigr. 1867; d. Madrid , IA 1943. 
III. 8. BERGSTROM , Erik, b . Safsnas 1815; m. Gasborn 1838; d . Gas-
born 1845 . 
9. JONSDOTTER, Johanna, b . Gasborn 1816; d . Gasborn 1880. 
10. HOLMBERG, Per Jonasson, b. Gasborn 1809; m. Safsnas 1838; 
d. Safsnas 1893. 
11 . JANSDOTTER, Maja , b. Safsnas 1814; d. Safsnas 1898. 
12. CASSEL, Carl John , b. Kisa Parish (Og.), Sweden 1821; emigr. 
1845; m. Fairfield, IA 1848; d . Madrid, IA 1902. 
13. DALANDER, Ulrika Eriksdotter, b. Vasterkisa Parish (Og.) 
1822; emigr. 1846; d. Madrid , IA 1891. 
14. HOGBERG/HEGBERG , Karl, b. Svenarum 1828 ; m. Svena-
rum 1863; emigr. 1869; d. Madrid , IA 1908. 
15 . TRANKT, Inga Catharina, b. Nydala Parish (Jon .) 1841; emigr. 
1869; d. Madrid, IA 1918. 
IV. 16. BERGSTROM, Olaf, b. Gasborn 1769; m . 1797; d. Safsnas 
1829. 
17. EKMAN , Anna Cajsa, b . Gasborn 1774. 
18. GUSTAFSSON, Jonas, b. Gasborn 1789; m. Gasborn 1815; d. 
Gasborn 1860. 
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19. MAGNUSDOTTER, Anna, b. Gasborn 1779; d. Gasborn 1858. 
20. HOLMBERG, Jonas Jonasson, b. Gasborn 1771; m. 1801; d. 
Gasborn 1849. 
21. JANSDOTTER, Anna, b. Gasborn 1776; d. Gasborn 1838. 
22. JONSSON, Jonas, b. Safsnas 1786; m. Safsnas 1810; d. Safsnas 
1832. 
23. PERSDOTTER, Anna, b. Safsnas 1792; d. Safsnas 1849. 
24. CASSEL, Peter Carlsson, b. Asby Parish (Og.) 1790; m. Asby 
1815; emigr. 1845; d. New Sweden, Jefferson Co., IA 1857. 
25. SVENSDOTTER, Annika, b. Asby 1796; d. Kisa 1829. 
26. ERICSSON, Eric, b. Vasterlosa 1788; m. Vasterlosa 1811; d. 
Sya Parish (Og.) 1842. 
27. DALANDER, Anna M. Larsdotter, b. Vikingstad Parish (Og.) 
1792; emigr. 1846 (took name of Dalander); d. Swede Point 
(Madrid), IA 1854. 
28. ANDERSSON, Assar Magnus, b. Hylletofta Parish (Jon .) 1793; 
m. Svenarum 1822; d. Svenarum 1867. 
29. JONASDOTTER, Anna Catharina, b. Odestugu Parish (Jon.) 
1791; d. Svenarum 1866. 
30. TRANKT, Johannes Matthis son, b. Hagshult Parish (Jon.) 
1810; m. Svenarum 1834; d. Svenarum 1896. 
31. JACOBSDOTTER, Anna Stina, b. Svenarum 1811; d. Nydala 
1887. 
V. 32. CARLSSON, Olof. 
33. LARSDOTTER, Britta. 
34. EKMAN, Magnus. 
35. JANSDOTTER, Greta Cajsa. 
36. ERSSON, Gustaf, b. 1753. 
37. BERN[T]SDOTTER, Anna, b. 1767. 
38. OLSSON, Magnus. 
39. PEHRSDOTTER, Catharina. 
40. JONSSON, Jonas, b. Gasborn 1744; m. 1770; d. Gasborn 1802. 
41. JONSDOTTER, Maria, b. Gasborn 1749; d. Gasborn 1806/1807. 
42. SVENSSON, Jan, b. Gasborn 1736. 
43. JONSDOTTER, Lena, b. Gasborn 1736. 
44. CARLSSON, Jonas, b. Safsnas 1758; m. 1783; d. Safsnas 1821. 
45. HINRIKSDOTTER, Anna, b. Safsnas 1761; d. Safsnas 1836. 
46. PERSSON, Petter (Per), b. Safsnas 1753; m. 1776; d. Safsnas 
1816. 
47. OLOFSDOTTER, Anna, b. Hallefors Parish (Ore.) 1750; d. Nas 
Parish (Kopp.) 1822. 
48. CASSEL, Carl Fredrik Borjesson, b. Norra Vi Parish (Og.) 
1762; m. 1789; d. Asby 1834. 
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VI. 
VII. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55 . 
56. 
57 . 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
96. 
192. 
SVENSDOTTER, Catharina, b . Tidersrum Parish (Og .) 1761; 
d. Asby 1809. 
ISRAELSSON , Sven , b. Asby 1751 ; m. 1779; d. Asby 1812. 
PERSDOTTER, Lena/Helena, b. Asby 1755. 
ERSSON , Erik , b. Vasterlosa 1760; m . 1785 ; d . Vasterlosa 
1806. 
ANDERSDOTTER, Maja/Maria, b. Vikingstad 1759; d. Vaster-
losa 1830. 
SVENSSON , Lars , b . Jarstad Parish (Og. ) 1751; d. Vasterlosa 
1837. 
PERSDOTTER, Anna, b. Vastra Harg Parish (Og.) 1753 ; d . 
Vasterlosa 1806. 
ASSARSSON , Anders , b. Norra Ljunga Parish (Jon.) 1761 ; d. 
Hylletofta 1825. 
MAGNUSDOTTER, lngierd, b . Svenarum 1769; d. Hylletofta 
1837. 
LARSSON, Jonas , b. Angerdshestra Parish (Jon .) 1763; d. Sve-
narum 1851. 
SVENSDOTTER, Annika , b. 1750; d. 1838. 
KUS , Matthis , b. Hagshult 1775 ; d. Hagshult 1839. 
SVENSDOTTER, Stina, b. Svenarum 1781 ; d . Hagshult 1847 . 
SVENSSON , Jacob , b . 1754 ; m. Svenarum 1785 ; d. Svenarum 
1814. 
MA.NSDOTTER, Annika, b. 1760; d . Svenarum 1840. 
CASSEL, Borje, b. Norra Vi 1739. 
CASSEL, Nils, b. Norra Vi 1700; m. Eksjo 1735 ; d. Norra Vi 
1771. 
193. HASSEi , Christina. 
VIII . 384 . CASSEL, Borje, b . Tidersrum 1658; m. Norra Vi 1693; d . Norra 
Vi 1730. 
385. NILSDOTTER, Ragnhild . 
386. HASSEL, Lars in Eksjo. 
387. --, Anna. 
IX. 768. CASSEL, Jonas, b. 1633; d. Tidersrum 1701. 
769. BORJESDOTTER, Brita, b. 1630; d. Norra Vi 1716. 
770. TORSTENSSON, Nils. 
771. LARSDOTTER, Brita. 
X . 1,536. CASSEL, Marten , b . Scotland ; d. Sweden 1645. 
1,538. SVENSSON , Borje in Norra Vi . 
1,539. ERLANDSDOTTER, Ramborg . 
XI. 3,072. CASSEL (CASTLE), Peter , b. Scotland ca. 1540; is said to 
have emigr. to Stockholm from Edinburgh 1592. 
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Queries from subscribers to Swedish American Genealogist will be 
listed here free of charge on a "space available basis." The Editor reserves 
the right to edit the question to conform to the general format. 
Johansson (Johnson), Seeder, Lewis 
Two brothers of my great grandmother, Emma Christina Johansdotter 
Lewis, also emigrated to the U.S. According to parish records in Sweden, 
Emma Christina's oldest brother, Johan Ferdinand Johansson, was b . in 
Deragard, Alghult Parish (Kron.) Dec. 28, 1834. He absconded to America 
in May, 1868. In 1880 hem. Maria Catharina, b. in Ljunga Parish (Jon.) Aug. 
12, 1846. They moved from Illinois to Lindsborg, KS at least by 1900. Maria 
Catharina d. Feb. 26, 1914 and her husband Johan, who had taken the 
surname Seeder, d. July 28, 1916. 
Johan Ferdinand Johansson Seeder's brother, Carl August Johansson , 
was b. in Loviseberg, Alghult Parish March 2, 1849 and emigr. to America 
Aug. 11, 1869, just eight days after Emma Christina received her exit permit. 
We know nothing about his fate. Did he marry and leave descendants? Did 
he also change his name? 
My great grandmother, Emma Christina settled in Mt. Pleasant, IA, 
where she m. Andres Norborn in Oct. 1871. After his death by accident, she 
m. John Oscar Lewis (earlier Larsson) March 1, 1872. They settled in Hen-
derson and McDonough Counties, IL and raised six children. In March of 
1887 they homesteaded in Gove County, KS, where they lived for the re-
mainder of their lives. Emma Christina d. Jan. 7, 1929. 
If anyone has information concerning Carl August Johansson, I would 
appreciate hearing from them. I will share information on ancestors in 
Sweden going back to the early 1700s. 
F . Ray Lewis 
6 Nightingale Court 
Granite City, IL 62040 136 
Thorell 
I am seeking information on the ancestry of Augusta Charlotta Thorell, 
b. in Vastergotland Feb. 2, 1872. On Aug. 31, 1894 she m. Karl August 
Bergman in Worcester, MA. He was b. in Bjurtjarn Parish (Va.rm.) Aug. 19, 
1868. 
Philip S. Bergman 
29 Linda Street 
Westborough, MA 01581 137 
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Bergman 
I am seeking information on the ancestry of Lars Bergman, b. in 
Marieberg, Varnum Parish (Alvs.) Sept. 12, 1801, the s. of Jonas Larsson , b. 
ca. 1766 and Margareta Eriksdotter, b. ca. 1769. Lars Bergman m. Britta 
Persdotter, b. in Grythyttan Parish (Ore.) Jan . 15 , 1809, the dau. of Petter 
Ersson, b. in Karlskoga Parish (Ore.) March 24 , 1778, d. in Fisksj6torp June 
6, 1829, and Catharina Persdotter, b. in Lungsund Parish (Varm.) Sept. 13, 
1774. 
Philip S. Bergman 
29 Linda Street 
Westborough, MA 01581 
Hedberg, Loomis 
138 
I am interested in locating descendants of my grandmother's sister, 
Maria Louisa Hedberg, b. in Foss Parish (Got.) Aug. 19, 1870. She arr. in 
America in 1886 and later m. a man named Loomis. One child, Dora May 
Loomis, was b . before 1900. Maria Louisa Loomis became a companion 
nurse to a wealthy Chicago lady and is believed to have perished in the 
disastrous Iroquois Theater fire in Chicago Dec. 28 , 1906. Dora May Loomis 
may have children who could contact me . 
Lois Andersson Appleton 
6520 Espanita Street 
Long Beach, CA 90815 139 
Persson 
I am seeking information on the destination of the Persson family, which 
arr. in NY Aug. 11, 1854. Ola Persson, b. Nov . 17, 1831, his wife, Inga 
Nilsdotter, b. March 2, 1824, their dau. Pernilla, b. Dec. 29, 1853. All were 
from Jamsh6g Parish (Blek.) and arr. aboard the Esmeralda with 412 other 
Swedes. All were listed as farmers. Where did they go? Are there any 
descendants? 
Mrs. Jeanette Stieve 
Route #3, Box 465 
South Haven, MI 49090 
Longacre 
140 
Seeking information concerning descendants of Andrew Longacre, b. in 
the Swedish colony on the Delaware in PA ca. 1713, d. in Frederick County, 
VA 1795. He was m. to Hanna Ireson in PA. I am especially interested in the 
descendants of the sons and grandsons of Andrew Longacre. Many were 
Quakers and were known as the Winchester, VA colony of Swedish Lon-
gacres, descended from one of the original Swedish settlers, Anders Umgak-
er. 
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Much migration took place between Winchester, VA and the Swedish 
colony in PA. I am therefore interested in both the PA and the VA Lon-
gacres. I already have some information I would be glad to share. 
Sharon Jones Giles 
114 Second Street 
Huntingdon, PA 16652 141 
Lind 
I am looking for information concerning John (Johan) Lind, b . in Varm-
land in Sweden March 6, 1860, the s. of Peter Lind. He emigr. to Denver, 
CO ca. 1884-1885, where he was employed on the Denver & Rio Grande 
Railroad as a boilermaker. He d. as a result of a fatal accident July 12, 1912. 
He was m. twice, the first time to Betty Fardy on Dec. 13, 1888, when he 
lived at 1228 Santa Fe Ave., Denver. Later he moved to 2805 West 9th Ave. 
He had four living children with his first wife. Hem. the second time Beda 
Hanson, with whom he had two living children. At this time he lived at 1393 
Perry St., Denver. 
Dorothy Graham 
1107- 1590 Henderson Highway 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R2G 2B8 142 
.Akerstrom 
I am seeking information concerning the ancestry of Anders Akerstrom, 
b. in Tyndero Parish (Vn) May 21, 1785 and his wife, Brita Cajsa Solberg, 
also b. in Tyndero Jan. 19, 1783. 
Philip S. Bergman 
29 Linda Street 
Westborough, MA 01581 143 
Johansson, Johnson, Mattsson 
Among my reiatives I have many who emigr. to America, among them 
five siblings, named Johansson, all b. in Torslunda Parish (Kalm.). 
1. Julia Annette, b. Feb. 5, 1861, m. Mattsson, had four children and 
resided in Brooklyn, NY, d. before 1951. 
2. Carl Fredrik, b. Feb. 18, 1872, emigr. Feb. 16, 1890, d . before 1951. 
He had three children, Arthur, Ralph and Winnifred Johnson, all living in 
Astoria (probably Oregon). 
3. Otto Petrus, b. Oct. 27, 1874, emigr. to Sioux City, IA March 2, 1895, 
d. before 1951. 
4. Knut Albertinus, b. Oct. 26, 1877, emigr. to Sioux City, IA March 18, 
1894, d. before 1951. 
5. Marcus Julius, b. May 8, 1882, emigr. March 16, 1899, d. before 1951. 
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He had four children, Robert, Vera Seppa, Elna and Allan Johnson, all living 
in Astoria (probably Oregon). 
Stefan Gottfridsson 
Stallvagen 17: 111 
352 52 Vaxjo, SWEDEN 144 
Mellberg 
I would like to know what happened to the following emigrants named 
Mellberg: 
I. Carl Gustaf Mellberg, b. in Habo Parish (Skar.) Feb. 23, 1812, emigr. 
to Busseyville, WI 1843, d. in Ft. Atkinson , WI in 1892. 
2. Gustaf Adolf Mellberg, b. in Habo Parish Dec. 11, 1839; emigr. 1861, 
widow and children were living in Campello , MA in 1886. 
3. Axel Mellberg, b. in Habo July 21, 1847 , emigr. in 1867; living in 
Campbello (Brockton), MA in 1886. Had two children, Axel Frithiof, b. 1879 
and Anna Charlotta, b. 1881. 
4. Johannes (Jan) Mellberg, b. in Habo Oct. 25 , 1824; emigr. 1871. Last 
letter to Sweden was dated 1877 from Red Wing, MN. 
Stieg-Erland Dagman 
Box 106 
566 00 Habo, SWEDEN 145 
Comment: Gustaf Mellberg (see No. 1 above) m. Juliette Devoe at Lake Kosh-
konong, WI in 1846. She was b. in Allegany County, NY May 7, 1819. They had 
at least four children - Amelia , m. to C. C. Reuterskiold of Busseyville , Emma, 
Gustave and Edward . There was probably another dau. Henriette , who d. Jan. 
23 , 1857 and is bur. in Sumner Cemetery, Busseyville. Gustaf Mellberg d . Dec. 
19, 1892 and his wife Jan. 12 , 1905. Both are bur . in the Busseyville Cemetery. 
Svensson, Olsdotter 
August Svensson, b. in Borrby Parish (Krist.) Aug. 26 , 1877 , his wife , 
Elna Olsdotter, b. in Loderup Parish (Krist.) Jan. 21 , 1879 and their dau. Tea 
Astrid Elisabet , b. July 27, 1901 , emigr. from Glemminge Parish (Krist.) in 
1903 and settled somewhere in California. Any information concerning these 
people or their descendants in the U.S . would be greatly appreciated. 
Timothy C. Parrott 
1128 Spruce St. 
Iowa City , IA 52240 146 
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Sara, 132 
Sigrid, 130 
Sophia Albertina, 92 
ANDERSEN, Daniel 46 
ANDERS[S]ON , - , 93 
Adolf, 74 
Albin , 119 
Alfred, 46 
Alfred, 90 
Alma, 46 
Alma Ida, 119 
Anders, 37 
Anders, 66, 67 
Anders, 114 
Anders , I 15 
Anders , 116 
Anders, 132 
Anders , 133, 136 
Anders, 134 
Anders , 138 
Anders Bernhard, 72 
Anders Peter, 88 
Andreas, 89 
Anna, 41 
Anna, 86 
Anna Carolina 
Wilhelmina, 72 
Anna Lotta, 88 
Assar Magnus , 181 
August, 74 
Bengt, 131 
Bernhard, 121 
Bo Nikolaus, 174 
Brita, 138 
Carl, 20 
Carl, 21 
Carl, 114 
Carl, 114, 116 
Carl , 138 
Carl Hilmer, 75 
Carrie, 121 
Charles, 75 
Charles, 118 
Charles , 120 
Charles A., 119 
Charles G., 22, 26 
Charles P., 21 
Stina (Christina), 46 
Christina Charlotta, 79 
Clara, 41 
Daniel, 134 
Daniel, 138 
Elias , 66 
Elias, 133 
Elof, 138 
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Emma Mathilda, 88 
Erik, 46 
Erik, 138 
Errick , 23 
F.A., 119 
Fred, 87 
Fred , 120 
Fred, 176 
Frida, 176 
G., 114 
George William, 74 
Goran, 116 
Gust , 120 
Gust AA 123 
H., 75 
Hanna Sofia, 72 
Hannah , 120 
Harry Willard, 75 
Ida Christina Mathilda , 44 
Ida M. , 122 
Israel, Sr. 88 
Israel , R. , --
J., 114 
Jacob , 24, 27 
Jacob Timothy , 44, 45 
Jens, 87 
Jons , 38 
Jons, 114, 117 
Joh[an], 21 
Johan, 138 
Johan Albert , 88 
Johan Ulrik , 93 
John , 20 
John, 22 
John, 24 
John,86 
John , 120 
John, 123 
John , 174 
John ("Crazy Jack"), 175 
John ("Lafferty") , 175 
John A., 23 , 24 
John L., 156 
Jonas , 130 
J onases Matts, I 3 I 
Jully, 46 
Lars, 68 
Lois, 46 
Lottie, 123 
Mans , 130 
Marten, 80 
Margareta, 114: I 16 
Martin , 73 
Mary, 122 
Mathilda, 72 
Matts, 135 
Nels , 72 
Nels , 86 
188 
Nels , 87 
Nels , 114 
Nils, 70 
Noak Edvin, 119 
Olaf, 90 
Olaf, 133 
Olaf, 138 
Olof Henrik, 73 
Oscar, 120 
Pehr (Per), 114, 116 
Per, 132 
Per, 133 
Per, 138 
Per, 139 
Peter, 23 
Peter, 35 
Rambo Matts, 131 
Samuel, 67 
Selma, 119 
Selma, II , 119 
Selma C. , 120 
Selma Hildur Christina, 
123 
Selma M., 121 
Sven , 69 
Sven, 114 
Svens Anders, 138 
Swante L., 121 
Therese, 120 
William, 23 
ANDREASSON, see 
WIKSTROM, August 
Gustave 
Lorentz, 89 
Mathilda , 89 
ANDREEN , Gustaf Albert, 
178 
ANGUS, Christina, 80 
APELBERG , Sam[uel], 66 
APELGREN, Pehr 
Wilhelm. 23, 27 
ARFWEDSON, Abraham , 
31, 33 
Anders. 31 
Carl David, 33 
ARONSON , Ulrika , 123 
ARRISON , John, 23 
ARVIDSDOTTER, Jon, 38 
ASLUND, Eda C., 122 
ASSARSSON , Anders, 182 
ASTROM, John, 122 
ATKINSON , Christopher, 
24 
AUGUSTSDOTTER, 
Alma , 173 
Selma, 173 
AUGUSTSSON , Henning , 
173 
BAARNHIELM, Gustaf, 70 
BACK, Cajsa Greta, 24 
Jonas, 19 , 24 
Jonas Peter, 24 
BACKMAN , Johan 
Pett[er], 22 
BACK, Anders, 42 
BAKKEN , Knud Larsen, 
38 
BA UDE, Jan , 76 
BEIJBOM, Ulf, 49 
BENDEZ, Peter Nelson, 75 
BENEDICTSEN, Benedict, 
23 
BENGTSDOTTER. 
Lisbeth , 107 
Maria Helena, 79 
BENGTS[S)ON , - , 14 
Anna, 186 
August, 128 
Bengt, 126 
Elise , 186 
Erik Johan, 87 
Ernst, 186 
Ernst Valdemar, see 
JOHANSSON, Ernst 
Valdemar 
Goran , 67 
Henrie, 130 
Hilma , 119 
Hjalmar Theodore , see 
JOHANSSON, Hjalmar 
Theodore 
Hulda, 186 
Johan, 186 
Maria Christina, 87 
Nils , 186 
Olaus , 21 , 26 
Tufve , 91 
BENSON, Borje, 21 
Ernest , 87 
Fred, 119 
Girtie, 75 
Olof, see BENGTSON, 
Olaus 
Oscar F. , 123 
Peter , 2 I, 26 
Samuel , 123 
Willard, 87 
BERG, Gordon, 84 
John Berti! , 83 
Thomas, 84 
Virginia , 84 
BERGER, Johan (Jonas) 23, 
27 
BERGERSDATTER, Inger, 
37 
BERGERSEN, Ole, 37 
BERGGREN, Christina 
Wilhelmina, 69 
BERGLUND, Andrew F . , 
121 
Jacob Petter, 106 
Jenny, 124 
BERGMAN, Amanda S. , 
122 
Anna Erika, 91 
Karl (Carl) August, 183 
Carrie , 92 
Erik Olof, 91 
Hanna, 92 
JohnP. , 118 
Lars , 184 
Mary , 92 
Olof Olsson , 91 , 92 
BERGQUIST, Floyd Harry 
Robin, 73 
BERGSTROM, Erik 
Olof, 180 
Per Gustaf, 180 
BERGSTROM, Albert 
Conrad , 180 
Norman Gustaf, 180 
BERG STORM 
(BERGSTROM), Mary , 
122 
BERN[T]SDOTTER, Anna, 
181 
BERSELL, Petrus Olof, 69 
BIELKHOLM, - , 141 
BJORKANDER, (Salomon) 
Carl Johan, 105 
BJORKEGREN, Charlotta 
Wilhelmina, 97 
BJORK, Selma Maria, 93 
BJORKLUND, Anders 
Johan, 83 
Carl , 83 
Frans Wilhelm, 83 
Gottfried , 83 
Gottfried Carlsson , 83 
Gustaf, 83 
Juliana, 83 
Sara Stina, 83 
BJORK, Agnes , 123 
BJORKMAN, Helene , 73 
BLADE, Oscar, 123 
BLIXEN , Anders, 43 
Anders Samuel, 43 
Johannes,43 
BLOMKVIST, Frank, 73 
BLOOM, John, 22, 26 
Margaret W., 122 
Olga Regina, 72 
Peter August , I 19 
BOCK, - , 89 
Gunnar, 89 
Kurt, 89 
BODELSSON , Pehr, 21 , 
24, 26 
Sissa, 24 
BOCKMAN, Peter 
Wilhelm, 116 
BORJESDOTTER, Brita, 
182 
Christina, I I 2 
BOGLE,-, 80 
Christina Johnson , 79 
James , 79 
John , 81 
Matthew, 79 
BOHLIN, Edgar Frithioff, 
73 
Ellen Linnea Sofia, 73 
BOHMANSSON, Carl , 151 , 
152, 156, 159 
BOLMGREN , Fritz L. , 123 
Otto R. , 121 
BOMAN, J. 0 ., 106 
Johan Jonasson , 105 
Ole, 122 
BOOM, Emma Sofia, 121 
BOOTIN , Claus Albert , 121 
BORG, August , 119 
BORGEN, Carrie E., 122 
BORGH, Herman, 119 
BORRE, Claes Gustaf, 68 
BRANDBERG, Peter, 84 
BRASK, Rambo Anders 
Mattsson , 131 
BRA TINE, Berit, 56 
BREIGS , John , 20 
BRENNEBERG, - , 84 
BROBECK, Christina, 107 
BRODIN , Anna Maria, 35 
Carl Carlsson , 36 
BROSTROM, Erick Peter, 
22 
BROVINGS, Carl Johan 
Carlsson, 105 
Johanna Christina 
Carolina , 105 
BROWN , Charles 0. E ., 
123 
BUHLER, John , 29 
BULER, Johan Werner, 39 
Nils , 39 
Olof Nilsson , 39 
PehrJohan , 39 
Wilhelm, 39 
Wilhelm Victor, 39 
Wilhelmina, 39 
BUUER, John William, 74 
CALIN, June Peterson, 179 
Personal Name Index 
CALLERSTROM, John F ., 
123 
CAPPELIN, Anna, 50, 62 
CARBONAGE, Lillian , see 
ROSIN , Lillian 
CARLAND, Oscar,(?) , 92 
CARLIN , John S ., 124 
CARLOM, Mirea Francis, 
74 
CARLSDOTTER, Maria, 27 
Maria, 114 
CARLS[S]ON, Alfred, 121 
Anders , 104 
Andrew, 118 
Anna Catharina, 123 
Anna Lisa, see 
SVENSSON, Anna 
Lisa 
Anna H. , 44 
Anna Leona, 129 
Arthur, 175 
August Wilhelm, 120 
Carl A. , 121 
Carl Alfred, 104 
Carl Anton Girdie , 72 
Carl Johan , see 
BROVINGS, Carl 
Johan 
Carl Johan, 20 , 25 
Carl Johan , 36 
Carl Johan , 114, I 16 
Ellen C., 118 
Erland , 153 
Esther, 120 
Estrid Wilhelmina, 74 
Eva Charlotta, 153 
Frans Wilhelm, see 
BJORKLUND, Frans 
Wilhelm 
Gustaf, 74 
Hilda Ruth , 36 
Hilma, 121 
Hulda Sofia, 121 
Ida, 175 
Ida N. , 122 
Jennie , 119 
Johannes , 35 
John , 119 
John Gottfrid, 154 
John 0. , 175 
Jonas , 181 
Julia, 123 
Maria Albertina, 124 
Minna, 120 
Olof, 181 
Oscar, 176 
Oscar Bror Amandus , 87 
Per Gothfred , 119 
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Peter, 35 
Pontus, 129 
Selma, 120 
Selma A. , 121 
Sten , 148 
Tillie, 118 
Ulrika, 121 
CASSEL, Borje, 182 
Borje (Tidersrum), 182 
Carl Fredrik Bo1jesson , 
181 
Carl John , 180 
John, 180 
Jonas , 182 
Lillie Elvira , 180 
Marten , 182 
Nils, 182 
Peter, 182 
Peter Carlsson, 110, 182 
CASTLE , Peter, 182 
CASTMAN , Carl , 74 
CAUCHORT, Nicolaes. 76 
CEDER, Gust H. , 123 
CEDERSCHIOLD, Johan 
Gabriel , 67 
CEDERSTAM, Pehr 
Anderson , 126 
CEDERSTROM, Carie , 73 
Frank August , 74 
CHARLES , Godfrey , see 
BJORKLUND. 
Gottfried 
CHARL[E]SON, Johan, 22 
CHARLS , Gottfried , see 
BJORKLUND. 
Gottfried 
CHAUSSE UR, Carl Anton 
Albert Johan, 107 
Fredrik Herman , 103 , 107 
CHEALANDER, Otto 
Godfrey, 156, 159 
CHEEVER, H. A., 103 
CHENON, Paschilius 
Dionysis , 6, 17 
CHILBERG , Andrew 
(Andreas), 156, 159, 160 
Isak, 159 
Jons Peter, 159 
John Edward, 156, 159 
Nils , 159, 160 
CHRISTIANSON, John E., 
123 
Ola, 22 
CHRISTINA, Queen of 
Sweden , 67 
CHRISTOPHER, Andrew, 
20 
CHRISTOPHERSDOT-
TER, Maren , 35 
190 
CLASSELL, Olof 
Anderson , 156, 157, 159 
CLEMENTSON, Johan A. , 
122 
CLICK, Arfa, 89 
Willie , 89 
COLE, Leonard, 78 
COLLIN, Nils, 28, 29. 30 
COLLIN , P., 158 
COLSON , Carl Johan , see 
CARLSON , Carl Johan 
COMBS , Nancy , 90 
CONET, Joseph , 24 
CRAMER, Hedvig 
Hermanna. 109 
DAHL, Carrie , 120 
Charlotte Marie, 89 
John , 22 
Ottilia, 89 
DAHLBERG, Adolf 
Fredrik, 73 
C.G., 103 , 107 
DAHLBOM , Oscar Walfrid , 
106 
DAHLGREN. Adolph 
Jacob , 105 
E.W., 17 
Nils, 21 
DAHLOF, Samuel. 23 
DAHLLOF, Tell G., 150 
DAHLSTROM, Andrew, 
121 
Lilly , 73 
DAHUS , Jacob Augustinus 
Olofsson , 105 
DALANDER, Anna M. 
Larsdotter, 181 
Ulrika Eriksdotter, 180 
DANIELSDOTTER. Anna, 
133 
Anna, 134 
Basen Anna , 131 
Karin (Carin), 131 
Karin (Carin), 133 
Kerstin (Christina), 132 
Sara, 135, 136 
DANIELS[JON , Anders, 
133, 134 
Edla C. , 123 
Frans Johan , 128 
Gustaf, 129 
Ida , 119 
Johan Petter, I 06 
Lars , 80 
Sophia, 120 
DARELIUS, Josef, 46 
Olof, 46 
DA VIQSSON, Ingeborg, 46 
de BESCHE, Wellem, 1, 3, 
6, 7, 17 
de la GARDIE , Jacob, 2 
de GEER, Louis , I, 2, 3, 6, 
7, 8, 10 , 17 , 76, 78 
DEHLIN , Carl Johan. 68 
DEPKEN , (Simon) , 3 
het DEPROZ, Nils 
Gilliusson, 17 
de VILLE, Winston , 30 
DEVOE, Juliette, 186 
de WITTE. Hans , I , 2 
DICK, Janet , 81 
DOCTIER, Jan. 76 
DONELSON , Charles, 120 
DONNER, Emilie 
Dorothea , 108 
Georg Niclas , 108 
Herman (Wilhelm), 105, 
108 
Mia Hermanna, 108 
DOUHAN , Bernt , I , 76 
DRUGG, John, 24, 27 
Jonas , 24 , 27 
DRUGGE, Jonas, 27 
Jonas Johansson, 27 
DUFV A, Hans Henrik , 20, 
25 
Johan , see DUFV A Hans 
Henrik 
Johan Levin, 25 
Mathilda, 25 
ECKEREHN, Walter 
Clifford , 73 
ECKERSTROM, Roy 
August, 73 
EDBERG , - , 41 
EDGREN, Adolph, 156, 160 
E[D]GREN, Peter Albert, 
23 
EDLING, August, 121 
EDMAN , J . A., 50, 62 
Peter, 74 
EDMARK, Carl Johan, 72 
Ernst , 118 
EDWARDS, Carl Johan 
Eric , see FAHLSTEN , 
Carl Johan Eric 
EGNELL, Nils G., 20 
EIRIKSSON, Leifr, 173 
EKELUND, C. J., 124 
EKLUND, Frances Irene , 
74 
EKLUND, Rose , see 
ROSIN , Rose 
EKMAN, Anna Cajsa, 180 
Magnus , 181 
EKSTROM, Carl 23 
ELANDER, Otto . 124 
., 
ELD, Carl Magnus , 27 
ELDE, Isidore , 24 
ELESTROM , Helge P., 122 
ELGENSTIERNA, Gustaf, 
28 
ELIEDOTTER, Anna, 132 
Anna, 136 
Brita, 132 
Brita, 135 
Elisabeth, 134, 136 
ELIASSON , Lars, 132 
Lars , 134 
Petter, 130 
ELLINGSDATTER, 
Berthe , 37 
ELMGREN , Frank A., 122 
ELMSTROM, Karl H. , 154 
ELOFSON , Carolina, 121 
ELSBORG , John, 120 
EN ANDER, Johan Alfred , 
153 
ENEGREN , Wilhelm 
Laurentius , 114, 117 
ENGBERG , - , 153 
ENGDAHL, Johan Fredrik , 
21, 26 
ENGEBRETSEN , Ole , 37 
ENGSTRAND, Magnus , 75 
ENGSTROM , A. N. , 104 
Anna Stina, 82 
Charles H., 123 
Fredrik , 104 
Olof Jonsson, 82 
Olof Olofsson , 82 
ENGWALL, Eric, 19, 24 
JosefW. , 122 
ENV ALL, Lars , 20, 25 
ERIKS DOTTER 
(ERSDOTTER), Anna, 
133 
Anna, 136 
Anna, II , 136 
Brita , 80 
Brita, 133 
Brita, 134 
Brita, II , 134 
Brita, III, 134 
Brita, 136 
Karin (Carin) , 132 
Karin (Carin) , 133 
Karin (Carin) 138 
Kerstin (Christina) , 133 
Kerstin (Christina), 135 
Kerstin (Christina) , 136 
Lisa (Elisabeth) , 81 
Gim Anna, 132 
Johanna Sophia, 40 
Lena Christina, 35 
Margareta, 184 
Sara, 134 
ERIKS[S]ON (ERSSON) 
(- ). 91 
Anders , 130 
Andreas , 93 
Andrew W., 121 
Anna, 124 
Anna M. , 120 
Annie Sophie, 120 
Beda C. , 123 
Carl , 36 
Carl William, 73 
Charles John , 74 
E.E. , 22 
Ed, 119 
Eric, 20 
Eric, 181 
Erik , 94 
Erik , 133 
Erik , 134, 135 
Erik , 182 
Erik Ernst , 121 
Frank (Freeman), 82 
Gabriel , 120 
Gim Per, 135, 136 
Gustaf, 181 
Hannah , 119 
Hilda, 121 
Ida, 119 
Israel , 86 
J . Emil , 120 
Jan , 132 
John , 32 
John , 149 
John Gustaf, 122 
John M. , 153 
Lars, 108 
Lars Carl , 105, 108 
N. John, 20, 25 
Nels Roy , 73 
Nelson , 23 
Nils, 135 
Olof, 21 
Olof, 32 
Olof, 134 
P.E. , 158 
Per, 132 
Per, 135 
Petter, 184 
Sofie, 120 
Sven Gustaf, 130 
William,21 
ERLANDER, John, 171 
ERLANDSDOTTER, 
Ramborg, 182 
ERRICKSON, Nels, 23 
ESBJORN, Lars Paul, 178 
Personal Name Index 
ESPING, August Wilhelm, 
22 , 26 
EVALD, C. A., 153 
EVANSDOTTER, Siri , 37 
EVERART, Hubert , 76 
EVRART, George, 76 
FAAG, Sigvard , 110 
FAHLSTEN , Carl Johan 
Eric , 104, 108 
FAJERSSON , Sven , 23 , 26 
FALK, Lilly Louise, 73 
FARDY, Betty , 185 
FELLESEN , see 
TELLESEN 
FELT, L. W., 153 
FERGUSON , Edwin, 74 
FERM, Ellida, see MORK, 
Ellida 
Herman Bror, 84 
FESTNER, F. C. , 151 
FILAN, Andrew, I 19 
FILIPSSON, - , 14 
FINNSON , Nils , 73 
FJELLMAN , Theresa, 72 
FLODIN, Claes, 155 
FLODQUIST, Hulda, 123 
FLORINE (FLOREN) , - , 
93 
Erik Alfred Anderson , 93 
Johan Edvin Anderson , 
93 
Linus Anderson, 93 
Robert , 93 
Robert Johnson , 93 
FNS, (?), August , 123 
FOGELSTROM, Fredrika 
Carolina, 105 
FORSBERG, Peter. 123 
FORS[E]LIUS, Frederick, 
20 
FORSSENIUS, Anna 
Maria, 107 
FOSS, Julia Therese , 74 
du FOSSE, Martin , 76 
FOSTER, Linnea Benson , 
65 , 69 
du FOUR, Pierre , 76 
FRANCKE, Elna 
Wilhelmina, 119 
FRANSON , Fred R., 154 
FRANZEN , Alma, 75 
FREDRIKSSON , Gustaf 
Theodore , 137 
FREEBURG, A. S., 66, 67 
Fredrick, 22 , 26 
FREEMAN , Gust , 75 
Samuel A. , 155 
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FRIBERG, Anders 
(Andrew), 20, 25 
Fredrika, 119 
FRID, Anna , 122 
FRIES, Elias , 66 
Theodor, 66 
FRITZEN , Richard Albin , 
73 
FROBECK, W. , 114 
FRYE, Janet R. , see 
ROOT, Janet Clara 
Kermit Edward, 34 
GARDELL, Erik , 107 
Jacob Niclas , 105 
Johan Rudolf, 104, 107 
GASSLANDER, Daniel , 42 
GEISEN, John, 120 
GEORG, Betsie Violet , 72 
GIANELLONI , Elizabeth 
Becker, 29 , 30 
GILBERT, Amanda 
Gustafva, 74 
Josephine , 120 
Mahlon Norris , 71 
GILLING ST AM, Hans , 76 
GILLISSEN, Willem, 76, 
78 
GLAUDE, Anthonie , 76 
GMREK, Baby, 75 
GORANSDOTTER, 
Margareta, 114. 116 
GORANS SON , Anders 
Peter, 32 
Goran Fredrik , 32 
Per, 135 
GORANSSON-
LJUNGMAN , Kjerstin , 
33 
GOODY, Walter, 72 
GORGE, Aman , 76 
Jan , 76 
GOTTBERG, Anna Olivia, 
109 
GREEN, Lena, 122 
GREENBECK, C. G., 158 
von GREIFF, Helena, 
Charlotta, 177 
GRELL, Gustaf A., 121 
GRISLE, William, 22 
GRONING, Helena, 33 
GRONLUND, Lena, 120 
GROSSE, Anthoine , 76 
GRUBB , Laura Wilhelmina , 
108 
GUISE , George Albert , 120 
GULLBRANDSSON, 
Eugen Conrad 
Leonard , 32 , 33 
Gabriel, 32, 33 
192 
GUNDERSEN , Halvor, 35 
GUNNARSSON , Karl 
William, 75 
GUNSTEINSON, see 
JORGENSON , Stein 
GUSTAFVA. (?) , Johan, 
120 
GUSTAFSDOTTER, Tilda, 
85 
GUSTAFS[S]ON, Adolf 
Werner, 74 
Agnes Mathilda , 74 
Alfred , 123 
Andrew, 20, 25 
Carl Gustaf, 21 
Charles, 120 
Edith Ingeborg , 74 
Emma Christina, 129 
Erland Theodor, 73 
Fred , 74 
Gustaf Walter, 74 
John A., 121 
Jonas, 180 
Lydia, 119 
GUSTAVSON , Erik, 145 
Sigurd, 145 , 147 
GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS , 
King of Sweden, 2 
GUSTAVUS VASA, King 
of Sweden, 6 
GUSTNER, Hilda, 121 
GYLLENSTAM, Catharina 
Charlotta, l 07 
HA.KANSDOTTER, Anna 
Catharina, 105 
Catharina. 130 
Karna, 81 
HA.KANSSON, Anna 
Maria, 126, 127 
HA.RD, Lars Fredrik, 66 
HAGGSTROM , Thilda 
Maria, 119 
HAGMAN , Carl Gustaf, 23, 
27 
Emily, 122 
HAGSTROM, Carl 
Zachrisson , 104 
G. Arvid, 154 
Hulda, 122 
HAHR, Carolina, 104 
HAKENSON, John, 21 , 26 
HALBURG , Emma, 122 
HALE, Christopher, 174 
HALL, Alfred, 21 
HALLBECK (HULBECK), 
Charles G., 114, 117 
HALLBERG, Gust, 123 
Lars Petter, 104 
HALLEN , Louis, 158 
HALLGREN , Niclas 
August, 106 
HAL V ARDSDOTTER, 
Karin , 80 
HAL VORSDATTER, 
Gurine, 35 
Olea, 37 
HALVORSEN , Helge , 23 
Ole, 35 
HAMMERSTROM, Hilda, 
121 
HAMSON , Peter, 24 
HANSDATTER, Berte, 37 
Maren , 35 
HANSDOTTER, Anna, 135 
Bengta, 186 
Brita, 133. 136 
Karin (Carin), 132 
Kerstin (Christina), 80 
Kerstin (Christina) , 135, 
136 
Sara, 132 
HANS[S]ON, A.ke, 186 
Agnes Hilma, 72 
Andrew, 75 
Annie , 121 
August , 173 
Beda, 185 
Carolina, 124 
Charles 0 ., 119 
Daniel , 135, 136 
Djur Per, 136 
Elias, 130 
Enok , 174 
Henning (Henry), 173 , 
175 
Henry, 173 
Herman A., 118 
Ida, l 18 
Johan, 79 
John , 21 
Jonas Petter, 23 
Nels Peter, 121 
Olof, 135, 136 
Per, 133 , 134, 135 
Per, 136 
Peter, 23 
Peter (Pehr), 20, 25 
Swan, 21, 26 
de HARMENSEN , Mikael , 
28, 30 
HARTEN, Gust , 122 
HASSEL, Christina, 182 
Lars, 182 
HASSELBERG, Elmer, 74 
HASSELQUIST, Tuve 
Nilsson , 63, 153 
HATTSTROM, Emelie 
Louise, 120 
HAUGAN, Helge A. , 153 
HAUSEWOLF, see 
HAUSWOLFF 
von HAUSWOLFF, Carl 
Ulrik, 177 
Hans Gustaf, 177 
HA YRER, Carl Louis, 120 
HEDBERG, Maria Louisa, 
184 
HEDENDAHL, Anna, 97 
HEDLUND, John, 121 
HEGBERG, Johanna 
Fredrika, 180 
HEGMAN, Charles Oscar, 
34 
Clara Lillian , 34 
Lars Johan, 34 
HEINRICI, Carl Christian, 
107 
HELANDER, Bertha C. , 
121 
HELGESDATTER, Hanna 
Marthea, 36 
Karen, 36 
HELGESEN, Andreas , 37 
HELGESON, Augusta, 122 
HELGREN, Frank G., 121 
HELLBERG, C. G., 23 
HELLENBERG, Annie, 
119 
HELLSTROM, Carl 
Fredrik, 145 
HEMMINGSON, Joh(an) 
Olaus, 21 , 26 
HENDERSEN, Tory, 23 
HENDRICKS, John , 121 
HENDRICKSON , John, 
119 
HENDRIKSON , Mina, 75 
HENRIKSDOTTER, Greta, 
130 
HENRIKSSON, Henrik, 
107 
Sven , 104, 107 
HENRISON, Olof, 21 
HENRY, Andrew, 20 
Isaac, 20 
HERBERT, Billy , 46 
Jennie , 46 
John Lewis , 46 
HERLITZ, Carl Ludvig 
Lorentz, 106, 109 
Catharina Margareta, 107 
(David) Anton Eberhard , 
105 , 108 
Gabriel Jacob, 109 
Johan Wilhelm August , 
109 
Mathias Eberhard, 108 
Nils Elias, 106, 109 
Oscar, 109 
Wendla Maria, 108 
HESS, Juul, see ROSIN, 
Juul 
HILDEBRAND, Bengt, 31 
HILL, Thomas , 123 
HINDRICKSSON, Hans, 
80 
HINRIKSDOTTER, Anna 
181 
HJELM, Nils M., 121 
HJORT, Christian 
Anderson, 140 
HOGBERG, Karl, 180 
HOGLUND, Nils Petter, 69 
HOGY ALL, Anna Sophia 
Christina, 106 
HOEUFFT, Jan, I, 2 
HOFFMAN, Carl Alvin , 
138 
Samuel Hjalmar, 138 
HOLMBERG,-, 72, 153 
Axelina, 122 
Carrie , 124 
Jonas Jonasson , 181 
Maria Albertina, 180 
Per Jonasson, 180 
Sophia, 121 
HOLMGREN, - , 153 
HOLMQVIST, Johan , 20, 
25 
HOLMSTEN , Erik 
Eriksson , 85 
Maria Gustava, 85 
HOLMSTROM, William, 21 
HOLST, Carl H., 123 
HOLT, Mathilda D. , 118 
HOMER, Lizzie, 120 
HOVER, John Edward, 74 
HOVEY, Juliana , 46 
Verne, 46 
HULTBERG, Axel Harry , 
140 
Carl Daniel, 104 
Edwin August T., 140 
Hildur Marie , 140 
Lars August , 140 
Regina Sophia, 140 
Sigrid Josephine , 140 
HULTBURG, see 
HULTBERG 
HULTGREN, Johan Oscar, 
106 
HULTMAN , Mathilda, 120 
HUMLEBLAD, Jonas, 130 
HUSEBO, Mons, 22 
HUSON , Maria, 74 
ICE, Augusta, 127 
Personal Name Index 
IHRE, Lovisa Elisabeth 
Fredrika, 108 
INGEMARSSON, Ingemar 
Ulrik , 127 
Jon,81 
IRESON, Hanna, 184 
ISAACSDOTTER, Carin, 
33 
ISAACSON, Evelyn , 131 
ISAKSSON , Magnus, 125 
Olof, 80 
ISERHIELM, Carl Johan, 
28 , 29,30 
ISRAELSSON, Sven, 182 
JACKSON, Charlie J. , 121 
JACOBSDOTTER, Anna 
Stina, 181 
Britta Maja, 129 
JACOBS[S]ON, Anders , 37 
Emelia Sofia, 120 
Gustaf, 171 
Ida Christina, 44, 45 
Jacob, 129 
Johan, 45 
John, 20 
Marthie, 120 
Nils, 32 
Per, 32, 33 
Per, 135 , 136 
Peter, 37 
Selma, 160 
Thomas Petter, 105 
JAKOBSON , Amalie, 123 
JAMMARTS , Jeremie, 78 
JEANSON , R. E., 158 
JENSON, Hans, 123 
JEPPSSON, Lars , 114,117 
JOHANSDOTTER 
(JONSDOTTER, 
JONASDOTTER, 
JONSDOTTER, 
JANSDOTTER, 
JOHANNESDOT-
TER), Anna, 37 
Anna, 132 
Anna, 135 
Anna, 181 
Anna Catharina, 181 
Anna Christina, 108 
Annika, 35 
Brita, 38 
Brita, 134 
Carin, 33 
Carin Maria, 69 
Christina, 42 
Kristina, 85 
Christina, 104 
Stina (Christina), 129 
Kerstin (Christina) , 131 
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Elizabeth, 67 
Lisbeth, 35 
Eva Cajsa, 171 
Hanna, 80 
Inga, 129 
Johanna , 69 
Johanna, 88 
Johanna, 159, 160 
Johanna, 180 
Greta (Margareta), 140 
Greta Cajsa , 181 
Margareta Christina , 105 
Lena, 37 
Lena, 181 
Maria , 130 
Maria , 131 
Maria (Maja), 180 
Maria, 181 
Maja Stina , 130 
Martha Stina, 80 
Spogubb Brita, 132 
Storolars Kerst in . 131 
JOHNSON (JONSSON, 
JONSSON , 
JOHANSSON , 
JONASSON , 
JOHANNESSON) , 
Ada Davidia, 171 
Adolph Fredrik, 139 
Albert, 174 
Albert (Kanna) , 174 
Allan , 185 
Alma, 123 
Amanda , 120 
Amanda Eleonora, 171 
Anders, 32 
Anders, 81 
Anders , 85 
Anders, 130 
Anders (Vastra Harg), 130 
Anders (Varola) , 130 
Anders Magnus, 32 
Andrew G., 120 
Anna , 43 
Anna, 175 
Anna, 176 
Anna Christina, 32 
Anna Maria, 72 
Annie, 122 
AnnieJ., 121 
Anton. 120 
Anton Wilhelm, 154 
Armour Eugene , 171 
Aron, 118 
Arthur, 185 
August, 40 
August, 122 
August F., 120 
194 
Augusta, 74 
Augusta, 119 
Augusta, 123 
Augustus, 21 
Augustus, see 
JOHNSON , Sven 
August 
Augustus William , 88 
Axel, 73 
Axel, 123 
Axel L., 121 
Axel Lawrence , 75 
Axel R. , 93 
Baby, 74 
Baby, II, 74 
Baby , III, 74 
Boe! , 85 
Britta Elisa, 88 
Karl (Carl), 72 
Carl August, 73 
Carl August, 183 
Carl Emanuel , 87 
Carl Fredrik , 185 
Carl G., 122 
Carl Gustaf Victor , 105 
Carl Oscar , 92 
Carl Petter. 105 
Carl Theodor , 40 
Charles, 2 I , 26 
Charles A. , 123 
Charles Alfred, 88 
Charles Amandus, 74 
Charles J., I 22 
Charles 0. , 119 
Charlotta, 93 
Charlotte , 121 
Chris , 20 
Christina, I 19 
Clara, 121 
Clara Charlotta , 126 
Clara M. , 88 
Clayton M., 122 
Cora Vendella, 171 
Daniel, 129 
Ed, 121 
Edmund Laurentius, 171 
Edvin Oscar, 106 
Edward Beurdorf, 122 
Elin Carolina, 92 
Ellen Elisabeth , 40 
Elna, 185 
Emma, 118 
Emma C. , 120 
Emma Christina, 183 
Engla Olava, 86 
Eric, 32 
Eric John , 88 
Erick R ., 121 
Erik, 22 
Erik , 32, 33 
Erik, 69 
Erik , 92 
Ernst Valdemar, 87 
F.M. , 154 
Frank A. , 122 
Frank Alarek, see 
SWENSON, Frank 
Alarek 
Frank E., 123 
Gustus , 23 
Gustavus, 24 
Gustafva, 120 
Hanna, 85 
Hanna, 122 
Hanna, 124 
Hannah , I 19 
Hannah , 120 
Hans, 126 
Hans P. , 21 
Hedda, 122 
Henry, 20, 25 
Henry, 126 
Hettie , I 19 
Hilda, 122 
Hilda, 138 
Hilda (Hilma) Maria, 79 
Hilma, 123 
Hilma Otilia, 171 
Hjalmar Theodore, 87 
Ida, 119 
Ida, 122 
Ida Amelia, 34 
Israel , 20 , 24, 25, 27 
J.A. , 93 
Jacob , 114 
Jan , 136 
Jan Erik. 92 
Jenny , 74 
Jons , 128 
Johan , 85 
Johan , see SWENSON , 
Claus W. 
Johan August , 72 
Johan Eric , 21. 26 
Johan Erik , 105 
Johan Ferdinand, 183 
Johan Peter, 32 
Johan Petter, I 04 
Johan Petter, 105 
Johanna, 138 
Johannes , 128 
John, 20 
John, II , 20 
John, 21 
John , 119 
John, 120 
John, II, 120 
John , III, 120 
John, 174 
John, 175 
John L., 174, 175 
John S. , 175 
Jon, 85 
Jonas, 45 
Jonas, 67 
Jonas , 130 
Jonas , 134 
Jonas , 181 
Jonas (Gasborn) , 181 
Jonases Matts, 133 
Joseph, 121 
Karen Anna, 36 
Knut Albertinus , 185 
Knut Elmer, 75 
L. J., 22 
Lars , 37 
Lars, 90 
Lars Fredrik, 106 
Lars Johan , 105 
Lee, 119 
Linius Emanuel , 171 
Louis, 22 
Louis, 121 
Marcus Julius , 185 
Maria, 85 
Maria, I 19 
Maria Catharina, 183 
Mary (Marie) , 46 
Mathilda , 122 
Mathilda, 124 
Matts , 132 
Matts , 135, 136 
Maud Evangelina, 171 
Minnie, 122 
Minnie Bettie, 120 
Minnie Christina 
Wilhelmina, 90 
Nancy , 124 
Nellie, 123 
Nels A. , 119 
Niclas August , 104 
Nils , 21 
Nils, 38 
Nils , 43 
Nils , 49 
Nils, 80 
Nils, 85 
Ole , 34 
Ole Sumerias , 74 
Olivia, 120 
Olivia, 121 
Olof, 20 
Olof, 32 
Olof Emil, 106 
Oscar Herbert, 40 
Otto Petrus , 185 
Pahl , 85 
Per, 81 
Per, 132 
Per, 133 , 136 
Per August , 122 
Peter, 20 
Peter Magnus, 35 
Peter Oscar, 73 
Petter Gustaf, 72 
Ralph , 185 
Robert, 176 
Robert, 185 
Ronald J., I 10 
Ruth, 74 
Sara, 122 
Selma Alice, 123 
Storolars Jan , 131 
Sven August , 171 , 172 
Sven Fredrik , 104 
Thomas , 160 
Vera Seppa, 185 
Victor Magnus lcilius, 171 
Wilhelmina, 124 
William, 23 
Winnifred, 185 
JOHNSTON , Selma, 126 
JONES , Ida, 122 
John Paul, 160 
JONZON , Anders , 32 
Bror Johan , 32 
JORGENSON , Stein , 132 
JOSEPHSDOTTER, 
Christina , 68 
JUHL, Anna Christina, 129 
Hans Peter, 129 
Mir[i]am, 129 
JUHLIN-DANNFELDT, 
c., 158 
KALLSTROM, Christina 
Catharina, 125 
KALIN , Johan Carl , 72 
KARLBERG , Carl Wilhelm 
Larsson , 129 
Leland Vernon, 129 
Marilee Sue , 129 
KARLSSON, Erik Adolf, 
40 
KARLSTEEN , Ingred, 119 
KASSMAN , - , 150, 151 
KELLERMAN, Olof 
Hjalmar, 74 
KELLGREN , Helge H. , 
122 
Ruth Elin Charlotte, 73 
KENNEY, Henrietta, 24 
KE TELS DA TIER, 
Ingeborg, 35 
Personal Name Index 
KILLBERG , see 
CHILBERG 
KINBLOM , C. J. , 127 
KINDAHL, Anna Stina, 83 
KINDSTROM , Albertina 
Mathilda, 24 
Magnus, 19, 24 
KINKEL, Baby , 74 
van KLAENCK, - , 1 
KLASELL , see CLASELL 
KLINGSPOR, Wendla, 156 
KLINGSTROM , Andrew, 
120 
KLINT, Erik, 103, 107 
af KLINT , Erik , I 07 
KLINTBOM, Olof 
Abraham Edvard, 106 
Olof Anton Rudolf, 106 
KNASHAUG, Berthe 
Marie, 36 
KNIBERG , Carl Johan , 22 
KNUDSDATTER, Kari, 37 
KNUDSEN , Helge , 37 
KNUTSDOTTER , Augusta, 
82 
Elna, 85 
Ida, 82 
KNUTS[S]ON, Anders , 133, 
136 
Harry Marius, 75 
Per, 134 
KOLFORDE , Even Even-
son, 23 
KOLM ODIN , Anna Lilly 
Sophia, 109 
Carl Anton, 106, 109 
Carl August , 109 
Carl Gabriel, 109 
Carl Robert , 109 
Carl Wilhelm, 109 
Nanny Emmy, 109 
Tekla Olivia, 109 
KORSGREN , Anna Gusta-
va, 125 
Bror Olof Fredrik, 125 
Catharina Ulrika, 125 
Clas Victor , 85 
Daniel Gustaf, 125 
Emma Christina, 125 
Erik Gustaf, 125 
Lovisa Elisabeth, 125 
KROGH , Christian , 86 
KULLENBERG , Evelina 
Mathilda, 89 
KUS , Matthis , 182 
LA.NGA.KER, see LONG-
ACRE 
LAGERGREN, Alfred, 158 
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LAGERLOF, Selma, 145 
LAGERSTEDT, Kenneth , 
110 
LANDBERG , see LARS-
SON, Lars 
Swan , 75 
LANDELIUS, 0 . R. , 50 
LANDFORS, Arthur, 50 
LANDGREN, Gust, 123 
LANDIN , Arvid Tobias , 73 
Franc Oscar, 73 
LANGE, Alexius, 104 
Olof, 156 
OlofGottfrid . 156 
LARSDOTTER, Anna 
(Grontuv) , 133 , 134, 135 
Anna (Kilen), 133 
Anna (Skogen) , 133 
Anna , 135 
Anna (N. Mockfjard) , 135 
Anna, II , 135 , 136 
Anna M. , see DALAN-
DER 
Brita, 80 
Brita, 182 
Britta, 181 
Karin (Carin), 132 
Christina, 45 
Kerstin (Christina), 45 
Christina, 105 
Stina (Christina) , 130 
Kerstin (Christina) , 133. 
134 
Ingeborg , 79 
Ingrid , 130 
Johanna Christina, 114, 
117 
Maria, 130 
Maja (Maria) Christina, 36 
Marta, 114,117 
LARS[S]ON, Adolf Wil-
helm , 112, 115 
Anders, 70 
Anders, 133 
Andrew , 21 
Aron , 124 
Augusta Olivia , 123 
Axel, 44 
Blenda Maria, 123 
Carl, 21 
Carl, 23 
Carl, 45 
CarlMagnus , 20,25 
Carl Wilhelm , see KARL-
BERG 
Charley , 120 
Daniel Frans , 110, 111, 
112, 113,114, 115 , 116, 
117 
196 
Elias, 133 
Erik. 45 
G.W.,22 
George A. , 68 
Gulbrand. 20 
Gustaf, 129 
Gust A. , 119 
Halvard, 80 
Hattie , 119 
Herman , 20, 25 
Hulda Maria , 123 
Ida. 120 
Jacob , 40 
Jenny , 121 
Joe Elmer, 74 
Jons , 135 
Johan Alfred, 90 
John Oscar, see LEWIS 
Jonas , 81 
Jonas , 182 
Jonas , 184 
Lars , 20 
Lars, 110, 111 , 113 
Louisa, 123 
Magnus , 36 
Mary , 90 
Mary, 122 
Mathilda , 68 
Nils, 44 
Nils A .. 46 
Olive, 123 
Olof, 22 
Olof, II. 22 
Pehr, 21 
Pehr, 45 
Pehr, 114, 117 
Per Johan, 128 
Petter, 122 
Petter, 129 
SigneM., 119 
Sofia Clara, 73 
Sven,21,26 
Sven, 130 
Sven , 139 
Sven Johan. 112. 116 
Swen J[ohan], 68 
Tillie , 119 
LAWSON , Daniel F., see 
LARSSON, Daniel 
Frans 
EwaldB. , 116 
John , see LARSSON , 
Sven Johan 
William, see LARSSON, 
Adolf Wilhelm 
Lorentz Emory 
LAYMAN,-, 71, 75 
LEAF, Helma, 123 
LECZINSKY, Petter Alex-
ander Stanislaus, 104, 
107 
Ulrik Bernhard, 107 
LEE, Richard, 91 
LEHRADER. Charles 
Adolf, 121 
LEMEE, Ruth Anderson, 
110 
LEMKE, Carl Fredrik Wil-
helm , 106. 109 
Otto Wilhelm , 109 
LEMME US , Henrik , 3 
LEV ANDER, Alick J. , 122 
Johannes Nicolaus Au-
gust. 105 
Margareta Johanna, 105 
Maria Christina, 105 
LEWANDER, Charles. 104 
Jon Oscar Emanuel, 104 
LEWIS , Emma Christina 
Johansdotter, 183 
John Oscar, 183 
LIFSTROM , Claus Nilsson, 
74 
LILJEGREN, Charles, 122 
LILJENSTOLPE , Knut 
Otto Victor, 99 
LIL YENDAHL, John. 74 
LIND, A. W. , 119 
Arthur, 73 
Charles A. , 122 
Frank A .. 121 
Jenny, 178 
John, 185 
Peter , 185 
LINDAHL, Adolf. 119 
Louisa . I 19 
LINDBERG, AdolfG., 122 
LINDBLOM, Andrew C. , 
123 
LINDEBLAD, Johan Oscar 
Theodore. 73 
LINDEEN, Andrew , 120 
LINDEHN. H.A.W., 157 
LINDELL. Edward. 119 
LINDEN,-, 152 
Hilma, 119 
Johan Amandus, 41 
LINDER, John P. , 22 , 26 
LINDGREN, Anna Lisa 
Claesdotter, 94 
Carl Lorentz. 104. 107 
John Richard. 153 
LINDHOLM , Swan J. , 120 
LINDMAN , Charles [Carl], 
20,25 
Hilda M., 122 
LINDQUIST, John Fred-
rick , 155 
LINDSFEL T, Adolf Fredrik 
St. Sure, I 13 
LINDSKOG, Carl Gustaf 
Herman, 154 
LINDSTEDT, Carl Albert , 
85 
Gustaf, 85 
Gustaf Hjalmar, 85 
LINDSTRAND, Emelia A., 
121 
Frans A., 154 
LINDSTROM, Carl J., 21, 
26 
Charles E. , 120 
Lars Peter, 73 
LINNER, Helge Andreas-
sen , 36 
LISELL, Anna, 43 
Lars Larsson , 43 
LIVINGSTON, John , 24 
LJUNGBERG, Johan Nic-
las, 105, 108 
Nils Petter, 108 
LJUNGGREN, Augusta, 
120 
LJUNGHOLM, Eric Jacob , 
106 
LJUNGLOF, Carl Fredrik , 
103 , 107 
LOFBERG, Hedvig Johan-
na, 33 
LOFGREN , Anders J., 154 
Johanna , 65 
LOFSTROM, Anders L., 
153 
LOTHNER, Andreas, 104 
LONGACRE, Andrew, 184 
LOOMIS, - , 184 
Dora May, 184 
Maria Louisa, see HED-
BERG 
LUND, Charles , 120 
GustafW. , 20, 25 
Johanna M., 123 
John , 121 
John, 122 
Louis , 73 
LUNDAHL, Benedict, 126 
John, 122 
LUNDBERG, Gustaf Adolf 
Gabriel , 74 
Herman, 123 
Hulda Maria, 73 
John G. , 122 
Wilhelmina, 121 
LUNDBLAD, Axel 
Rudolph, 107 
Carl Wilhelm, 107 
Carolina Wilhelmina 
(Charlotte), 107 
Emelia, 107 
Henry W., 103 , 107 
Olga, 120 
LUNDEL, Ingeborg, 75 
LUNDGREN, Agnes Johan-
na Maria, 105 
LUNDIN , Augusta Ander-
son, 87 
LUNDIN, Edvard Julius, 
106, 108 
Johan Theodor, 108 
Nels A. , 87 
Nels William, 87 
LUNDMARK, Andrew 
(Anders) , 131 
LUNDQUIST, Carl Johan 
Fredrik, 160 
Carl Hjalmar, 157 , 160 
Jennie , 120 
LUNGSTROM, Anna Au-
gusta, 106 
LUSSET, Matthis , 76 
LUSTIG, - , 141 
LYMAN , Ellen , 121 
LYTH, Jacobina, 109 
LYTHBERG, Ulrika Chris-
tina Sophia, 107 
MARTENSDOTTER, Elsa, 
79 
Karna, 81 
MARTENSSON, Pehr 
Carlsson, 22 , 26 
MAGNUSDOTTER (MAG-
NIDOTTER, 
MANS DOTTER) , 
Anna, (Smaland) , 104 
Anna (Barlingbo), 104 
Anna, 130 
Anna, 181 
Anna Stina (Christina), 
125, 126 
Annika, 182 
Brita, 37 
Karin (Carin) , 35 
Eva, 36 
Eva Carin , 24 
lngierd, 182 
Maria, 35 
Maria, 38 
Maja (Maria) Lena, 35 
MAGNUS[S]ON 
(MANS[S]ON) , Carl, 
129 
Emma, 122 
Heline (Helen) , 73 
Personal Name Index 
Isak , 125 
Johan , 80 
Mans , 35 
Mathilda, 121 
Per, 139 
Peter Emil , 119 
Sven,32 
MAHIER, Miguel, 30 
MALBERG, Kristina, 120 
MALM, Johan Victor, 75 
MALMEN, Per Persson, 80 
MALMQVIST, Frithiof, 154 
MARCELIS, - , 1, 2 
MARGRAFF, - , 141 
MARTELL, Carl Johaf, 106 
MARTINSON , Harry, 31 
Ingrid, 122 
Ole (Olof) , 46 
MAST AD, Ludvig, 122 
MA THIS ON, Mathilda C., 
118 
MATTHEWS, Sarah, 108 
MATTESSON, Hakan , 22 
MATTIAS , Helena, 89 
MA TTSDOTTER, Anna, 
132 
Anna (Grada), 133 
Anna (Vasterfors) , 133 
Brita, 130 
Catharina, 130 
Kerstin (Christina) , 132 
Djur Anna, 132 
Elisabeth , 130 
MATTS[S]ON , - , 139 
Anders , 134 
Karin (Carin) , 69 
Djur Matts , 132 
Djur Per, 134 
Jan , 133 
Jonases Anders , 132 
Jonases Olof, 13 I 
Julia Annette, 185 
Matts , 133 
Nils , 135 
Olga Maria, 75 
Olive , 131 
Olof, 134 
Olof, 136 
Per, 135 
MC NEIL, Quincy, 24 , 27 
MELANDER, Gustava 
Fredrika, 107 
MELBIN, Clara, 120 
MELLBERG , Amelia, 186 
Anna Charlotta, 186 
Axel, 186 
Axel Frithiof, 186 
Carl Gustaf, 186 
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Edward, 186 
Emma, 186 
Gustaf Adolf, 186 
Gustave, 186 
Henriette , 186 
Johannes (Jan) , 186 
MICHELSDOTTER, Cher-
stin , 38 
MICKELSSON (MC !HEL-
SON), Jonas , 114, 117 
Lars , 114, 117 
Olof, 114, 117 
MILLAN, OlafB. , 12 I 
MILLER, Ellen , 109 
MOBERG , Vilhelm , 50, 51 , 
62 
MOLLER, Carolina, 109 
Catharina, 27 
Christiern Lambert , 137 
Elisabeth Catharina, 140 
Emma, 160 
MOHN , Effie Della, 74 
MOLANDER, Carl August , 
120 
MOLIN , Cecilia, 123 
MONY , - , 14 
MORGAN, Emma, 122 
Helen, 121 
MORK, Ellida, 84 
MORRISON , James, 81 
Janet , 80 
MORTENSSON, see 
MA.RTENSSON 
[MUNSON). William Her-
bert, 74 
MURPHY , Ruth , 84 
MYHRMAN, Othelia , 154, 
155 
NAESETH , Gerhard B., 
163, 170 
NASH, Joseph, 30 
Sybil , 30 
NEE, Thomas E. , 123 
NEILSON, Andrew, 22 
NELSON , A.G. , 119 
Alva, 91 
Amanda, 118 
Amanda , 123 
Andrew , 122 
Anna Maria, 73 
Augustus R. , 24 
Charley Magnus , 121 
Ella Christina, 120 
Ellen Maria , 74 
Erick, 119 
Georg Otto, 75 
Hanna Maria, 119 
Hannah , 123 
198 
Jennie, 119 
Jenny Octavia, 108 
John, 73 
John, 120 
John , 123 
John , 124 
Lena, 123 
Lewis , 21 
Lydia Maria, 72 
Martha, 120 
Mary , 118 
Mathilda , 119 
Thilda (Mathilda). 119 
Nels , 24 
Nels , 119 
Nels, 121 
Nels , 123 
NelsJ. , 120 
Nils , 20 
Nils John , 24 
Ola, 22 
OlofL. , 121 
OlofLudvig, 124 
Ruth Hilda , 73 
Swan, 121 
Ted E., 24 
NEWMAN, Annie , 119 
NILSDOTTER, Anna , 36 
Brita , 34 
Catharina, 80 
Elna, 81 
Inga , 184 
Ingeborg, 81 
Ingrid (lngegerd) , 42 
Maria, 70 
Marit , 135 
Ragnhild , 182 
Sara, 133 
NILS[S]ON , Anders, 37 
Anders Johan, 79 
Anna, 122 
Anna Maria , 92 
Anna Reb(ecca), 115 
Bertha, 83 
NILS[SJON, Carl Adolf, 92 
Carl Johan, see STROM-
BERG , Carl Johan 
Carl Johan, 83 
Carl Johan, 106 
Carl Wilhelm, 123 
Kristin (Christina), 121 
Fredrik Olaus , 32 
Gustaf, 23 
Hakan , 130 
Hans , 133 
Johannes , 124 
K. Josef, 168 
Lars , 135 
Matts, 134 
Nils Magnus, 32 
Ola (Orlofs) , 114, 117 
Oscar, see STROM-
BERG, Oscar 
Per, 133 
Peter, 38 
Peter, 80 
Peter, 119 
Petter, 32 
Sophia Vilhelmina , 92 
NORBERG, Augusta, 121 
NORBORN, Andres, 183 
NORD, Nils F ., 168 
NORDELL, Charles R., 21 
Pehr (Peter) , 20 , 25 
NORDIN, - , 90 
Carl Olof, 27 
Catharina Helena, 27 
Lars , 27 
Olof, 23 , 27 
PehrJohan,27 
NORDLANDER, Edward 
Johan Fredrik, 74 
NORDLING , August E .. 91 
Karin (Carin), 72 
Stina (Christina), 91 
NORDLOF, Victor. 119 
NORDQUIST, Anders, 112 
Catharina Fredrika , 112, 
I 14, 115 , 117 
NORDSTROM, C., 94 
O.L. , 178 
NORELIUS , Anders 
Andersson, 20, 25 
Andrew, 26 
Erick (Erik), 25, 26, 32, 
33 , 83 , 110, 112, 113 , 
I 15 , 116, 178 
Jonas , 22,26 
NORELL, Andrew H. , 120 
Carl Erik , see 
THORELL, Carl Erik 
Karin (Carin) , 45 
David , 45 
Elin , 45 
Erik August , 45 
Frans, 45 
Inga Erika, 45 
Otto , 45 
NOREN, Anna Wilhelmina, 
89 
Carl Abraham, 89 
Gustaf Hjalmar, 89 
Hedvig Josephina, 89 
John S., 124 
Pehr Olof, 89 
NORMAN, Hans , 50 
NORQUIST, Charles J. , 123 
Roy Leonard, 75 
NYBLADH, C. A. , 124 
NYGAARD, Ragna, I 19 
NYGREN , Mathilda, I 19 
NYLANDER, Magnus , 123 
Maria, 73 
NYV ALL, David, 155 
OAK, John, 20 
OAKLEF, Maria, 26 
OBERG , Ella, 122 
John.44 
O'BONNER, Sarah A., 122 
ODELL, Mathilda, S. , 121 
ORN, Johanna, 114 
Jonas, 114, I 16 
OSTERGREN, Klas , 155 
OSTERHOLM, Clas , 158 
OSTLING, Hilda, I 19 
OGREN, Carl Gustaf, 40 
OHLIN , Otto, 122 
OKERBERG, Eric , 20, 25 
OLESEN, George S., 154 
OLIN , Myrtle Alfrida, 73 
OLLANDER, Carl August 
Wilhelm, 106 
OLOFF, John , 24 
OLSDATTER, Pernille, 37 
OLOFSDOTTER 
(OLSDOTTER), Anna, 
80 
Anna, 126 
Anna, 134 
Anna, 136 
Anna, 181 
Brita, 134 
Brita, 135 
Kerstin (Christina), 82 
Christina, 108 
Kerstin (Christina), 133, 
135, 136 
Kerstin (Christina), II, 133 
Kerstin (Christina) , 136 
Kerstin (Christina), II, 136 
Elna, 186 
Ingar, 139 
Margareta, 27 
Marget, 127 
Maria, 68 
Maria, 139 
OLSEN, Christian , 23 
Embret, 37 
Halvor, 37 
Martin, 23 
Tinius, 158 
Tollef, 38 
OLOFS[S]ON (OLS[SJON), 
A. R., 158 
Albert , 175 
Alex, 160 
Anders, 135 
Anders , II, 135 
Anderses Per, 131 
Andreas , 46 
Andrew, 72 
Andrew, 120 
Baby (Axel) , 74 
Ba.sen Daniel , 132 
Charles, 122 
Christian, I 18 
Christina, 121 
Curt Arnold, 79 
Christina Josephina, 120 
Daniel , 80 
Edna Maria, 73 
Emelia, 120 
Erik, 94 
Erik, 136 
Erik, II, 136 
GerdaA., 122 
Gruv Erik, 132 
Gunilla Maria, 123 
Gust , 74 
Gustaf, I 18 
Hans , 23 
Hans, 119 
Hans , 132 
Hans, 133 
Hans, 136 
Hindrick, 81 
James John, 79 
Jeppa,23,27 
John,35 
John,119 
John Alfred, 79 
JohnP. , 118 
Jonas,68 
Jonases Olof, I 3 I 
Lars , 32, 33 
Lars, 135, 136 
Liss petters Per, I 3 I 
Magnus, 18 1 
Maria, 46 
Maria, 72 
Maria Christina, 32 
Maria S. , 122 
Martin, 31 
Martin, 46 
Mary , 121 
Mary, 122 
Mathias Johan, 104 
Niels , 20 , 25 
Nils, 32 
Nils , 136 
Nils M. , 32 
Nils William, 30, 31, 54, 
150 
Personal Name Index 
Ola, 139 
Olof, 134 
Olof, 141 
Oscar, 122 
Oscar, II , 122 
Pehr Johan , see BULER, 
Pehr Johan 
Per, 132 
Peter, I 19 
Peterson, 21, 26 
Robert , 120 
Rombo Anders, 132 
Sandra Ellen, 79 
Swan, 23 
Swan, 24 
OTTESTAD, Anna, 120 
OTTOSSON, Ella Britta, 
179 
Tillie , 119 
OVESSON, Charles , 22, 26 
OVID, 69 
OXEHUFVUD, - , 108 
OXENSTIERNA, Axel, 2 
P A.HLSDOTTER, 
Elisabeth , 85 
PAGARD, - , 14 
PALM, Nicklas, 20 
PALMBERG, Annie , 123 
PARSONS, Samuel Holden, 
29 , 30 
PASSAVANT, William A., 
178 
PATERSON, Janet, 81 
PATTERSON, Annie , 118 
PAULSON, Martin J., 120 
Mathilda, 88 
PEDERSDATTER, Marie , 
37 
PEDERSEN, Berger, 37 
Evan , 37 
PEHRSDOTTER 
(PERS DOTTER) , 
Anna, 38 
Anna, II , 38 
Anna (Djuras), 132 
Anna (Grontuv), 132 
Anna, 135 
Anna, II , 135, 136 
Anna, 181 
Anna, 182 
Annika, 171 
Bengta, 138 
Brita, 132 
Brita Stina (Christina) , 37 
Brita Maria, 39 
Britta, 184 
Catharina, 38 
Karin (Carin), 133 
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Karin (Carin), 136 
Catharina, 181 
Kerstin (Christina), 132 
Kerstin (Christina), 133 , 
134 
Kerstin (Christina), II, 
133 
Kerstin (Christina), 134 
Kerstin (Christina), II, 
134 
Kerstin (Christina), III , 
134 
Kerstin (Christina) , 135 
Kerstin (Christina), II, 
135 
Christina Maria, 104 
Elisabeth, 130 
Gim Kerstin , 132 
Hanna, 80 
Lena , 182 
Lisspetters Kerstin, 131 
Maria, 130 
Maria Christina, 105 
Marit, 133 
Sara , 134 
Sarah Christina , 44 
PEHRS[S]ON 
- (PERS[S]ON ; 
PEARSON), A. , 114 
Anders, 35 
Anders, 131 
Anders Magnus, 44 
AndrewJ., 120 
Anna, 114 
Augustus, 114 
Bengt, 80 
Carl, 36 
Carl Magnus , 171 
Carrie, 120 
Chs ., 114 
Daniel, 135 
Djur Matts, 136 
Ellen, 120 
Erik, 134 
Erik , II, 134 
Erik, 135 
Erland, 105 
Fredrika, 104 
Gim Erik, 133 , 134 
J ., 114 
Jacob, 38 
Jan , 133 
Johan, 22 
Johan Petter, 140 
Johanna, 114 
John , 114 
Jonas, 132 
Jonas , 133 
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Knut Per, 80 
Lars , 22 
Lena, I 19 
Lisspetters Olof, 132 
Magnus, 38 
Mary , 122 
N .N ., 73 
Nels, 120 
Nels M., 123 
Nils, 32 
Nils , 35 
Ola, 184 
Olof, 79 
Olof, 134 
Per, 81 
Pernilla, 184 
Petter, 181 
Rombo Per, 133 
Sarah, 122 
Sven Petter. 104 
Tur Jan , 132 
PET[T]ERSDOTTER, 
Britta, 81 
Cajsa (Catharina), 129 
Clara Mathilda , 34 
Sara, 80 
Sarah Lisa, 34 
PET[T]ERS[]ON, - , 83 
Adolph, 24 
Alexander W., °137 
Amanda, 119 
Anders, 23 
Anders Hilding, 83 
Anders Patrik, 83 
Andrew, 61 , 62 
Andrew P .. 24 
Anna Maria, 25 
Anna Maria, 127 
Anna Sofia, 119 
Anna Sophia , 108 
Anthony, 120 
August , 127 
August Wilhelm, 127 
Baby, 75 
Bessie , 122 
Carl A., 121 
Carl Fredrik Ferdinand , 
106 
Carl Fredrik Petter, 32 
Carl Johan , 32, 33 
Carl Johan, 83 
Carl M., 120 
Carolina, 120 
Charles A ., 123 
Charlie, 119 
Claes , 74 
Christina Margareta, 25 
Dagmar Mathilda, 83 
E.J., 22 
Ellen , 122 
Emilie, 171 
Emma, 119 
Emma Christina, 140 
Eric , 21 
Esther Maria , 75 
Fred E ., 73 
H. , 128 
Hannah, 119 
Henry , 122 
Hilda, 122 
Ida Josephina, 122 
Jacob August , 106 
Jacob Edvard , 105 
Jennie, 123 
Joh[an], 21, 26 
Johan Daniel, I 19 
Johanna Florence, 127 
Johannes, 179 
John, 20 
John, 20 , 25 
John , 21 
John, 74 
John, 121 
John, 122 
Jonas , 32 , 33 
Lars , 129 
Lina , 120 
Magnihild Johnson , 179 
Margareta Charlotta , 25 
Margreth Victoria , 127 
Mary, 121 
Minnie , 121 
Nellie, 119 
Niels , see JACOBSSON , 
Nils 
Nils , 21 
Nils, 22 
Nils Peter, 19, 24 
Nils Peter, 24, 27 
Olof, 20 
Olof. 73 
Olof Peter, 20 
Otelia N. , 41 
Ovar (?), 115 
PaulE.L. , 179 
Pehr Johan, see BOLER, 
PehrJohan 
Peter, 20 
Petter, 21 
Petter, 41 
Rombo Olof, 132 
Rosy Cicilia Maria, 127 
Ruben Thorwald, 73 
Sara Lisa, 179 
Sarah Elizabeth , 75 
Sophia, 119 
Svan, 122 
Sven August, 104, 107 
Wilhelmina, 74 
PLAT, Daniel Hansson , 134 
de POIS, Estienne, 76 
POLLSON, Peter, 119 
PORATH, Cajsa 
Andersdotter, 36 
POUSSET, Francois , 30 
PRESTON, George, 121 
PRINCELL, John Gustaf, 
154 
PROFFIT, Charles , 29 
RAALEIJ, Ever, 21 , 26 
RA BLEY, see RAALEIJ 
RAMPS ON , see 
RASMUSDOTTER 
RASMUSDOTTER, Karna 
(Catharina), 114, 117 
Lena, 114,1 17 
RASMUSSON, Hans, 114, 
117 
RA VLON, Ellida, see 
MORK, Ellida 
RA WELL, Hubert , 29 
REED, Grant Melvil , 72 
REGEL, Mary , 121 
REINICKE , Anna 
Margareta, 107 
REMMER , Carl, 88 
Signe Ingegerd , 88 
REUTERSKIOLD, C. C., 
186 
REVELART, Jan , 76 
REYNOLDS, - , 175 
RIDDERSTROM, Anders , 
41 
Andrew R., 41 
ROLANDER, John , 20 , 25 
ROLANT, Pasquie , 76 
ROLIN , Charlotta, 24 
ROMQUIST , Jacob , 105 
ROMWALL , Andreas, 171 
Gustaf, 171 
Johannes , 171 
ROOS af HJELMSATER, 
Bo Christian , 158 
ROOT, Albert, John , 34 
Janet Clara, 34 
Lawrence Marvin , 34 
ROS, Jan , 22 
ROSANDER, Hannah 
Charlotte, 73 
ROSENGREN , Aron P. , 
138 
ROSENKRANTS, Detlof 
Christian, 103 
ROSENQUIST, Nils, 23 
ROSIN[E], Beulah , 39 
Juul , 39 
Justina, 39 
Konrad, 39 
Lillian, 39 
Pehr Olof, 39 
Rose, 39 
ROTH, Johan Nilsson, 35 
Nils Peter, 34 
ROTHFUS, Irene Christina, 
180 
ROTHSTEIN , Axel Victor, 
104, 108 
RUBERG , Emil L. , 122 
RUDD , Rina 0. , 121 
RUDEEN , Hannah J., 120 
RUMICS, Elizabeth , 65 
RUNA, Lotta Petersdotter, 
25 
RUNBY , Oscar, 119 
RUNQVIST, Fredrik, 75 
RUSSELL, Nels Henrik, 75 
RUSTAD, Arthur, 75 
RUTTENS, Simons, 76 
SALL, Olof Ersson, 23 , 27 
SAGER, Oscar, 121 
SAHLSTROM, - , 86 
SALIN, Lars Peter, 121 
SAMPSON , Andrew, 123 
SAMUELSDOTTER, Maja, 
24 
SAMUELS[S]ON, Charles , 
23 
Johan M., 21, 26 
Johan Magnus, 104 
Nils Petter, 22 , 26 
Samuel, 104 
Sven, 62 
SANDBERG, Andrew, 123 
Anna Maria, 73 
August A. , 121 
Edward, 122 
Nils Larsson, 22 , 26 
Otto, 118 
Swan A., 120 
SANDELL, Alma Mathalia, 
73 
SANDERSON, Ole , 23 
SANDGREN, August , 44 
Carl , 44 
Frans Oscar, 44 
Marjorie Irene, 44 
Mathilda , 44 
SANDIN, Hattie [Battie] , 
119 
Lina, 74 
SANDSTROM, Emma, 122 
S€HENHOLM, G. W. , 104 
Personal Name Index 
SCHERMAN, Hildegard, 
121 
SCHOLL, Alma, 120 
von SCHRODER, G. A., 
103 
SCHROEDER, G. W. , 158 
SCOV AUX, Hillier, 76 
SEDERBERG , Augusta, 
122 
SEEDER, Johan Ferdinand , 
183 
SEGELSON, Alfred, 119 
SEGERDAHL, Carl 
Fredrik, 105 
SELANDER, William 
Clarence , 74 
SELLING, Daniel Harald, 
86 
Harald Waldemar, 86 
Jens Rasmussen, 86 
SELVIG , Martin, 119 
SETTERDAHL, Lennart, 
50 , 59 
Lilly , 171 
Michael , 59 
SEURLING , Hedvig 
Catharina, 108 
SHELIN, see SJOLIN 
SHENDSTROM, see 
KINDSTROM 
SHIPP, Andrew, 127 
Isak Peter, 127 
SHANSTROM, Mathilda, 
159 
SHEFFER, Albert D., 122 
SIDV ALL, Anna Maria, 
108 
SIGELSON, Mary, I 19 
SIGGELIN, Carl Gustaf 
Albin , 106 
SILSETH (SILLSETT), 
Annie , 121 
Ellen, 121 
SIMENSDA TTER, Else, 38 
SIMONSDATTER, Karine, 
34 
SIREN, Harold, 120 
SJOBERG, Anna, 91 
Ellen , 123 
Karl Henrik, 124 
Mathias Ottosson von 
Wrangel , 141 
SJOGREN , Josef, 168 
SJOLIN, Anders, 23, 27 
Anna, 27 
SJOQVIST, Amanda, 44 
Carl Johan, 44 
Hilda, 44 
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Johanna , 44 
Jonas , 44 
Josephina, 44 
Per Victor , 44 
SJOSTEDT, Eric. 130 
SJOSTROM, Frida , 120 
SKARIN , Emil , 123 
SKARSTEDT, Carl 
Wilhelm , 160 
Ernst , 156. 157, 160 
SKEIE, G. 0 ., 119 
SKIBY, FredrickJ. , 121 
SKOGLUND, Emil , 120 
Johanna C., 121 
SKOLD, Ellen , 123 
Hilma Theresia , 122 
SLOL YSE , Carie , 75 
SMITH. Benjamin , 29, 30 
Claus Victor , 120 
Reuben , 24 
SNARVOLD, Eberhard 0. , 
36 
Oluf Embretsen , 36 
SNEG , William, 122 
SNICKARE, Olof 
Danielsson , 132 
SODERBERG, Albert , 85 
Anna-Maria , 85 
SODERGREN, Lars 
Larsson , 23 , 27 
SODERLUND, Andrew , 22 
SODERSTROM, Jacob , 
105, 108 
Lars , 108 
Pehr Andersson , 19, 24 
Richard , 28 , 29 , 30 
SOHLBERG , Minnie, 121 
SOLBERG , Brita Cajsa, 185 
Charles , 120 
Hanna , 121 
SPEARS , - , 175 
SPIERING, Pieter, I 
STAI , Anne Helgesdatter, 
38 
Helge Pedersen , 37 
STARE, Carl Oscar, 108 
Greta Eugenia Nadescha , 
108 
Jean Pierre , 108 
Johan Petter, l 08 
Knut August , 108 
Knut Wilhelm, 105 , 108 
Olga Wilhelmina , 108 
STEIN, Charlotte A., 121 
STENBERG, Charley, 120 
STENBOM, Carl Fredrik, 
109 
Carl Johan Petter, 106, 
109 
202 
STENMARK, Ulrica 
Wilhelmina , 89 
STERNBERG , - , 91 
STOHLBRAND 
(STA.HLBRAND), Carl 
Johan Moller , 137 
STOKKE, Annie , 121 
STRAND, Charles , 121 
Mary , 120 
STRANDH , John Magnus, 
74 
STROM, Francis , 158 
Ida M., 123 
STROMBERG, Carl Johan , 
42 
Oscar, 42 
STURZENBECKER, Maria 
Elisabeth , 107 
SUNDAHL. Anders 
Christopher, 108 
Bernhard Johan (Petter), 
105 , 108 
Jenny , 108 
Johan, 108 
SUNDBECK, Andrew J ., 
120 
SUNDBERG, Ed, 51 , 59 
Gerda, 51 , 59 
SUNDHOLM, Otto , 46 
SUNDIN , Eric, 66 
Johan August , 66 
SY AN , Carl Gustaf. 27 
Christina Carolina, 27 
Nils Oscar , 27 
Peter Nilsson , 23 , 27 
SVEDELIUS , Anna 
Margareta, 80 
SVENDSEN , Marie 
Christine. 86 
SVENSDOTTER. Anna 
Stina, 129 
Annika , 181 
Annika, 182 
Catharina , 128 
Catharina, 182 
Kerstin (Christina) , 126 
Stina (Christina) , 182 
Clara Elisabeth , 40 
Ingar, 81 
Lena, 36 
Lovisa, Ill 
Maja (Maria), 130 
Sara, 35 
SVENS[S]ON 
(SWANSON) , Anders 
Johan, 19, 24 
Anders Pettier, 23 
Anna Lisa, 45 
Anna Lisa , 84 
Anna Lovisa, 104 
Aron , 104 
August , 186 
Bi:irje , 182 
Constans , 104 
Hakan, 66 
Jacob , 182 
Jan, 130 
Jan, 181 
Johan Fredrik, 45 
Johan Fredrik, 84 
Lars , 130 
Lars , II , 130 
Nils , 22 
Petter. 21 
Petter, Magnus , 104 
Tea Astrid Elisabet , 186 
SWANSON 
(SWENS[S]ON) , Alma, 
122 
Andrew , 22 
August Holger, 73 
Augusta, 87 
Carrie, 122 
Emelie , 123 
Emma A., 120 
Ernest A. , 121 
Hilma, 120 
John , 21, 26 
John , 119 
John A. , 122 
Lillie , 122 
Mary , 118 
Nels , 122 
Olin, 82 
Signe Maria, 73 
SWEDBLOM, Alfred , 122 
SWENS[S]ON 
(SWANSON) , Albina, 
119 
Amanda Augusta, 42 
Baby , 75 
Birger, 147 
Charles Fredrik, 124 
Charles 0. , 119 
Claus W., 42 
Dora E ., 121 
Elna Olivia Johanna, 74 
Emma , 119 
Ethel Wilhelmina. 75 
Frank (Mrs.), 73 
Frank Alarek , 42 
Henning, 122 
Ida , 74 
John , 120 
John Gustaf, 73 
Jonas , 128 
Lyal, 147 
Manne Daniel , 74 
Nils, 20 
Swen, 124 
SYBERG, Hulda, 73 
von SYDOW, Carl Victor, 
40 
Daniel Johan, 40 
TAB ERMAN , Maria, 74 
TELLESEN, Charles, 21, 
26 
TEPPER, Michael H ., 177 
TERESEN, Ole , 23 
TERNSTEDT, Axel Victor, 
23, 26 
THARALSON , Tharal , 121 
THELANDER, Fredrik , 70 
Christer Magnus , 70 
Hanna, 66 
J .A. , 66 
Magnus , 70 
THEORIN , Ma, 126 
THOMPSON, Ellef, 121 
Jenny, I 19 
THOR, Baby, 73 
THORE, Charles P. , 157, 
158 
THORELL, Augusta 
Charlotta, 183 
Carl Erik, 45 
Ellen Kristina, 74 
THORENE, Christina, 121 
THORNSTROM , Carolina, 
see HAHR, Carolina 
THORSTA, Mari , 120 
THO RV ALDSSON , Eirikr, 
173 
TROTT, Fredrik, I 13 
THRONDSON, Minnie, 121 
THUR, Thilda, 119 
TIDSTROM, Jacob , 130 
TILAS , Daniel , 28 
Daniel Axel, 28, 29 , 30 
TINGLOF, Catrina, 65 
TOFFTEEN (TOFTEN), 
Baby, 73 
John , 118 
OlofA., 71, 75,154 
TOLF, Lois Erickson , 23 
von TOLL , - , 141 
TOLLEFSDATTER, 
Maren, 37 
TOLLEFSON , - , 71 
TOLLIN, Carl Olofsson, 
23 , 27 
TOMELL, Hans Martin, 
122 
TOMEOSE, Hans, 122 
TORQ[E]SEN, Henry, 23 
TORKILDSSON , Jon , 130 
TORNKVIST, Anna 
Caterines, 75 
Arthur William, 74 
Emelie Kristina, 73 
TORSTENSSON , Nils , 182 
TRAN KT, Inga Catharina, 
180 
Johannes Matthisson, 181 
TRANER, Johan Vindician , 
69 
TRIP, Elias , 1, 2 
TUNBERG, Ida , 119 
van TUNNE, Jacques, 76 
TURNBLAD, Baby , 74 
TURNBULL, James , 80 
Janet, 79 
John , 81 
TUXBURY, A. , 24 
TYREN, Christina, 75 
UDD, - , 141 
UNONIUS, Gustaf, 116, 
154 
URNIER, Alexander, 103 
VANAMONDE, - , 29 , 30 
VASPER, Jonas, 21, 26 
VAUGHN , Annie , 123 
von VEGESACK, Ernst 
Mattias Peter, 104, 107 
Eberhard Ferdinand Emil, 
107 
VERVIER, Welam, 3 
VESPER, see V ASPER 
VIDEN , Charly, 122 
VIBERG (WIBERG) , Ruth 
Andersson, 41 
VINBERG , I I I , 113 
van WAERDE, Jan, 76 
WAERNER (WERNER), 
Ninian, 124 
WAHLSTROM, Andrew, 
76 
Nils (Nicholas), 23, 27 
WAHLUND, Sven, 168 
WAHRSTEDT, Anders , 70 
Magnus , 70 
Maria, 70 
WALDNER, Carl Johan, 
45 , 84 
Ernst Conrad , 45, 84 
Gustaf Leonard , 45, 84 
WALKENDORFF, Elsa, 
140 
Gustaf Adolf, 140 
WALL, Oscar, 120 
WALLEN GREN , Jonas 
Magnusson, 23, 27 
Personal Name Index 
WALLENSTEEN, Clara 
Gustava, 109 
WALLENSTEIN Albrecht, 
2 
W ALLERSTEDT, Lars 
August , 22, 26 
WALLIN, John, 119 
Lars Johan Wilhelm, 106 
Mabel Victoria, 73 
Ole J ., 119 
WALMAN, L.A. , 126 
WALTER, Annie , 122 
WANBORG, Anna C., 109 
WANGELIN, see 
WENGELIN 
WARG, Carl Petter, 65 
Catrina, 65 
Johanna, 65 
Olof, 65 
WEDELL, Anna Mathilda, 
121 
WEDIN , Johanna Maria 
Lorentina, 109 
WEED, Merritt M., 123 
WENDEL, William, 158 
WENGELIN , Frans 
Reinhold, 21 , 26 
WENLUND, Gust , I 19 
WENNERBLAD, Hulda 
Serafia, 160 
WENNERSTEN, Henning, 
152, 153 , 155, 156, 159 
WENNSON , Hans , 122 
WERNELL, Andrew J., 
120 
WERNER, John A., 122 
Ruth Hilda Dagmar, 73 
WERNSTROM, Charlotta 
Christina, 106 
WESSEN, Agnes T. , 121 
WESTERBERG, Sofia 
Margareta, 73 
WESTERGAARD, L. , 158 
WESTERGREN, Charles , 
20 
WESTLING, August, 73 
WESTLUND, Hanna, 121 
WHIPPLE, H.B. , 71 
WICKLUND, John A., 121 
WICKMAN, Charles , 122 
WIDENBORG, Ernst 
Wilhelm, 138 
Frank Leonard, 138 
Ida M. , 138 
WIDING, Anders Fredrik, 
35 
Axel Fredrik, 34 
Elizabeth Mathilda, 34 
Hans , 36 
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WIESELGREN , Hedvig 
Elina, 160 
de WIJK , Wellem, 6 
WIKEN , Erik , 31 , 110 
WIKSTROM, August 
Gustave , 89 
WILKINSON , Ira 0 ., 24 
WILLIAMS , Claude S .. 120 
WILSON , Carl , 119 
John, 121 
WINGREN , E., 154 
Johanna , 123 
WISTROM, Baby, 74 
WOLD, Donald Edward, 36 
204 
Frank , 123 YOUNG , Gustaf Aaron, 154 
Mary , 123 
YOUNGDAHL, Thure 0. 
Lee Theodore, 36 
Olaf, 119 
WOLF , Charles N ., 119 
WOLFF, Otto, 152 
WOLIN , Anders Petter, 20 
WOLLER, Berti! , 50 
WOODMARK , Albert L., 
A. , 123 
ZACHRISDOTTER, Ingrid, 
35 
ZACHRISSON, Carl 
August, 32 
Erik, 32 
Mans , 32, 33 
Sven, 32 
121 
WRETLIND, -, 150, 151 
Hans Eric, 97 
Knut Erik (Eric), 97, 99, 
100, IOI , 150, 151, 159 
ZEIGLER, John , 24 
ZELIN , Othelia Fredrica, 
86 
' · 
·' 
' ; .. 
ZETTERSTROM, 0 . , 158 
by Helga Skogsbergh 
An abridged one-volume edition of 
COMESTHEDAY,COMESA 
WAY, FROM THESE SHORES and 
THAT WAS THEN 
In 1891 two families of Swedish 
immigrants came to carve their home in 
the wilderness around Lake Superior. 
They came with a vision and a dream, 
settled, worked the land and saw the 
dream come true ... only to disappear 
in the mid-20th century. Whatever 
became of that dream? FROM THESE 
SHORES provides the answer in a moving 
story of great faith and endurance. 
$1.50 Please add $.50 for postage & 
handling. Illinois residents add 6% tax. 
j1 f,'im°#l:J:: 
Index of Place Names 
Note: As with the personal names, Swedish place names beginning with A, A and 6 are 
indexed under Aa, Ae and Oe. In the Swedish section farm and village names are listed under 
the appropriate parishes. 
ALABAMA 
Fruitland, 124 
ALASKA, 153, 156, 159 
Nome , 159 
Seward Peninsula, 159 
ARGENTINA, 109 
AUSTRALIA, 41, 50 , 107 
BELGIUM, 3, 4 
Antwerp, 2, 6 
Ardennes, 3, 5 
Aubley , 5 
Baileux, 5 
Boutenville , 5 
Chimay, 5, 8 
Couvin, 5 
Durbuy , 5 
Forge, 5 
Franchimont, 5 
Hainaut , 3 
Liege, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
Luxembourg, 3 
Manhay , 5 
Momignes, 5 
Namur, 3, 8 
Plainevaux, 5 
Tournai, 3 
Virelles, 5 
CALIFORNIA, 40, 46, 50 , 
59, 62, 84, 93 , 106, 107, 
108 , 186 
Coloma, 108 
El Dorado Co. , 25, 108 
Mendocino Co., 89 
Placerville, 108 
San Francisco, 40, 107, 
108, 159, 160 
Sanger, 84 
Sutter's Mill , 108 
Watsonville, 51, 59 
CANADA, 33 , 50, 57 , 63, 89 
Dawson, YT, 89 
Newfoundland , 178 
Vancouver, BC, 58 
COLORADO 
Denver, 124, 139, 185 
CONNECTICUT, 174 
Hartford, 66, 67 
Middletown, 175 
CUBA 
Havana, 29 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
Prague, 2 
DENMARK, 2, 55, 56, 61 , 
129 
Copenhagen , 86, 158 
Holstein, 103 
DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA 
Washington, 91 , 150, 157, 
177 
ENGLAND, IOI, 104, 160 
Flamborough Head, 160 
Hull, 87, 101 
Lincolnshire, 108 
Liverpool, 89, IOI 
London, 28 
Southampton, 90 
FINLAND, 145 
Helsinki (Helsingfors) , 
127 
FLORIDA 
Winter Park , 54 
FRANCE, 2, 3 
Artois, 3 
Balaives, 4 
Bordeaux, 28 , 30 
Boulzicourt, 4 
Cambrai, 3 
Flanders, 3 
Floing, 4 
Franceval, 4 
Givonne, 4 
Haracourt , 4 
Montregny, 4 
Omont, 4 
Pour-aux-Bois, 4 
St. Menges, 4 
Saponge , 4 
Sedan,4,5 
Vendresse, 4 
Vervier[s], 8 
GERMANY, 2, 6, 7, 104 
Aachen, 5 
Berlin, 124 
Bremen, 107 
Friedland, 2 
Greifswald, 177 
Hamburg, 109 
Leipzig, 177 
Mecklenburg, 2 
GRENADA, 28 
ICELAND, 173 
IDAHO, 83 
Boise, 87 
Firth , 139 
Owyhee Co., 83 
ILLINOIS , 58 , 90, 124, 139, 
178, 183 
Andover, 24, 56, 178 
Bishop Hill , 32, 69 , I 10 
Chicago , 25 , 39, 45, 46 , 
56, 69, 82, 83 , 84, 87, 
88, 90, 107, 109, 116, 
117, 123 , 124, 137, 138, 
139, 152, 153, 154, 155, 
156, 157 , 158, 159, 160, 
172,175, 184 
Coal Valley , 26 
Galesburg, 68, 178 
Galva, 69 
Geneseo, 91 
Goose Island , 88 
Henderson Co., 183 
Henry Co., 25 , 26 
Kewanee, 186 
Knox Co., 26 
Knoxville, 139 
La Salle Co., 26 
Lee Co. , 25 
McDonough Co., 183 
Moline, 25 , 26, 27 , 40, 44, 
178 
Orion, 25 
Paxton, 139 
Peru , 26 
Princeton, 24 
Quincy, 107 
Rockford, 18, 19,171,172 
Rock Island, 22, 24, 25, 
26, 27, 62 , 63, 147, 171 
Rock Island Co., 18, 22, 
24, 26, 27, 44 
Springfield, 159 
Varna, 91 
Victoria, 57 
Winnebago Co., 18, 19, 
171 
INDIA, 92 
INDIANA 
Gary, 90 
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La Porte , 83 
Porter Co. , 26 
West Point , 83 
IOWA, 44 , 93 , 110, 160, 162 
Allamakee Co., 25 , 27 
Boone Co ., 180 
Decorah , 163 , 170 
Estherville , 87 
Fairfield , 180 
Jefferson Co. , 181 
Lansing, 91 
Le Mont , 85 
Lyons , 27 
Madrid , 180 
Mount Pleasant , 183 
New Sweden, 181 
Ogden, 180 
Sioux City, 185 
Swede Bend , 24 
Swede Point, 181 
Webster Co., 24 
Woodward , 180 
KANSAS, 89 
Gove Co., 183 
Labelle Co ., 26 
Lindsborg, 56, 183 
LOUISIANA, 29 
New Orleans, 29, 30 
MAINE 
Aroostook Co., 19 
MARYLAND 
Baltimore , 46 , 177 , 178 
Frederick Co. , 184 
MASSACHUSETTS, 111 
Boston , 24 , 30 , 32 , 41 , 45 , 
84 , 97 , 99,100 , IOI , 
110, 111 , 112, 113 , 114, 
115 , 116, 123 , 150, 151 , 
157, 159, 160 
Brockton , 110, 112, 115, 
116, 186 
Buzzards Bay , 110 
Campello , 110, 115, I 16, 
186 
Lynn , 41 
New Bedford, 32 
North Bridgewater, 110, 
111 , 112, 115 , 116 
Suffolk Co. , 112 
Worcester , 183 
MEXICO, 29 
THE NETHERLANDS, I , 
2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15, 
76, 141 
Amsterdam, I , 2, 5, 6, 8, 
14, 76 , 78 
Dordrecht , 5 
Utrecht , 8 
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MICHIGAN 
Adrian , 86 
Detroit , 86 
Ironwood , 124 
Marquette , 36 
Norway, 36 
MINNESOTA, 24 , 25 , 50 , 
58 , 62 , 71, 72 , 75 , 112, 
124, 162, 171, 179 
Aitken, 71 
Buffalo , 131 , 178 
Carver Co., 34 , 42, 124 
Chisago Co. , 83 
Cloquet , 87 
Cokato, 127 
Duluth , 42 , 83 
Eagle Bend, 71 
Excelsior , 127 
Faribault , 124 
Goodhue Co ., 25, 26 , I 12, 
116, 124 
Granite Falls , 79 
Hallock , 124 
Hanley Falls , 79 
Hastings , 82 
Hennepin Co., 118 
Hinckley, 124 
Lake Park , 71 
Lindstrom , 56 
Litchfield, 71 , 72, 124 
Little Falls, 124 
Mankato, 34 
Marine-on-St. Croix , 34 
Mendota Heights . 79 
Minneapolis, 34 , 65 , 71 , 
72 , 75 , 90, 92 , 108 , I 18, 
124, 125 , 131 , 137, 145 , 
154, 159, 170 
Moore ' s Prairie , 126 
Moorhead , 170 
Moose Lake , 36 
New Canada , 34 
New Richland , 83 
Northfield , 170 
Ramsey Co., 26 , 124 
Red Wing, 186 
Ruth City , 86 
Saint Paul , 34 , 35 , 36 , 71 , 
79 , 108 , 124, 138 
Saint Peter, 159 
Stephen, 124 
Stillwater, 88 , 124, 159 
Thief River Falls, 139 
Vasa, 56 , 112 
Waconia, 61 
Walker, 34 
Washington Co. , 124 
Watertown , 124 
Welch, 83 
Wyoming, 124, 179 
MISSOURI 
Carroll Co ., 92 
Kansas City, 160 
Lebanon , 45 
Miami Station , 92 
Pulaski Co ., 44 , 45 
Saint Louis , 27 
Swedeborg, 45 
Waynesville , 44 
MONTANA 
Absarokee, 137 
East Helena , 41 
Great Falls , 41 
NEBRASKA 
Clay Center, 129 
Franklin, 129 
Holdrege , 91 
Kearney , 129 
Lexington , 129 
Max . 129 
Omaha, 97 , 99, IOI. 124, 
15 I , 152, 159 
Seward , 129 
South Omaha, 151 , 152 
Sumner, 129 
NEW JERSEY , 90 
East Orange , 65 , 125 
Madison, 65 
Oxford , 129 
NEW YORK, 40 
Allegany Co., 186 
Brooklyn, 40, 86, 108, 
138 , 150, 158 , 185 
Kings Co., 40 
New York City , 24, 25, 
27, 29 , 32 , 41 , 43 , 44 , 
56 , 58 , 82 , 87 , 90 , 91, 
103, 104, 105 , 107, 108, 
113 , 126, 137, 138, 139, 
140, 150, 151 , 157,158, 
159, 160,177 , 178, 184 
Niagara, 157 
Ossining, 82 
Rochester , 153 
NEW ZEALAND, 50 
NORTH DAKOlfA, 162 
Fargo, 86 
Grand Forks , 170 
NORWAY, 18 , 27 , 55 , 56, 
I 15, 148, 161, 162, 166, 
170, 173 , 175 
Christiania , see Oslo 
Hordaland 
A.sane , 163 
Alenfit , 163 
Austrheim, 163 
Bergsdalen , 163 
B¢mlo, 163 
Eidfjord , 163 
Etne , 163 
Fana, 163 
Fitjar, 163 
Fjell, 163 
Fusa, 163 
Granvin , 163 
Hardanger, 163 
Hardangervidda, 161 
Haus, 163 
Hosanger, 163 
Jondal , 163 
Kinsarvik, 163 
Kvam , 163 
Kvinnherad , 163 
Lindas, 163 
Masfjorden, 163 
Modalen , 164 
Odda, 164 
Oppheim, 164 
Os , 164 
R¢ldal , 164 
Samnanger, 164 
Skanevik , 164 
Stord, 164 
Strandebarm , 164 
Sund , 164 
Tysnes , 164 
Ullensvang, 164 
Ulvik, 164 
Vaksdal , 164 
Voss , 164 
Kristiania , see Oslo 
Kviteseid, 165 
Lpten , 37 
Modum, 165 
Oslo, 37, 43 , 82 , 146, 148, 
158 
Solpr 
Asnes , 37 
Valer, 36, 37 
Stor-Elvdal , 36, 37 , 38 
Telemark 
Eidanger, 34, 35 
Gjerpen , 35 
Holden , 35 
Skien , 34 
Trondhjem, 162 
OHIO 
Marietta, 29 
OREGON, 59, 186 
Astoria, 185 
Portland , 159, 160, 186 
PANAMA, 107 
PENNSYLVANIA, 140 
Fort Pitt , 29 
Lancaster, 29 
Philadelphia , 28 , 29 , 30, 
33 , 105, 157, 158, 159, 
170, 177 
Pittsburgh , 178 
Warren , 140 
PHILIPPINES, 109 
RHODE ISLAND, 103 , 108 
RUSSIA, 50 
SAINT BARTHELEMY, 
104, 107, 177 
SCOTLAND, 80 , 182 
Avondale, 80, 81 
Barony, 79 
Cadder, 79 
Edinburgh , 182 
Glasgow, 79, 80 
Lanark , 79, 80, 81 
Old Monkland , 80 
Shettleston, 79 
Tollcross , 80 
SOUTH AMERICA, 108, 
177 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Charleston , 103 , 107 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
Mc Cook Co. , 124 
SPAIN, 5 
SWEDEN 
Alvsborg /iin 
Alingsas , 93 
Billingsfors , 35 , 36 
Bone, 25 , 154 
Boras, 51 , 89 
Fristad, 45 , 84 
Grimstad , 40 
Hossna, 167 
Kolingared , 44 
Laxarby , 35 
Magra, 141 
Magra Stommen, 141 
Marbiick, 36 
Mellby, 141 
Narunga, 93 
Noltorpet, 93 
Od, 46 
Skallerud , 168 
Steneby, 35 
Timmele, 126, 153 
Tosse, 36 
Varnum, 184 
Marieberg, 184 
Blekinge liin , 27 , 167 
Jiimshog , 25, 82, 184 
Karlshamn , 26, 66, 67 
Karlskrona, 107 
Ysane, 26 
Gavleborg liin , 54, 168 
Place Name Index 
Arsunda, 168 
Alfta, 168 
Arbra, 168 
Bergsjo, 167, 168 
Bjuraker, 24, 168 
Bollniis , IOI 
Delsbo , 168 
Floda, 168 
Giivle , 24 , 126, 160, 178 
Gnarp, 25 
Hamrange , 45 
Totra, 45 
Hassela , 25 , 26 , 168 
Hedesunda , 168 
Hille, 27 
Hogbo, 32 
Sandviken , 32 
Jiirvso, 24 , 168 
Ljusdal, 27 
Norrbo, 168 
Ockelbo, 45 
Sabyggebo, 45 
Ovanaker, 168 
Ovansjo, 126 
Attersta, 126 
Soderala, 168 
Soderhamn, 69 
Trono, 92 
Voxna, 168 
Goteborg and Bohus liin 
Fiissberg, 167 
Foss, 184 
Goteborg, 19, 30, 32, 
33 , 46, 54, 55 , 56, 86, 
88, 90, 97,101,108, 
Ill, 112,11 3,115, 
117, 137, 138, 158, 
159 
Kristine, 32, 33 
Orgryte , 168 
Solberga, 44 , 160 
Sterno , see Tjiirno 
Stromstad, 89 
Tjarno, 89 
Rose, should be 
Rasson, 89 
Viken, 89 
Wiken, see Viken 
Gotland liin , 102, 103, 
108, 109 
Barlingbo, 104 
Boge, 105 
Bro, 108 
Buttle , 138 
Dalhem, 106 
Ekeby , 109 
Hagelsarve , 109 
Eskelhem, 103, 104 
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Fote , 106 
Follingbo, 103 , 105 , 107 
Hall, 104 
Hejde, 105 , 106, 108 
Tibble , 108 
Hejnum, 106 
Hellvi, 138 
Hemsii , 107 
Gannarve, 107 
Kallunge , 104 
Klinte, 104, 105 
Klintehamn , 107 
Uirbro, 105 
Levide, 105 
Masterhult , 103 
Norrlanda, 104 
bstergarn , 109 
Rute , 104 
Sanda, 104, 138 
Sjonhem, 104 
Sprog, 75 
Hexarve, 75 
Stanga, 106 
Stenkumla, 104 
Stenkyrka, 105 
Tide , 108 
Tingstade , 105 , 108 
Furubjers , 108 
Tofta, 108 
Trakumla, 108 
Tjengdarve , 108 
Vaskinde, 104, 105 , 107 
Blasinge, 107 
Vasterhejde , 104 
Vate , 106 
Vis by , 44, 102, 103, 
106, 107 , 108, 109 
Hall and Ian, 41, 49 
Breared, 27 
Halmstad, 107 
Knlired , 160 
bstra Karup, 26 
· Valida, 83 
Varberg, 83 
Jamtland Ian 
Hasjii , 86 
Kall , 168 
Husa, 168 
Kliivsjii, 168, 169 
Offerdal , 127 
A.flo , 127 
Ragunda, 86 
Jiinkiiping Ian , 54, 113, 
114, 116 
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Aker, 167 
Angerdshestra, 182 
Backaby, 167 
Bolmsii , 42 
Bredestad , 27 
Edshult , 39 
Eksjii , 182 
Femsjii , 66, 67 
Stora Tranhult , 66, 67 
Yaberg, 67 
Granna, 83 , 112, 113, 
115 
Reaby , 83 
Hagshult , 181 , 182 
Haurida, 110,111 , 
112, 113 , 115,116,117 
Frastorp , 111 
Haurida Siidergard , 111 
Klockarehemmet , 111 
Huskvarna, 168 
Hylletofta, 69, 181 , 182 
Raberg , 69 
Jarsnas , 25 , 117 
Jiinkiiping, 127, 128, 137 
Kalleryd, 173 
Ostergard, 174 
Svalas, 173 , 174 
Krakshult , 139 
Lekeryd , 110, 111 , 112, 
113 , 115 , 117 
Brunstorp, 112 
bstra Hiireda, 111 
Vastra Hiireda Vas-
tergard , 111 
Myresjii , 179 
Nassjo , 26 
Norra Ljunga, 182, 183 
Nydala , 180, 181 
Odestugu, 130, 181 
Olmstad , 113,115 
Reftele , 68 
Va, 68 
Rogberga, I 10 
Tenhult , 110 
Rydaholm, 67 
Elmesliden, 67 
Holmen , 67 
Skede, 26 
Skepperstad, 127 
Svarttorp , 113 
Svenarum, 180, 181 , 182 
Tannii,42 
Varnamo , IOI 
Vetlanda, 26 
Vireda, 112, 113 , 115 
Spraxmalen , 112 
Vrigstad , IOI 
Kalmar Ian, 54, 67 , 68 
A.lem, 67 
Algutsrum, 68 
Djursdala, 27 
Gullabo, 67 
Haggemala , 67 
Kalmar, 56, 115, 116, 
159 
Kristdala , 68 , 168 , 169 
Ljungby , 26, 27 , 68 , 79, 
80,81 
Olvingstorp , 68 
Liinneberga,24 , 25 
Madesjii , 44, 46 
Bidalite , 46 
Hagnebo , 44 
Miirlunda, 42 
Oskarshamn , 138 , 140 
Rumskulla , 139 
Runsten, 69 
Lerkaka , 69 
Torslunda, 68 , 185 
Bjiirnhovda, 68 
Siidra Vi , 24 
Vastervik , 68 , 107 
Vickleby , 33 
Vimmerby , 39 , 140 
Vissefjarda, 26 
Emmaboda , 26 
Kopparberg Ian , 104, 167, 
168 
A.I, 133, 138 
Helgbo, 138 
Kilen , 133 
Avesta, 42 
Falun , 85 
Gagnef, 131 
Arvslindan, 133, 134, 
136 
Basna, 132, 134, 136 
Djur, 132, 133, 134 
Djuras , 132, 133 , 136 
Garde , 133, 135, 136 
Gimmen, 132 
Grada, 133 , 134, 135, 
136 
Granas , 131 , 133 , 134, 
136 
Grav , 131,132,133 , 
134, 136 
Griintuv , 131 , 132, 
133 , 134, 135, 136 
Gruvan, 132, 134 
Mjalgen , 133 , 134 
Miirtbodarna, 132, 
133, 135 
Maje , 131 , 132, 133, 
134, 135 , 136 
Nordaker, 134 
Norra Mockfjard, 135 
bsterfors , 132, 133 , 
135 
bverbacka, 132, 133 , 
134, 135, 136 
Skogen, 132, 133, 
134, 135, 136 
Svedjan, 136 
Vasterfors , 132, 133 , 
135 
Ytterbacka, 135 
Grangarde , 170 
Saxhyttan , 170 
Malung, 9, 80, 168 
Bjuraker, 43 
Sillero , 43 
Yttermalung, 43 
Nas , 181 
Safsnas , 39, 180, 181 
Stora Tuna, 85 
Vamhus, 170 
lndor, 170 
Kristianstad Ian 
Angelholm, also En-
gelholm, 88 
Borrby , 186 
Broby, 88 , 167 
Degeberga, 139 
Borrakra, 139 
Engelholm, see 
Angelholm 
Fjalkinge, 167 
Glemminge, 167, 186 
Hassleholm, 49 
Hammenhog, 81 
Ignaberga, 33 
Knislinge, 91 
Kristianstad , 159 
Loderup , 186 
Loshult, 128 
Hokon, 128 
Maglehem, 140 
Lillehem, 140 
Norra A.karp, 33 
Nosaby , 25 , 27 
Orkelljunga, 88 
Ostra Herrestad, 80 
6stra Vemmerlov , 79, 
80,81 
Ravlunda, 140 
Sankt Olof, 79, 80 
Smedstorp, 80, 81 
Sodra Mell by, 140 
Spjutstorp, 101 
Strovelstorp , 128 
Tommarp , 80 
Tosterup, 168 
Trolle-Ljungby, 25 
Kronoberglan,50 , 54 , 59 
Alghult, 183 
Deragard, 183 
Loviseberg , 183 
Angelstad , 80, 81 
Berga,42, 79 , 80, 81 
Dorarp, 81 
Hornaryd, 35 
Kalvsvik , 128 
Duvedal , 128 
Lenhovda , 168,179 
Hjartaskog, 179 
Hokaskruv , 179 
Nobbeled, 179 
Nyalund, 179 
Vagershult , 179 
Linneryd, 127 
Bredebackshult Nor-
regard, 127 
Ljuder, 62 
Moheda, 34 
Ormesberga, 33 , 34, 35 
Lilla Hult , 33 
Ryssby , 81 
Skatelov , 107 
Ljusadal , 107 
Soraby, 34, 35 
Tingsas , 127 
Djuramala, 126, 127 
Hokamala, 126, 127 
Tjureda, 35 
Tolg, 35 
Tutaryd, 128 
Gnustorp , 128 
Vastra Torsas , 46 
Morhult , 46 
Vaxjo, 49, 50, 54, 57, 
64, 70 , 166 
Vederslov , 59 
Malmohus Ian 
A.sum, 43 
Sjobo, 43 
Farhult , 139 
Granby, 167 
Helsingborg, 56 , 87, 101 
Hoganas, 139 
Hoor, 85 , IOI 
Horby, 41 
Lund , 148,159, 160 
Malmo , 55 , 56, 62, 97 , 
101 , 158 
Silvakra, 85 
Sirekopinge , 159 
Klasinge , 159 
Skravlinge , 25 
Vasby, 139 
Veberiid, 85 
Viken , 36 , 139 
Vomb, 85 
Ystad,26 , 115,117, 159 
Norrbotten Ian 
Lulea, 69 
Ore bro Ian , 170 
Place Name Index 
Askersund , 36, 37,38, 
40 
Lilla Kampetorp, 40 
Fellingsbro , 167 
Finnerodja, 167 
Grythyttan , 184 
Hallefors , 92 , 181 
Hjulsjo, 92 , 93 
Karlskoga, 7, 26, 160, 
170,184 
Fisksjotorp, 184 
Langbro , 66 
Karlslund, 66 
Mellringe , 66 
Lindesberg, 40 
Ljusnarsberg, 168 
Mosjo, 27 
Nora, 39 
Fogdhyttan, 39 
Orebro , 66 , 68 , 69, 137 
Snavlunda, 40 
Stora Mellosa, 168 
Ostergotland Ian , 2, 6, 7, 
13 , 55 
A.by, 101 
A.sbo, 68 , 129, 130 
Asby, 181,182 
Borrum, 108 
Ekeby, 34 , 35 , 36 
Boxholm, 34 
Finspang, I , 6, 8, 17 
Hallestad , 88 
Hogby , 27 
Horn , 140 
Hycklinge, 140 
Jars tad , I 82 
Karna, 70 
Kattilstad , 24 
Kisa , 27, 180, 181 
Kumla, 171 
Linkoping, 6, 68 
Malexander, 130 
Mjolby, 25 
Motala, 124 
Norra Vi , 181 , 182 
Norrkoping, 6, 8, 56 , 67, 
124,126 
Nykil, 26 
Odeshog, 24, 25 
Ostra Tollstad , 40 
Rok, 26 
Svinhult, 27 
Sya, 181 
Tidersrum, 182 
Vardnas , 24 
Vadstena, 138, 179 
Vasterlosa, 180, 181 , 
182 
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Vastra Harg, 130, 182 
Vikingstad, 26, 182 
Skaraborg liin 
Asle, 40 
Amneharad, 89 
Barne-Asaka, 41 
Flistad, 129 
Frojered, 130 
Gotene, 130 
Habo , 186 
Hassle , 128, 130 
Faleberg, 128 
Hassleror, 128 
Nolgarden , 128 
Hova, 35 , 37 , IOI 
Husaby, 35 
Kinneved , 40 
Krogstorp, 40 
Korsberga, 129, 130 
Styrshult, 129, 130 
Kyrkefalla, 130 
Karlstorp, 130 
Ransborg, 130 
Nas, 40 
Odensaker, 129, 130 
Rackeby , 130 
Kategarden, 130 
Sandhem, 25 , 126 
Skara, 51 
Skarstad , 26, 168 
Skeby , 34, 35 
Skovde, 34 
Tang, 107 
Tibro, 129, 130 
Timmersdala, 129, 130, 
131 
Tived, 36, 37 , 38 , 40 
Undenas, 37 , 38, 168 
Varsas , 129 
Varola, 129, 130 
Ying, 171 
Sodermanland /iin 
Kjula, 43 
Nikolai, 8 
Brann-Ekeby, 8 
Nykoping, 6 
Torshalla, 107 
Tuna, 8 
Fada,8 
Vingaker, 101 
Stockholm, city, 10, 17, 
19,25,26,28,29,31 , 40 , 
50,54 , 55,61 , 62 , 63,66, 
68, 70, 76,86, 103 , 104, 
107,108,109,110, 124, 
125,126,127, 128 , 137, 
138, 140, 146, 153, 159, 
167, 177, 182 
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Karlberg, 108 
Klara Parish, 40 
U p_psala liin, 55 
Akerby , 9, 11,62 
Berklinge , see Bjork-
tinge 
Bjorklinge , 13 
Dannemora, 9, 17 
Film, II , 13, 17 
Osterby, 11 , 13 , 17 
Lena, 10 
Kungstomta, 13 
Vattholma, 11, 13 
Leufsta, see Lovsta 
Lovsta,9 , II, 13, 16, 17, 
76 
Hilleboda, 9, 11 
Tobo , II, 13 
Tierp, II 
Ullfors, 11 
Tolfta, 9, II 
Stromsberg, 9, 11 
Uppsala, 31. 49, 50, 51, 
56,64 , 68 , 69. 70, 75, 
109, 124, 147, 148, 
159, 177 
Vastland, 11 
Wattholma , see Vatt-
holma 
Wessland , see Vastland 
Varmland /iin, 6, 36, 46, 
145, 146, 148, 149, 170, 
185 
Alga, 167 
Alster , 35 
Bjurtjarn , 141 , 170, 183 
By , 45 , 84 
Eda, 66 
Charlottenberg, 65, 
66 
Farnebo, 7, 85 
Saxan,85 
Filipstad , 17 
Gasborn , 180, 181 
Langbansande , 39 
Glava, 167 
Grasmark, 82 
Gunnarskog, 167 
Jarperud , 94 
Hammaron, 167 
Hogerud , 126, 167 
Homslid, 126 
Karlstad , 45 , 61, 84 , 
141, 145 , 149 
Kil, 45 , 84 
Kola , 36 
Kroppa , 6 
Nykroppa, 6 
Lungsund, 184 
Norra Ny, 80 
Nyed, 36, 168 
Nysund, 141 
Hakanbol, 141 
Ovre Ullerud, 87 
Stora Kil, 79 
Sunne,45 , 84 
Rottneros, 145 
Sunnemo, 168 
Svanskog,90 
Bollsbyn , 90 
Dalen, 90 
Vasby , 141 
Agarden, 141 
Prastgarden, 141 
Vase, 68, 91 
Vee, 67 
Vasterbotten liin 
Norsjo, 89 
Vasternorrland, 54 
Edsele , 87 
Berg, 87 
Sundsvall, 108 
Timra, 83 
Tyndero, 185 
Vastmanland liin, 84 
Munktorp, 44 
Ryttern, 168 
Sala, 132 
Simtuna, 132 
Vasterfarnebo, 168 
Unidentified (Sweden) 
Floda, 101 
Foregard, 130 
Gare, 130 
Kiev , 125 
Sandsjo , IOI 
Vastana, 66 
Wea,67 
SWITZERLAND, 3 
TEXAS 
Dallas Co., 90 
Lancaster, 90 
San Antonio, 89 
Saron, 45 
Trinity Co., 45 
URUGUAY,43 
UTAH, 84 
Murray , 41 
Salt Lake, 41 
West Jordan, 41 
VIRGINIA 
Manassas, 173 
Winchester, 184 
WASHINGTON , 59,159, 
160 
Clark Co., 160 
Everett, 157 
King Co. , 156 
Port Townsend , 159 
Preston, 157 
Seattle, 87 , 89 , 124, 156, 
157, 159 , 160 
Spokane, 87, 157 
Tacoma, 87 , 157 
WISCONSIN , 111, 113, 124 
Busseyvilte , 186 
Fort Atkinson , 186 
Grantsburg, 34 
Hudson , 46 , 86 
Lincoln Co., 124 
Place Name Index 
Madison, 110, 163 , 170 
Milwaukee, 34, 87 , Ill 
Milwaukee Co., 11 I , 113 
Pine Lake , I 16 
River Falls , 86 
Saint Croix Co. , 124 
Sheboygan, 111 ,11 3, 116 
TAKE A TRIP TO SWEDEN 
and discover your roots and how far 
your dollars travel now 
To Help You Trace Your Roots, We Have Compiled 
a Comprehensive Round-Up of Basic Information entitled 
''The Routes to One's 
Swedish Roots'' 
As well as advice on how to begin your search, a list of useful 
addresses, both here in the U.S. and in Sweden, and much more! 
We shall be glad to send you the above brochure 
as well as general travel information. 
SWEDISH TOURIST BOARD 
75 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10010 
(212) 582 2802 
We are the Experts to Scandinavia 
Index of Ships' Names 
Angelo, steamship , 82 Excellent , brig, 24 
Avanti, ship , 39 Fortuna, steamship, 156 
Bonhomme Richard, ship , 160 Fritz, brig, 107 
Br¢drene , ship, 24 Gaspe , brig, 103 
Calypso, ship , 87 Germany. ship , 103 
Catherine Augusta, bark , 107 Hohenzollern. steamship , 46 
Charles Tottie, bark, 27 L'lndustrie, ship , 27 
Cobden , ship , 27 , 178 Janet , bark. 27 
Columbia , 137 Minona, brig, 24 
Esmeralda, 184 Monitor , 32 
Montreal, ship , 113 , 114, 115 , 116 
Nancy, brig, 107 
Oden , bark , 24, 25 
Oscar, frigate, 108 
Romeo, ship , 87 
Serapis , ship , 160 
Sophie , ship , 24 
Superb. 159 
Superior , 11 2, I 13, I 15, 116 
Virginia , 27 
Searching for your Roots? 
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Let us help with 
your travel needs! 
%tuun,,, FRAVEL SERVICE'"'"""""' 
747 FIRST BANK PLACE WEST 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55402 
(612) 332-7567 
SCANDINAVIAN SPECIALISTS SINCE 1894 
~~~~ 1 Tracing Your t i Swedish Heritage? ), 
i Travel anytime J, 
£ of the year ~ 
~ • LOW-COST FLIGHTS: j' 
Fly to Stockholm on Northwest Orient Airlines 
wide-body 7 4 7 service. 
• CAR RENTAL: 
Visit relatives and explore with the freedom of an 
AVIS car with unlimited free mileage. 
• HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS: 
When you want to stay on your own, use the easy 
"Go As You Please" Swedish Hotel Cheque 
vouchers good at 200 hotels throughout Sweden. 
• ESCORTED COACH TOURS: 
Fully escorted one and two week tours visiting the 
important Swedish Heritage centers. 
For any of these money-saving travel ideas, call your 
Travel Agent or 
> 
> 1022 Nicollet Mall , Minneapolis , MN 55403 ~ 
(61 2) 338-7100 Local 
~~:;:;:•~ 
SAS 
BRIDGING THE GENERATIONS 
SAS offers more wide-body non-stops 
from North America to Scandinavia. 
SAS also serves more cities in Sweden 
than all other transatlantic airlines combined. 
SAS offers convenient departures from 
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle and Anchorage. 
Ask your travel agent about SAS' 
convenient schedules and low, low air fares. 
SAS, the airline of Scandinavia. 
